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ALBUQUERQUE M OKNING JOURN

CITY
EDITION
KORIY THIRD YEAR.
VOL. CLXX1V. So. 5.

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Wednesday, July

RAILROAD MAINTENANCE
WORKERS AGREE NOT TO
QUIT THEIR POSTS NOW
LAW AMERICA'S

BOARD SUCCEEDS

i

DEFINITE SLATE

HELPS WELCOME TAFT

ON
i

5, 1922.

J
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HEADING

FUR THER ST

GREAIPROBLEi CELEBR?

a Menace Which,
RE Constitutes
Unchecked, Spells
If

employedIdirected
to remain at work
Disputes to Be Taken Up
With Individual Roads;
May Appeal If No Agree- . ment Is Reached.
(By The Associated Tress.)
Chicago, July 4 (by the Associated Press.) The threatened extension of the strike of railway emtrack men was
ployes to 400,000

averted today through the efforts
of members of the United States
railroad labor board and officials
of the United Maintenance of Way
Employes and railroad shop laborers.
Postponement of the strike was
announced tonight by E. F. Grable,
of
president of the maintenance
way organization, after he and his
executive council had conferred
throughout the day with Chairman
Ben W. Hooper, of the labor board,
and W. L. McMenimen, labor member of the board.
Maintenance of way chairmen
were Instructed to proceed to take
up maintenance of way disputesin
with the individual roads and
case an agreement is not reached,
to refer the matter to the labor
board. These disputes Include the
wage cut recently authorized by the
labor board for maintenance of
way employes, changes In maintenance of way rules and the contracting of track work.Work.
To Continue
Members were directed to continue work under the wage cut ordered by the labor board effectivo
in
July 1, but. to make any revision
rates retroactive to July 1 and to
withhold strike orders pending the
' carrying out of these matters. It
was also announced that an immediate ruling from the labor board
will be Bought absolving members
from doing eny work formerly dono
by members of other organizations
on strike.
Postponement of the maintenance
of way walkout was accomplished
only after a most strenuous day.
Mr. Grable and members of his
executive council came here from
Detroit after canvassing their strike
vote there yesterday, which it was
announced showed over 90 per cent
in favor of a walkout. Armed with
strike orders to 2,700 chairmen, tho
maintenance of way officers went
with Chairman
into conference,
Hooper and Mr. McMenimen.
After a lengthy conference, the
maintenance of way men withdrew
to discuss the matter, then assemb-le- d
with the two board members.
The conference resulted from thy
Mcpersonal efforts of Walter L.
Menimen and Ben W. Hooper, ar-ot
the labor group on tho board,
by telephone
ranged the conference
on Saturday with Mr. Grable, who
was in Detroit canvassing the strike
This vote
vote of his organization.
' was said to be largely in favor o.r
a walkout,
Goes Into Conference.
Accompanied uy J
Vice president, and members of his
executive council, Mr. Grable arrived in Chicago from Detroit this
went into
morning and immediately
conference with Mr. McMenimen
and Chairman Hooper, of the board.
for
Except for a brief adjournment
continued all
lunch, the session
day.
The formal announcement was
not made until after 6 o'clock and
deIt outlined the course of action folcided upon by the trackmen as
lows:
"First To instruct our chair
man on each carrier 10 inae iv
promptly with the management all
the grievances and controversies
outstanding between tho members
of our organization and the carriers, for the purpose of negotiatmating a speedy adjustment, theothers
ters to be taken up. among
to embrace a revision of the recent wage decision of the railroad
labor board, certain changes in
our rules, and the question of contracting out the- labor of the
classes of employes included in our
That the carriers
organisation.
could not well hesitate to consider
a revision of the wage decision is
indicated by the fact that many
of them have already been offer- (Continued on Hugo Two.,
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IS

WEATHER

the two major parties?
the question being asked with
greatest frequency by party leaders and workers and no less by the
plain citizen. The answer has not
by
is

FORECAST.
sday
Denver, July 4. Jfew
and Thursday, fair except unsettled north central portion; warmer east and south portions .Wednesday.
Arizona Wednesday and Thursday, fair; slightly cooler Thursday
and in extreme west portion Wednesday.' Mexico-Wedne-

--

'
LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
92
Highest temperature
62
Lowest ,
30
Kange ,
Mea-. , . .'
.. 77
44
Humidity at 6 a. m
,.

Humidity at
"Precipitation

6 p.

m.

..
..

21

0

.. ' 29
Wind velocity
.South
Direction of wind
X'Jiaractct oj day ir .Partly cloudy
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PERSHING
FAVOR
OF INVOKING THE LAW

This Should
Be Done in
Communities Which Sym
pathize With Murder, of
Inoffensive Citizens, '

Chief Justice Taft, left, and Ambassador
London.

(By The Assucinted Press.)
Marion, Ohio, July 4. With an
emphatic declaration that the con-
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OF

cele-batlo- n.

.
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BE LOPPED

Crls-singo-

JAPANESE

VICTORS
TENNIS TOURNEY

FAVORITES
IN

Mile. Lenglen, French

Star, Threatened Walkout of 400,-00- 0

Semi-Final- s.

(Bj Tbe Annotated Preis.)

Wimbledon, July 4 (by the Associated
Press). Mile. Suzanne
Lenglen gave another great display of her tennis ability today in
her match with Miss Elizabeth
Ryan of California in the women's
singles of tiro grsiscourt cham
pionships,- defeating the American,
and winning her way into
.
tho;
In the men's singles J. C. Ander
son, or. me Australian Davis cup
team defeated his teammate, Pat
O'Hara Wood, in a long drawn out,
3
hard fought match,
1,

-

semi-finals- ..:

.

6,

These singles matches were the
only ones that could be played
today, rain preventing the playing
of the others. Except possibly for
the singles, all hope has now been
given up of finishing the championship tournament by Saturday.
The other women who still must
play In the round before the semifinals are Miss Dransfield, a Yorkshire county player; Mrs. Molla
BJurstedt Mallory, Mrs. Edging-toMrs. Beamish, Mrs. Peacock
and Mrs. Elliott.
Kain .delayed the start ot today's matches until 3 o'clock. The
Australians appeared on the court,
but soon were forced to retire owing to a fresh downpour.
In the second set, after the
games' wero even at two, Anderson won three ernmea in nwu.
sion. Wood won the nevt n,i ih.
ninth again fell to Anderson.
Following the Anderson-Woo- d
match came that between imio
Lenglen and Miss Ryan. Although
she only got one game in tho first
set, tho Californian showed far
greater standard Plav than wn
seen in the Lenglen-McKan- e
encounter. Mile. Lenglen, however,
never made a mistake and reached
the net and scored off Miss Ryan's
f nest drop shots. Miss
Ryan continually used- her tOD slrokn with
great speed,- but the French star's
defense was impenetrable.
.
The Californian even
her speed in the second Improved
set and
went to
Then she was gradu-- a
ly overtaken by the
brilliant
placements of Mile. Lenglen, who
,
reached
Through mi
great corner shots fniir,n

Employes of Country's Railroads Postponed, Grable States.
(By l'b. Auuclated 1'ress.)
Chicago, July 4. The threatened strike of 400,000 maintenance
of way employes of the country's
railways, was postponed
tonight,
pending further negotiations, E. F.
arable, president or t:ie maintenance workers, announced after an
all day conleience with members
of the United States railroad labor
board.
"After most careful consideration of this entire situation wo
have reached the conclusion that
it is not wise for our membership
to leave the service of the carriers
until every resource has been exhausted that aafford hope of a
peaceful adjustment," said the announcement, which was signed by
Mr. Grable, three vice presidents
of tho union and a quorum of the
executive board, composing a subcommittee of the executive board
of grand officers.
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TO WORK OR TO

STRIKEIEGHEH
Governor Makes Significant
statement in Address at
Big Fourth of July Celebration at Mountainair.
ISPICIAL

OlS.AtCH

TO

HOKNINS JOURNAL)

4.
ReMountainair, N. M..
marks by Gov. M. C. July
Mechnm at
the Fourth of July celebration held
here today are regarded as significant in view of tho fact that a
strike .affecting thousands of railway shopmen employed in the state
'

t

"aa
reached. .
fdlfiVe".aI1 ,ne excitement was at
Mlss R'an P'ns'ed the
most brilliant tennis
of her career,
but
twice in n,
W1Ie'
mZ tfnd t00k "S'en led. 5
the next
F,n,?yan
woman won the 13th thea
by
Thfr.Bam.off Miss
""vice state." Is Not Candidate.
BUSINESS OF LIVING
"g
maSnlent
drives.
Governor Mechem stated that he
Mile. Lenglen won,
(By The Associated I'rcss.)
BiVCn an ovation as is not a candidate for any office,!
and will not be a candidate.
Minneapolis, Minn., July 4. In
court.
'I address you as your governor,' struction in "the business
of living
not as the representative of any in
communities" is recommended
AN EGG LARGER THAN
political party," the governor said,
"and my remarks are for demo for a new high school course by
TURKEY EGG IS LAID crats, republicans and socialists, if William F. Webster, superintendent of city schools, in a report subany present."
BY CISCO JEXAS, HEN there be
Ula; Crowd Is Present.
mitted to the board of education.
An immense crowd was present
Under the new course, the study
(By Tbe Associated Tress.)
from all over the Mountainair disCisco. Texas.
languages would be detricts. It was estimated conserva- - of modern
one year, while the student
ferred
larger than a turkty egg
ltively at 2'00(' Hundreds of auto-b- y- pursued studies
that would give
mobiles filled the 8treot8' The peoa perectlv'normm h
him:
provided the
In the barnyard of Mrs. J. J. Pat- pie of Mountainair
A knowledge of our government
warmest kind of hospitality and
local, Btate and national toterson, of this city. The hen ap- the best of entertainment.
slight information reJudge E. R. Wright of Santa Fe gether with
parently of the opinion that the
Mechem to garding the governments of the
egg supply Was lnadeauate to man. introduced Governor
nations of the world.
ply the demand, rewarded her own- the crowd, and both ho and the great
A knowledge of the commercial
er by laying another, ordinary-size- d governor were roundly applauded.
and
Industrial
world In which we
President Dunlavy of the comgg lnsld the shell of the
live, this to Include some study of
turkey-size- d
egg; The feat was re- mittee that arranged for the
commercial geography.
presided.
peated by the same hen a few days
Some elementary work in vocaThe
ago.
eggs were perfectly
tional guidance.
BOAT OVERTURNS, SINKS.
formed. Both Inside and outside
Mr. Webster explained that the
eggs contained the white and vollr.
4.
Peoria,' 111.,
"Peggy," reason for this recommendation
and the shells of both were hart! world's champion July
705
of
boat
speed
was that the best preparations for
and normal.
class, owned by Fred Schramm, Jf living In the near
future is a
Freakish enough, the birth of Milwaukee. Wis., overturned lat knowledge
under
twin heifer calves from a Jersev this afternoon in the races of the which men of conditions
in
live
must
the prescow belonging to A. W. Balfanz. of Mississippi Boat Regatta and sank. ent. He
said courses of study here
this city, Is reported also. Both The driver and mechanician were tofore have
been made with an eye
calves, perfectly formed, are doing both thrown beneath the boat bul too
constantly on the future or too
WCll.
were rescued,
focijucnjly turned toward, the past.
foot-fault-

6.

thM???

q,

'

1

yet been found, and those who
have a reputation to maintain as
forecasters are not risking the reputation
any rash
by making
guesses.
Old observers declare that in no
previous campaign has there been
so little of a definite plan or Biiite
formulated at this stage. Republicans will string out a list, containing from four to a dozen
names of prowinent men, and let
Of those
you make the selection.
making up the list of eligibles,
men
are
who
have
all
practically
long been identified actively with
political affairs of the state and
territory. There Is none in the
group who may be classified as
coming under the head or type that
would seem to measure up to the
specifications of the demand for a
"new deal." Democrats appear to
be hopeful that H. L. (Koy) Hall,
of Kio Ariba county, may bo prevailed upon to declare in the race.
He is rated by many as the strongest possible candidate who might
be chosen by the party. This is a
belief In which quite a number of
republicans share. There has been
no formal announcement from
Hall, but some of the democratic
leaders say not only that he would
accept the nomination, but that he
would bo glad to have it. Further
than the earnest consideration of
Hall, party leaders do not appear
to have any plan.
Rums Is Interviewed.
Ono of tho first
preliminary
moves on the part of the
republicans was an expedition of a delegation to Rio Arriba county to con- rer witn Thomas D. Burns, in the
hope of securing his pledge to
mane the race for the nomination
rurns is the son of tho lute
Thomas D. Burns, for many years
ono or me most powerful of the
republican leaders. Burns has not
neen interested In seeking any po
litical office, but ho has big
biH.
ness interests and Is popular. The
logic of nominating Burns is that
he would cut down the Rio Arriba
county vote of Hall, who Is also
very popular in his home county.
The belief oC republican, strate
gists is that Burns,
by
the Snrgenls, would supported
preserve tho
in
the
overwneimlng
majority
northern county, tn spite of Hall's
presence on tho oDoosit on t letter
There is little reason to doubt that
n,uwarrt and Jonn Sareenr wmiin
bo glad to support Burns for tho
nomination, if they believed that
he really desired the honor. Tho
one drawback to the Sargent sup
pore is mat William u. Sartrent.
their brother, has been an avowed
candidate for several
months
William Sargent, for some twenty
years territorial and state auditor
transferred his residence from Rio
Arriba to Santa Fe county. He has
been a contender for the Santa Fe
delegation to the state convention
His position is that if he can he
reasonably sure of the Santa Fe
county delegation, he will ro after
other delegations, and present his
claims to the convention.
In this
event, it may safely be assumed
that the Sargent influence in It la
Arriba county would be exerted In
Ills behalf. If Sargent fails to hold
the Santa Fe delegation, then th.?
Sargent forces wiil be thrown tc
some other candidate.
Mny Not Ho Overjoyed.
The opinion has been expressed
that Edward and John Sargent may
not be overjoyed over the action of
party leaders in Invading the
county to place another candidate
In the field, while William Sargent
himself remains a candidate.
The city election in Santa Fe, in
April, has been described as show
ing a sort of preliminary test if
Sargent's strength in this county
It was said that the- election re
solved Itself Into a contest for the
control of the party machinery.
The contest was believed to be be
tween the forces of Sargent and the
supporters of Judge Reed Ilollo- man, of Santa Fe, generally spoken
of as a shade more .than a receptivu
candidate for the nomination for
governor. The Holloman forces, a
hard fight, finally secured control
of the city convention and nominated their candidate for mayor.
Judge Holloman is believed to !'
willing to support Sargent In the
event that Sargent can secure the
Santa Fe delegation.

of New Mexico is now well under
way. Governor Mechem said:
"Every man. has a right to quit
work, or to strike, if he wishes. No
man, unless he is convicted of an
offense-againBthe law, can be
compelled to work.
mun
has the right to
"Every
work. If ho can secure a job.
"One of the duties of the' executive department ,of this state, as
understand it, is to see that these
rights are- respected and protected.
As your governor, I shall do so to EDUCATOR ADVOCATES
the best of my ability, backed by
the laws and constitution of the INSTRUCTION
IN
THE

.

York-Montre- al

.

STRIKjJALTED

Defeats American Opponent and Wins Her Way
Into

WORKERS'

WAY

h.i,l

(Bj The AssoClnted Press.)

Indianapolis, Ind.. Julv 4.
T. Tllden II. Philadelphia;
Zenzo Shlmiwi, Japan; Charles
Garland, Jr., Pittsburgh; Theodore
R. Drews, St. Louis, and John Hennessey, Fritz Bastian and Ralph
Burdicki local favorites, again won
in the second men's singles round
play In the senior'" national clay
TRAIN IS DERAILED.
court tennis championships at the
Albany, N. Y
July 4. About Woodstock Country club today.
1,000 pas- ngers were shaken up, Other winners were Wray Brown,
some of them suffering slight St. Louis, colli'ge
boy: Walter
bruises when the New
West brook, Detroit, former westExpress, northbound, on the ern conference
collegiate' cham
New York Central, was derailed pion: Arthur Hubbell
near Chtldwold at '5; SO this morn- and J. B. Adouc, Jr.. Dallas,Chicago.
Tex.
Phil Beltens.
ing. Six of the twelve cars left
defeat
tne Hacks, turning over on their ed Willis Fulton.California,
Cleveland.
- U-- l.
.
sides.

BY

TENNIS PLAYER

SROPS

Los Angeles. Calif.. July 4- .Thorough search of Topango can
yon, tweniy.five miles northwest
of here, today failed to bring to
light the body of a woman re
vealed in the foreground of a
developed last night by B.
W. Anderson from a negative exposed by him several weeks ago.
The search was conducted
by
squaas or police officers and citi
zens.

in

,

J UPON

(By Tne Associated Press.)

Harvey, photographed

Reports from London state that Chief Justice Taft of the U. S.
stitution and laws sponsored oy supreme court, former president, is receiving a royal welcome wherever
the majority
must be enforced. he is entertained in London. The chief Justice is in England studying
President' Harding, addressing his court methods there in an effort to speed up court procedure in the
U. S.
"ltiends and neighbors," who assembled at the fair grounds here today to celebrate his homecoming,
declared that "menaces do'aris-3which must be suppressed by the GREAT DISPLAY
MAINTENANCE OF
government pending their enforce-

FIRE DESTROYS

REVEALED BY SEARCH

CHflLLEWGER IS

AND SNIPERS

OUTCLASSED

By

BEi!

FIERCEJATTLES

LEONARD

ID-Rni-

ment by public opinion."
Coupled with this assertion was
tho prediction that "America will
go on" and thut the "fundamental
of the republio and all its liberties
will be preserved."
Touches on Prohibition.
i
During his address, the presidison
touched
dent
prohibition,
cussed tho right of "a free America''
not only to labor "without any
other 'leave,' but "to bargain collectively," reviewed the history of
RAILROAD
Marion, which is clebrating its
one hundredth birthday anniver
sary, and told a number of incidents
,of his earlier life. Ho spoke from
to
Road
Moffatt
a grandstand lined witn 'noun
Loss
surround
folks" and
Be in Excess of $1,000,-00- 0; ing territory.visitors from
who also
Starts in Empty Generalan Pershing,
address, was loudly ap
"fearadvocated
he
Cars on Siding.
plauded when
less" use of "the strong arm of the
law In communities which openiy
(By The Associated Tress.)
Denver, Colo., July 4. As the sympathize with ruthless murder of
nllmnx to a series of' more than inolfensive people in the exercise
thirty conflagrations which broke of the right to earn a livelihood."
President Harding joined in the
out in Denver today, a fire which
developed lata this afternoon In handclappins which followed this
the Moftat Kailroad shops at Utah statement.
Eighteenth Amendment
Junction, a suburb of Denver, de.
mentioned' tho
The president
stroyed virtually the entire plant.
It is believed tho loss will equal eighteenth amendment In connoo
that caused by a blaze of Novem- tion with his advocacy of strict law
Declaring that "ma
ber 7, 1920, when damage in ex enforcement.
lorities, restrained to and protec- cess of $1,000,000 resulted.
ever must rule,
of
minorities,
Jlion
The fire is said to have started
in empty stork cars on a siding he added: "Tho eighteenth amendment denear the shops. The flames spread
senso
rapidly to the mill, the carpenter nies to a minority a fanciedamendthe
shop, the oil house and the of personal liberty, ofbutAmerica
and
ment is tho will
store room.
must bo sustained by the governApparatus from the Denver fire ment
conand public opinion, else
department encountered difficulty
in getting to the scene and when tempt for the law will undermine
foundation."
our
very
they arrived their efforts to comDeparting frequently from the
bat the flames were futile.
M.
Exploding barrels of oil show- prepared text of his speech, he.
ered burning' embers'and flaming Harding, with a smile, told howrodo
once
which "a green village youth,"
liquid over tho ruins,
the nearby town
occupy an entire city block. In into Marion from
addition to the building between of Caledonia, his formerAthome, on
another
mule."
twenty and thirty stock cars were a "stubborn
juncture he remarked thatthe"back
burned.
exinto
he
1895.
in
dropped
Officials declared that the fire
press office "to see some of tho
may have started from sparks fellows"
there about a chic
from a passing Colorado and
Southern
engine,
although a
There was a burst of applause
workman is quoted as saying that
would
he saw a man set the blaze in when the president said'1 ho
can come
some straw in the bottom ot one welcome the day when
back to stuy with you permanentof tho stock cars.
In parts of the shop force em- ly."
"Some of you may think its a
ployed by the company went on
to be president," Mr.
strike Saturday when the nation fine thing remarked.
on
"Keep
wide walkout of railroad sliopmen Harding it
you'll find the situathinking
was called.
wake
when
you
tion very different
up."
Dawes Speaks Briefly.
On the program for "informal
TO
remarks," Charles G. Dawes, former
director of the budget bureau, spoki
briefly, concluding with the observation that the president "has a
cabinet but the cabinet ha3
OFF strong
a stronger Harding."
Brief speeches were made By
r
Comptroller of the Currency secand George B. Christen,
ARMY retary to the president.
Shortly before noon xoaay me
nresldent strolled down to the Mar
ion
building from the home of
Reorganization Plans Have his Star
father, Dr. O. T. Harding.
father's
Been Proposed By the Climbing the stairs to histhe
presoffice on the second floor,
War Office and Approved ident made a long hand draft of his
speech. Across the hall was the
oy the Cabinet.
room which he occupied? for years
as editor of the Star his old desk
B 11k Associated Press.)
still in its customary place.
Toklo, Julv 4 (by the Associated
Before leaving the building the
Press). The Japanese army will president went into every departbe reduced by a total of 56.000 eneach employe by
listed men, according to reorgani- ment, asgreeting
he shook hands.
zation plans proposed by the war name
The
president and Mrs. Harding
otnee ana approved by the cabinet spent the
evening nuletly at Mr.
it was announced today.
of
Harding's home, with members who
the' family and a few friends
WOMAN'S BODY IS NOT
dropped in to call.

0

Mull, 85c a Month
SlIiRle CVpln 6o

Rli

archy and Ruin, Senator
Constitution
and Laws
Postponement is AnnouncLenroot Declares.
PresE.
F.
ed By
Grable,
Sponsored By the Major- (By ihe Assucinted Pre.'..)
ident, After Conferences
be tntorcea,
iiy must
Ocean Grove, N. J.. July 4. DisPresident Harding Asserts
With Tribunal Members. regard for the law is the greatest
problem that America now faces,
"constituting a menace which, if
unchecked,
spells anarchy and
ruin," declared United States Senator Lenroot, Wisconsin, In an address made today at an Ocean
Grove Independence celebration.
Senator. Lenroot urged observance of the Volstead law and deplored the tendency of the people
to split into groups. Declaring his
belief in the rights of labor to organize, he said:
"The shocking occurrences recently in the coal strike region In
Illinois should arouse us to action.
To quit work is a right but labor
must understand that the right to
work is just as sacred.
Neither
tyranny of oapital nor tyranny of
labor will be tolerated In America."
Senator Frelinghuysen ot New
Jersey presided at the celebration
and also made a patriotic address,
Bishop Joseph I. Berry calling the
meeting to order.

.
ui turner or
i

Both Major Parties Appear Irregular Stronghold in UpCLASH
to Be Somewhat Up inj per Sackville Street) in
the Air for Standard
Dublin,
is Bombarded
Rocky Kansas Knocked Out
With Heavy Guns.
Bearers in 1922 Race.
in the Eighth Round of
a'
(By The Associated fress.)
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Scheduled
ftn
London, July t. A Dublin dis
Santa Fe, July 4. Who will be the
condidates nominated for governor patch to the Times says:
at Michigan City.
"Tonight the remnant of the irThis

lr "PEOPLE

An-

FOR CANDIDATES

KM

CO'.

IN

IRISH REGULARS

EDITION

I

I
itBf

AIIVER ss

ii

CITY

VISIT TO LONDON

100TH BIRTHDAY

DISREGARD FDR

RAILROAD L

U. S. AMBASSADOR

A 1
JL4.

.

regular stronghold in Upper Sackville street is being bombarded

with heavy guns."
The Dublin correspondent of the
Press association telegraphing early
in the morning, saya that the national forces are making steady
progress. The battle in O'Connell
street continued with varying intensity throughout the day, the
firing on the whole being much
heavier than yesterday.
The main postofl'ice was rushed
and charged by a bombing party,
twenty irregulars being taken.
The correspondent says it is persistently rumored that de Valera.
has lift Hammam's hotel.
Fifteen irregulars are believed
to have surrendered under ths
white flag at this hotel and it ts
rumored that Countess Marklevlcz
was captured while sniping.
During the course of the day.
continues the correspondent, there
have been fierce duels between national troops lying in the road behind light barricades and snipers
from windows and roofs. There arc
several Indications of the diminished strength of the irregular forces.
The deserted appearance of the
Gresham suggested that the hotel
had been evacuated and, it was believed, that free state troops once
entered the hotel, but did not remain, suspecting that the place had
been mined, and later republicans
were again seen firing from the
windows.
Tho irregulars concentrate their
attention especially on threatened
points, moving about In underground tunnels, A largo number of
irregulars aro known to have left
the O'Connell area, either tired by
tho struggle or under orders from
their leaders. Crowds in the city
still watched the fighting; in one
ease- national snipers were firing
clear over the heads of tbe spectators at Hammam's hotel.
R0DE0-BISBE-

E

RACE GOES

AUTO
TO OGLE

(By Tlie Associated

Fre.)

Bisbee, Ariz., July 4. Carl Ogle
e
of Douglaskwon the
auto raco tr.m morning by driving
the seventy-fivmiles at an aver-ag- e
of 57.6 miles per hour. Bill
Sherrill of Bisboe was second, E.
L. Hanks ot Douglas, third; Harry
Jourrlan, Bisbee. fourth ' and Bert
Fletcher, Bisbee, fifth.
Byron Thomas ot Bisbee was
slightlv injured when his car was
wrecked near Douglas. Twelve cars
wore scheduled to start the race.
Only five finished.
A baseball
game, program of
cowboys' sports, historical pageant
and open-nicarnival were other
features of the celebration here today and this evening. Two thousand persons
witnessed the cowboy festival.
Rodeo-Bisbe-

e,

r.
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STEAM
OE VOLCANO

FURNISH POWER
Attempt

Is Being Made to

'Harness Them and Put
Them to Some Practical
Use in Industry.
(By The Associated Tress.)

Hilo, Island of Hawaii. T. H..
4.
Drillings into the volcano
of Kilauea on this island, in the
hope of discovering some means of
harnessing tho steam and heat of
the natural phenomenon and utilizing the resultant power In industry, have brought to light the apparent existence of Iron and copper in the mountainous crater, ac
cording to scientists directing the
drilling.
The material through which the
drills are sinking consists of a
silicious ore containing Iron sulphides and pyrites which indicate
the presence of copper.
The drilling, which was Interrupted by the recent activity in
craters eleven miles from
the active pit of Kilauea,
has been conducted under diffi
culties, due to the excessive heat of
the region and the fact that live
steam rises In clouds and con
denses around the boring rig.
The steam however, is only sur
face steam or water vapor caused
by seepage of rain from the ground
surface, and the drills are not yet
down to a depth where It may be
determined whether there Is sufficient steam at a high enough
temperature to furnish Lteam that
may. In turn, be used commer
cially.
The heat at the present depth of
the drilling appears to fairly con
stant at a temperature of 96.3 degrees centigrade or approximately
204 degrees Fahrenheit.
The question confronting
the
scientists is whether this heat will
increase as the drills bite their
way through the lava rock, which
has proved difficult of penetration at some points where only
three or four feet resulted from
entire operations of a day.
xno nrst Hole attempted was
driven approximately twenty feet
when it was found that the rock
beneath was tilted at such an angle
that the drill was directed on a
slant which would have made extrication of the tools impossible.
This hole was capped and another
started with the same result, but
more favorable conditions
were
found in several other locations
and it U hoped that eventually the
drills may dig their way down at
least 100 feet. The drilling experiment is of tremendous interest to
scientists and geologists who hope
that It may solve the Question of
What la jjiiJerncaUi
volcano. ,

July

.

Hale-mauma- u.

BETWEEN

20..000 AND
25,000 PERSONS OUT

"He Whipped Me; He
Whipped Me, and Oh,
How He Can Hit," Moans
Defeated Buffalo Boxer,
(By The Associated Tress.)

Ringside, Michigan
City, Ind.,
J'Hy 4 (by the Associated Press)
Benny Leonard, world's lirhrnroin.
knocked
champion,
out Rocky
Kansas of Buffalo, N. T., in the
eighth round of a scheduled
contest before a crowd of
between 20.0(10 and 25.000 persons
in Floyd
Fitzsimmons' open air
arena here this afternoon.
The
challenger, bleeding
and groggy
was reeling helplessly around
the
ring when his manager,
Dan
Rogers, threw in the towel.
Kansas was no match for the
champion. Leonard was his master
from the start and probably could
have won earlier but Kansas refused to open up and was alwayn
on tho retreat.
Kansas did not
land more than half a dozen solid
punches during the eight rounds,
while Leonard had no trouble in
reaching his foe with solid smashes
to the chin and body.
This was their third
meeting
since Leonard became lightweight
In their previous
champion.
H
i ,. t
;
Trtnaril urnn fcwo
Several thousand women attended
lllli uout.
ten-rou-

con-tes-

ta

.

I,rX)XRI

TOYS WITH
KANSAS I. TIIF. RIN'U

Michigan City, Ind., July 4 (bv
the
Associated
Press). Bennfa
Leonard, world's champion lightweight fighter, smashed
Itocky
Kansns almost at will all over
the
ring in the eighth round of their
scheduled
titular content today and the Buffalo. N. Y.,
challenger's seconds threw In the
sponge to save their man from
something more than a technical
knockout.
The battle will go down 1n tho
record books as only a technical
knockout for the champion, but it
win buck in KocKy Kansas' mem- -,
ory as the moBt severe beating he
ever received.
Blood running from his mouth
down his naked chest and tear.r
trickling through the heavy growth
of beard on his cheeks, Kansas,
held up by his manager, could only
moan: "He whipped me he whipped men and. Oh. how he can hit."
claims by Kansas'
Following
friends that the fibula bone In hlu
left arm just above tho wrist had
been broken in the third round ot
the fight, and that Kansas had
fought gamely on for five more
rounds with the member practically useless, the fighter was examined tonight by Dr. C. K. Brlggs
of Chicago and Dr. A. L. Barone
of Buffalo, N. Y.v a member of
Kansas' camp. They said the bone
was broken.
Dan Rogers. Kansas' manager,
asserted ho threw the sponge into
the ring against Kansas' wishes in
order to save further injury to his
ten-rou-

arm.

Kansas seemed to be out on his
feet, but it was the disgrace of tho
sponge that seemed to hurt him
most, for in his rough career of
many victories only Bennle Leonard had ever before even sent him
to the floor and Leonard failed to '
do that
today, although there
seemed little doubt that one more
right cross would have put the
challenger flat on his back for a
long count.
Leonard, surrounded by hundreds who rushed to his corner,
smiled after the bout and declared
himself well satisfied with the result.
"They thought because Kansas
had stayed the limit In three other
houts with me that I couldn't put
him out. They said when Britton
beat me that I was through.
I
guess I showed today that I'm still
a champion, that I still have the
punch and that I can still move
fast. "If there are any fighters who
doubt. I want them to know that
I have plenty of 'What I gave Kansas today."
In
the
There was no doubt
minds of the more than 20,000
Into
came
the
who
spectators
augural battle at Floyd Fitzsimmons' new open air arena that
Leonard today not only was Rocky
Kansas' master, but that he wan
just as fast, .just as rugged and
Just as powerful In those terrifio
rightB as the day he won the title
from Freddie Welsh, years ago.
The champion just toyed with
his husky young opponent, who
can ne given creuit ior uniy itnu--in- g
like a man before the champion's onslaught and for struggling
gamely to do what today was impossible trade blows with .Leonard. Kansas did not take a single
round.
Ho did not land a solid
blow.
He failed to do more than
rufflo the champion's hair but he
never quit trying to get In one of
blows which have
those mule-lik- e
sent such boxers at Ritchie Mitchell down for the count in on
round.
Tho only time Rocky ever trot
an even break was in the first
That was an even
session.
of dancing and sparring
with no heavy blows.
From then Leonard Increased
his speed and superiority round
"
whipping In uppercuts In
which left Kansas
looking Trom side to side as it
wondering where they came from.
As the rounds passed, iLeorard
began shooting over his' famoti
right, cross, mingling It with left
hooks which kept the challenger
y
mystified .
The number of Leonard's effec.'
tlve blows increased with' every
round and in the seventh he wtut
'
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ALAS! POORBUT BLOODED ITALIAN NOBLES
NOW FORCED TO WORK FOR THEIR LIVING

OS

REGULAR F

ITSELF

MILE T RACK
Din Is Heard

Jeafening

rv

in

Fourth Annual Dona Ana
Flivver
Race;
County
Home

:

Manjs Winner.
TO

JIPICIAk Dll

Pr'

MOHNlMI JOUKNAM

Las Cruces, N. M., July 4.
The fom-n- i nnminl I'ona Ana counwns held hcra this
ty Ford men
Tlio race consisted of 10
each, starting
laps rf six miles and
Crucea
running to
ju'ar LkT3 where
track turned
tho
Mtisilla,
.tack to Mesilla I'ark and again
to Jjis Cruces. Jones, of the Scott
lotor company, driving No.mln-til-1,
(came in first in ono hour, 19
and 32 seconds. Walters of
Walters' garage, driving No.min-6,
second in ono hour, 22
utes and 14 seconds. Elmer
driving No. 3. camo In third
in ono hour, 22 minutes and 52
Seconds. Fourth was won by Dave
Campbell, of tho Scott Motor comand
pany In ono hour, 22 minutes
i7 Heconds In car No. 8.
no
cars
except regular
This year
I'ortls wero allowed to outer, and
Jlie raco was much more even. All
t tho cars except No. 10, which
drove
jkurned out in tho second lap, No.
4,
good raco to tho finish.
3riven by racers from Silver City,
eld second until the last lap,
,Vhen it fell out. No. R, driven by
3Iibbert of Cunutlllo, Texas, drove
i hard race from the start, although two laps behind tho oth-

miif

Ft
--

;i"

IV

ated Press). The labor board has
"outlawed'' itself, and not the shopmen's organization by its action in
declaring the shop crafts outside
its further jurisdiction, 13. M. Jewell, head of the railway employes
department of the American Federation of Labor, declared today in a
letter addressed to the labor board
taking issuo with the board's "outlaw" resolution adopted yesterday.
"In this partisan effort of tho
board to destroy the effectiveness
of the organization which the railformed by
way employes have
their own desire and in the exerof
cise of their right
mutual aid
and
the board has
'outlawed" not the organizations
of employes, but itself," Mr. Jewell
asserted.
"Charged with the duty
of mediating in disputes between"
the carriers and their employes
the board announced that unless
the actions of the organlzatlfcns' of
employes meets with its approval,
the board will one by one exclude
from consideration these organiza
tions, until, in the course of time,
following its present policy, we
may assume the board will have
excluded from its consideration the
entire two million railway employes, thus leaving Itself unable
to perform any of the duties and
obligations imposed upon it by the

Sr'l

t

Loh-Jna-

No accidents of any kind befell
"Bny of the drivers and tho race
rvas the most successful one ever
100
Jjpld here. Prizes of $200.
mnd $50 were offered for the
i-

AS WELL NEAR AZTEC
IN VOLUME
BY ONLY ONE IN U. S.

I EXCEEDED
;:

(By Tbe Amoclnled rrM.)
' Aztec, N. M., July 4. Work Is
being pushed on the new $00,000
high school building In Aztec. The
Imilding, which will be modern In
every respect, will be ready for use
(juring tho last half of the coming
school year.
j Casing arrived In Aztec Monday
for the completion of Atec Syndicate well No. 1, and work, which
has been delayed, will be resumed
immediately.
g At a depth of 2,400 feet the Midwest Refining company, operating
Just west of aztee, recently struck
4 flow of petroleum gas which, It

Jj

is claimed, is exceeded In volume
in the United
ty only ono wellmachines
could not
Btates. Testing
amount
of gas gushing
the
register
krom the mouth of the hole, but experienced drillers declare It is not
less than sixty million feet.
An, attempt Is being made to
'mud in" and save the gas In accordance with government

Answers to Questions.
(Any reader can get the answer
lo any question by writing The
n
Morning Journal
Bureau, Frederic J. Haskin.
director, Washington, D. C. This
tfer
applies strictly to information. The bureau cannot give adInfor-tnatio-

vice on legal, medical, and financial
rhatters. It does not attempt to
settle domestic tronbles, nor to undertake exhaustive research on any
subject.. Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full name and
address and enclose two cents In
Ktamps for return postage. All replies are sent direct to the
1

'

Q.

Wiat

J.

makes soap flont?

report of one of
the government agencies says that
this quality is given to soap by
A.

A technical

Mowing it full of tiny air bubbles
hile it Is still hot. The bubbles
invisible to the naked eye.
ire
:'
Q. How docs tho componsatlon
if u widow of an officer in tho late
compare with that of tho Mid-- p
!ar
w of a private? II. 1. II.
A. Both would receive the same

Countess Malagola
Italy's blue blooded aristocracy,
poverty stricken, is turning gladly
fortunes. Count Malagola, a member
est families, whose wife was Miss
become an antique dealer under the
good business in Borne.
amount of compensation.
If both
husbands carried the same insurthe
receive
would
widows
ance, the
same amount.
Q. How many saloons were pnt
not of business by prohibition? J.
U. C.
A. The
league says
thnt there were 177,790 saloons,
236
090
and
distilleries
breweries
I,
in the United States.
Q. What will keep homemade
caL-u-p
from turning dark? M. H.
A. L'so whole spices tied in a
hag Instead of ground spices since
it is the latter that darkens the
This docs not apply to
calsup.
redpepper since this adds color to
the product.
Q. When was wnlcr power at
Xianra Falls first used? K. O. M.
A. The latent power of Niagan
Falls was utilized in a small way in
187", but it was not until 1887 that
the company wns chartered to undertake its utilization on a large
scale. It took them ten years to
get going, and the leading engineers of the world were consulted
as to the best mechanical means of
head and
using the tremendous
column of descending water.
J. What is tho oldest hymn?
Anti-Saloo- n

M. 1
A.

The oldest Christian hymn
known Is one credited to Clement
of Alexandria and composed probably about the year 200. Henry M.
Dexter has given a free paraphrase
of it In his "Shepherd of Tender
Youth," which Is widely used in
many hymnals.
Q. Should a floor of a room ho
lighter or darker than tho walls?
II. U F.
A. When practicable, tho darkest tones should be used for floor
and floor coverings, lighter tones
for walls, and the lighest of all for
celling.
O. How loner floes it take to go
to Bermuda from New York? R. C.
A. The trip
occupies about
forty-fiv- e
hours.
O. What arc uio snemme names
for tlio loss of appetite nnd loss of
sense of smell, P. F. T.
A. The medical term for loss or
appetite is anorexia, and for loss o'
sense of smell, anosmia.
Q. What arc the life periods of
plants? F. K.
A. With respect to duration of
life there are three classes of
Dlants: annuals, biennials, and pe
rennials. An annual comes up from
seed, bears flowers and seeds and
dies within the year. A biennial
grows from a seed, but produces
leaves only the first year. The second summer a flower stalk comes
up, seeds are produced and the
plant dies. A perennial has roots
which live on from year to year
unless killed. Depending upon con
ditions the plant may or may not
produce seed every year.
TS.
Q. Who wns Brian Bnrn?
A. He was a noted Irish king
who reigned in the eleventh

and her children.
once too proud to work, but now
to "trade" to recoup the familj
of one of Italy's oldest and proudMarshall, Mississippi beauty, has
name of "Sidera" and is doing a

transportation act."
Mr. Jewell charged that the
board "Is lending Its aid definitely
to the nation-wid- e
drive inaugurd
ated by selfish,
financial interests, against organized labor, and in favor of the
"open shop," which is in
fact, "as you well know, a non-

SPEEDWAY

11

JEWELL

SEASON

CD
Jill

Hi

housekeeper should
begin now to replenish her
stock of canned fruits and
Jellies and prevegetables,
Every

serves.
There are three reasons why
she should always keep on
hand a goodly supply of these
foods! First, to make her family healthier and better nourished: second, to provide a
pleasing variety of succulent,
tender young fruits and vegetables throughout the winter
instead of having them only
during the short time when
they are In season; third, to
otherwise
save food which
would go to waste.
if
not
difficult
is
Canning
one understands the reason for
each
step In the method.
There is absolutely no chance
of spoilage if proper instructions are followed.
The States Relations Service
has gone thoroughly Into the
science of canning and has issued an authoritative booklet
on this subject. It explains the
different processes, tho proper
equipment ot use. and gives
tested recipes. This is a free
publication and
government
Information
our Washington
secure
a copy for
will
Bureau
and.
any reader who fills out Enmails the coupon below.
close two cents in stamps for
return postage. Write your
name and address clearly.
.

FKEDERIO J. HASKIJT,
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
in stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Canning
Booklet.
Name

Street

When one is Clicquot and
the other two are you and she.
For Clicquot Club Ginger Ale is
a friendly drink, each bottle con
taining enough for her full glass
and yours.
The taste of Clicquot Club
counts most. Young, old, or in
between they all like it.
Everything in Clicquot Club
Ginger Ale is pure. No water
but that drawn from
springs is used and
l to only real Jamaica

KXTKA

THE CLItQUOT CLUB CO.
jc:ii:.
tt o a

V--

D

Ginger

Ginger Ale
Sarsaparilla

Birch Beer
Root Beer
'

...

.

.
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MATERNITY

FOR

HELP

Want

the fonrn:il.
Santa Fe, July 4. The state
board of health reports that the
state foi
plans submitted by this tiheppard-Towner
operations under the
act have been approved
This act provide
by Washington.
between the fedfor
eral government and the states in
the welfare of mothers and in(Special Correspondence to

Old

With vacation time in full swing
a majority of the population is
taking itself to the mountains and
streams for recreation. Accidents

will happen in 'he best regulated
With doctors far away,
camps.
infection and further damage often result, before proper care can
ha Via,! Hencs. it Is timclv to call
attention to the first aid boxes offered by the Red Cross.
Diseases reported for week ending July 1:
Chancroid, Santa Fe, 2.
Chlckenpox, Chaves, 1.
Conjunctivitis (acute), Eddy, 1.
Diphtheria, Bernalillo, 6; Chaves,
2. McKinley, 2; Santa Fe, 1; Socorro, 1; Valencia, 8.
Gonorrhea, Chaves, 2; Rio Arriba, 1; Santa Fe, 8.
Influenza, Socorro, 1.
Malaria, RiO' Arriba, 1; Santa
Fe, 3.
Mumps, Bernalillo, 1; Otero,l.
Scarlet fever, Bernalillo, 1; Santa Fe. 1.
Syphilis, Santa Fe, 2.
Bernalillo,
4;
Tuberculosis,
Chaves, 4; De Baca, 1; Grant, 18;
Quay, 1.
Typhoid fever, Luna, lj Mora, 1;
Quay, 2; San Juan, 2; Santa Fe, 1;
Valencia, 2.
Whooping cough, Santa Fe, 3;
Socorro, 8; Torrance, 3.

They are GOOD!
Wind Shield
I
I

J.

Glass-Lumb-

BAMiRfDOB

O.

LDMMBR

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S.

Phone

Fourth.

1057--

WINDOW SHADES!
utccd Rollers and Shade
Let us elve 70a an
estimate.

ANDERSON BROS.
Phone

870--

J

Us
They Can't BeatPrloes

For Service, Quality and

Duke City Cleaners
Phone

44S. 1209

viding ample storage for

PLASTER

rhasArthurArthur

W. Geisaler.

W. Gelssler of Oklahoma
been appointed by President
Harding as the new UnlteU State!
"
miniater.oftGuatepiala,

CHALLENGER IS
OUTCLASSED BY
BENNY LEONARD
(Continued

rrom

rage

One)

Kansas kept shaking his head in
the early rounds over his misses.
Once or twice he mnllcd, hut Leonard always quickly wiped off the
smile with a quick jab.
Then came the eighth: Kansas'
mouth was Weeding as he came
from his corner and Leonard shot
In blows so fast that the blood
soon came in a stream. Kansas
backed, wofiblert, swayed and reeled under the blows, his hands at
his wide, his mind evidently a
blank. As Leonard carefully measured' him for what probably 'would
have been the knockout blow, the
eponge flew into the ring, and, un.
der Us sprinkle of water lay Rocky
Kansas' championship hopes, as
completely drenched as if an ocean
ot water had swamped them.
BOCT.
4.
Pa".
Memphis, Tenn.,
Moore of Memphis July
and Sammy
Mandell of Rockford, 111., bantam-weightfought eight rounds here
tonight to what one sports writer
declared a draw while another held
the contest ended with Moore having a slight shade. Mandell weigh-e- d
121 pounds and Moor 117.
L

s,

Queen Helena of Italy is an
stamp collector.

E.

First Savings Bank
and
Trust Company

figuratively throwing gloves at the
Buffalo lad.
Kansas repeatedly swung hard,
trying especially for the stomach,
hut Leonard always danced away,
Invariably returning with arrow-lik- e
blows to Rocky's jaw.

MOORE-MANDEL-

man's wants.

nt

ALBCQCERQtJE.
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For Old Carpet

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

Sweepers
(ANY CONDITION)

423 North First Street

3

THIS WEEK
ONLY

With the Understanding that the
DriAA Via Dav I Af
l I ivw tsu i aj ivi
Your Old Broom
Be

or Sweeper
Applied on

the

Purchase Price of
a
IIOTPOIIJT
ELECTRIC
j

an odd lot of Boys' Shoes which' we offer at the

Mak'e this sale save you money

jewelry, valuable papers,
bonds and other securities, to which you have
access at all times during
business hours.

$5

PAINT

GLASS
CEMENT

Our line of Blouses and Shirts, both witli and without
,
collars, are all going at a saving of 20 per cent.
c

(ANY CONDITION)

LUMBER

';:.,..

attractive price of $3.15.

For Old Brooms
...

Mothers will find tlie best selection of Knee Pant Suits
some have two pairs of trousers, all well made, and all
going at greatly reduced prices.

;We have

$3

North Fourth

Sits

Our Modern Safety
Deposit Vaults

Will Pay

Cloth.

Eys

Come in and Inspect

Sweepers

W

Gu:

n

250-mi- le

CO.

Phone 403.

Carpet

Colic,', Diarrhoea,,
-

h,

inn

er

131 South First Strest.

.

DMJJKE4

Brooms

io

fants.

8S5W

Wun-derllc-

We

!

Amine

MURPHY

For a moderate charge
per year you may secure
a box in this vault pro-

When three is not a crowd

;

Mil

-

City
union shop."
In London under present restricHe asserted that the board "has
tions no building is allowed to be
State
allowed itself to be used as an
than 80 feet above the
higher
instrument to lower the American
street level.
standard of living at the behest
of organized "greed" and has be- by E. F. Grable, P. Woods, W. D.
Covers the 250 Miles at come an Instrument ,of attack Roberts, E. L. Enke. G. W. Plan-ter- e,
J. C. Smock and J. J. O'Grady.
Tacoma at the Rate of against national labor
During the meeting K. C. GreeMiley, general chairman, and F. S.
97.6 Miles an Hour;
Galloway, general secretary of tho
RAILROAD
LABOR
lton Finishes Second.
United Association of Railway Employes of North America, cluimlng
BOARD SUCCEEDS
IN
-uoclnted
a membership
of approximately
PreM.)
By The
HEADING
OFF
STRIKE
Tacoma,
91,000 switchmen and other railTacoma
Speedway,
4.
way
workers,
appeared at the ofWash., July
Jimmy Murphy,
fices of the board and indicated
(Continued From Page One.)
sensational automobile race driver
that their organization would folric?
COR THE PFI if
added to his laurels here this afterlow whatever strike action was
noon by winning the eleventh an- lng certain changes favorable to taken
Pain in the Stomach and
men.
the
maintenance
Classes.
by
certain
classic.
nual speedway
Murphv
They withdrew after discussing the
Bowels. Intestinal Crampj
Prompt Decision.
covered the 260 miles at the rate
"Second In case of failure to matter with Mr. Grable and memof 07.6 miles an hour.
of
bers
tho
board.
secure
from
carrier
fair
any
and
Tommy Milton took second place
"V-concessions in regard
SOLO EVERYWHERE
after leading Murphy nearly all the reasonable
Journal Want Ads bring results,
to the various matters Involved, to
way.
Milton went into second place at bring these matters before the raillabor board with tho assurthe 2"Sth mile when he was forced road
to go Into the pits and change a ance that they shall be given the
tire. He was unable thereafter to right of way for prompt considSarles eration and decision.
regain the lead. Roscoe
"Third To continue work untook third place with Jerry
present wage decisions of the
fourth and Harry Harts der
labor
board, under protest, pendfifth.
the
efforts to obtain satisfacing
260
miles
the
for
Murphy's time
minutes tory adjustment.
was two hours, thirty-thre- e
"Fourth To Insist that any resecand fifty-fiv- e
and three-fifth- s
onds, while Milton was less than six vision of wages obtained be made
to July 1.
retroactive
seconds behind him.
"Fifth To seek immediately'
The 97.6 miles an hour speed
made by Murphy broke the track from the railroad labor board u
The ruling absolving our members from
races.
record for
previous record was made by Mil- being required to perform the work
ton last year and was 96.4 miles an of striking employes belonging to
other classes.
hour.
Withhold Strike Order.
"Sixth To withhold our strike
order pending the carrying out of
OKLAHOMAN GIVEN
the foregoing program.
GUATEMALA POST "With
the best interests of the
members of our organization at
heart, it is our Judgment that more
will be gained for them by the
program here outlined than could
be derived from any other course
"We believe that a Just and generous public sentiment will sustain
us in this policy, and every move
necessary to Its accomplishment
will be most vigorously
pressed.
"This announcement will be fol
lowed by circular letter dealing
with this matter more in detail."
This announcement was signed

I.

GINGER AL

IS HERE

short-sighte-

u

X

STATE'S PUN

THE CANNING

LABOR

(Br Tba Antoclnted Preai.)
Chicago, July. 4 (by the Associ-

'Jriioi-nins-

ers.
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BOARD OUTLAWED
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OVER

RATTLE

IL
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tHe

VACUUM

CLEANER

little

L Washburn Co.
"Albuquerque's Exclusive. .Clothiers"

'

N. M.

me Economist

in ni Tl

ANNOUNCES ITS

Semiannual Clearance Sale
Today

Wednesday, July 5th

See Window Display

The Balance Can Be Paid
at the Rate of $5
per Month
i

RAABE
andm

MAUGER
"K It's Hardware, We HaTe It."
FJret and Copper.
Plione 305

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
HAS LEADING PART
IN RAIL CRISIS

SHOPMEN CLAIM

Says That Length of

"4

'

Is

Work-- :

By
ing Day
Labor Board in Compari-- 5
son of Wage With 1917.

Ignored

The local federation of shopmen
ho following
Issued
Yesterday

5

itatement:
In our statement last Sunday we
Hwe'lt somewhat upon the fact that
the United States railroad labor
fcoard is attempting to mislead the
public as to the present rate of
Jbompensation for
shopmen as
compared with the year 917. In
a statement from Chicago published by local papers yesterday, It is
JClaimed:
j "Machinists who belong: to the
on
shop crafts which7 have gonehour.
cents an
strike were cut
now
cents
and
77.3
They averaged
average 70.3 cents. In 1917 the
date was 60.5, the new hourly rate
fcelng 39 per cent higher.
As we have

previously pointed
out, the board cleverly avoids givto the length of
consideration
ing
the day in drawing their comparisons. Machinists In Albuquerque
In 1917 were paid $5 per day, and
the new rate proposes to give them
45.60 per day, or exactly 12 per
ent more than the rate of comof 89
pensation in 1917, instead board.
the
per cent, as inferred by
This means a 12 per cent increase
In pay against an increase in the
cost of living of more than 50 per
fcent, according to the latest
of the United States department of labor.
i The labor board has now caused
to be issued an edict declaring the
shop craft unions as "outlawed
decisions
(or falling to abide by the and
recof that honorable body,
be
new
unions
ommending that
formed among the men remaining
enterupon the Job and those now
the
ing the service. What aboutthoun
employes, many
sands of whom have also walked
out of the shops with the union
Are they "outlawed" too?
men
This Is not a matter of unionism
or nonunionlsm. These men have
walked out as a matter of princiunreasonable and unple to resist
bearable conditions inflicted theupon
bethem by the labor board, at
hest of the Association of Railway
Executives.
Others Violate Xavi.
And, by the way, during the past
two years some eighty different
railroads have openly and flagrantly violated the provisions of the
J

fig-Jir-

I

non-unio-

the orders
transportation act and we
have not
of the labor board, and
Vet heard of the Association of

ROSENWALD'S GREATEST

JULY 4TH CROWD

PUBLIC

HANDED

!

SHOW

COWBOY'S

DRAWS IMMENSE

iisiQin

Fast Time Is Made at Vegas
in Roping;
Judges Still
to
Trying
Figure Out the
Results.

tv

ff

IIPIO'AL

DISPATCH

TO MORNINC

JOURNAL

Las Vegas, N. M., July 4. To- day's crowd at the cowboys' reun- Ion was the largest Fourth of July
assemblage in the history of the
show. The roping exhibition was
the best ever seen here. The Judges
have many close decisions to make
on roping time, and were unable
to announce winners tonight. Contests will be run Wednesday morn- day did not interfere with the pro- gram. The cowboy's ball tonight,
at which boots and range clothes
displaced dress suits, was attend- ed by a big crowd.

JOCK

l

Page Three.

DEFEATED

3. M. Anderson.

As vice president of the Inter
national Association of Machinists,
J. M. Anderson is taking a leading
part in the railroad strike crisis, in
which his organization is inter
ested.
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Ladies'

LADIES'

Chicago, July 4. Fresh from his
capture of the British open golf
championship, Walter Hagen, of
Detroit, paired with Joe Kirkwood,
open champion of Australia, today
defeated Jock Hutchison and Laurie

ALL-WOO-

Leather and Plain
Kid Pumps, $3.50

our special lead- -

SWEATER

Idle-wil-

Ladies' Patent

Swiss

Ribbed Unionsuits,
real values at $1.00

L

Sensational

Ayton, Chicago professionals, 8 and
7 in a best ball match at tho
d
WALKOUT AVERTED BY
Country club. The play was
preliminary to the national open
REINSTATING A MAN championship
which will be con?
tested next week at Skokle club.
(lit The Asmidutcd PreM.) 4.
V Cleveland, Ohio,
A
July
threatened strike of maintenance of
diFIFTY YEARS AGO
way employes on the Mahoning
vision of the Erie railroad was a woman in Lynn, Mass., was
averted today by the reinstatement steeping herbs on her kitchen
of a man who was discharged when stove according to a recipe of
he refused to perform the work ot her own,
to furnish medicine for
striking shopmen, Charles Murray, the women of the neighborhood.
for
this
grand lodge representative
Today, a stone's throw from the
district, announced tonight.
little house where Bhe lived, there
The man was discharged through is a
y
laboratory, making
a misunaersianaing, Murray Bam the same medicine
for the womtold
him.
Erie officials
en of the world. During the last
year almost 500 tons of carefully
With the close of the recent selected herbs were used in the
school term Miss Kate M. Stevens manufacture of Lydla E.
rounded out fifty years of service as
Vegetable Compound.
A woman's medicine for woma teacher in the New York City
schools.
an's ailments. Have you tried it?

values, special

.er at 65c, two for

99

Savings

In Every
Department

I

J

V

)

v

v

four-stor-

Pink-ham-

Indies' genuine
hand bags,
one of our host speIratli-novel-

's

cials
sperlal

Children's Keds oxfords in black or white,
sizes, b to Z, special

'

it'

Genuine cowhide Boston bags, special

EVERFAST

SUIT-ING-

Unbleached
Muslin,
cretonne trimmed
house dresses,

;

YARDS

3

FOR

$1.95,

each

very

75c neckties,
Men's
special 2 for

Men's
kt1ii1

$1.50

sheer hemstitched lawn handkerchiefs, very special, a dozen

Men's heavy Mb
special

over-till-

r

99c

99c

99c

ever-changi-

shirts,

Soft,

Nainsook,

99c

99c

sheer

quality

6 yards

for

special

99c

bars for

99c

1

Men's 25c sos, 6 pair
for

99c

99c

fchoice tissues and tissue ginghams, 75c

50c

2

values, special

gingham

silk striped madit
shirting,
very
choice value nt 05c, Hpe- s
clal
yards for

jigj"

Colored organdie embroidery, $1.35 seller,
special

glnghnm-edge- d

collaring, reg-ul75c value, 2 yards

ur

99c

99c

Gingham

Remnants, values
to $2.50, special

up

plated powder

99c

Heirloom

Charmense

lingerie

cloth, special

Novelty
worth $2.00,

27-In-

shirting

flan-

nels, a yard

No matter what you want to buy, sell, rent or trade, write your want
ad on this blank, tear' out and mail to The Morning Journal, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Name

Classification

.........

,:.Number of Days.......
.Amount Enclosed

Silk

special

shirtings, special

Amber color bead
necklaces In stunning
pendant styles, special

with order.

Prints three times the number of Want Ads of
Any Other Paper in This Territory Gets Best Results

quality toilet
soap, 20 bars for

99c
Four

piece

enamel,

5

'

Heavy

serving
cial

Red Iron model toy
wagon, regular $1.50
value, special

spe

stripes, dots
khaki, regnlar

for

and

chambray wash
.regular $1.50
sellers, sicclal
Roy's

99c

99c

99c

99c

Children's stockings,
poir for

99c

99c

99 c

7

waste

baskets,

99c

d
Japanese
cops and saucers,
for
hand-nalnte-

99c

6

sellers

suits,
regular $1.60
cs, ages 2 to A years,
and
$1.SS
special
$1.50 values, now

99c
Ladies'

brocaded

regular

bras-sler- s,

$2.00

99c
Weve boy's athunion - suits, a
criiekerjack 65c value,
2 for
Kool

suits

99c

boy's straw hats

letic

99c

Rattan

k

99c

spcclul

Girl's white middy
blouses, regular $1.25
values, special

d

$1.50

$1.25

25c Turkish towels,
l.x.10, special 6 for

ITand-palnte-

r

Silk

99c

Colonial or Optic wattumblers, special
12

pre-

kettles,

Boy's sport Mouses In
values,

99c
er

aluminum

99c

99c

for

99c

kitchen cannlstcr sets,
worth $2.00, special

cial
One (1) cent per word for each and
riaKftiflPrl AdvPrriKPmpnt
every ,ngertion, cash
No advertisement less than 25c. Each Initial and group of figures to count as ono
word. Advertisers must furnish i own addresses or supply stamps for forwarding
mail.

Wall paper, special
rolls for

99c
Good

i en
cial

Lndles'
white
fibre
silk stockings, 2 pair
for

Ladies' White .Lingerie
Blouses, regular $1.45, spe-

i

black silk
gloves, small sizes
$2.00
value, spe
only,
cial

99c

99c

.

earrings,

Ladles' cotton stockings, 9 pairs for

99c

GET QUICK AHD SURE RESULTS

Ijudics' Reindeer fabric gloves, Hansen
a splendid
make,
$1.25 seller, special at

trim-

99c

99c

99c

99c

99c

MM

Ikjxch,

special

99c

satin
$2.00

99c

silver

Oetngon-shape-

black

mcssalinc, regular
value, special

loop

mings, 6 yards

99c
Yard-wld- o

nml

99c

of

h

Imported

ras

trimming, 4 yards for

The average depth of the seas of
the world is three miles.

Swiss
(lotted
organdie,
regular
$1.95, special

32-In-

99c
New Model
Corsets,
cotton
reul
brocado,
values at $2.50, spe
cial

99c
Ladies' light and dark
percale, special quality bungalow aprons,
loaders at $1.25 and
$1.35,

special

99c

$1.25

and $1.50

Mid-

dies, special

99c

Largest Circulation

S. & H.

I

yards for

99c

Organdy
for

Castile

Floating

Soap, large bars; 3

150-fo-

Fancy

mus-

Men's $1.25 funcy silk
sox, special

99c
99c

I'urd-wlil- o
Pa j a inn
checks, fine quality, 6
yards for

Fancy while basket
weave fiklrtlnjr, regular 45c value, very
special 4 yards for

quality
good
sateen

Mercerized cotton mull, a
seller, now 3 yards for

Men's khaki coats, special

--

yards for

99c

Men's
black
special

s,

,

99c

Red Seal Gingham,
a big assortment of
choice patterns;
4

99c

iieeklies,

unbleached

99c

Ladies'

99c

99c

Good quality, yard-wid- e
lin, 9 yards for

99c

99c

Lr1i

i

.

at

ty

99c

foStlouis

Postoffice

a

r

ome

Street

-

-kv

THIS MUKfNlmi

UJPEJNS

IS
HAGEN!

Railway Executives being declared
"outlawed," and suggestions made
for the forming of a new union of
railway presidents. The employes
have patlontly and conscientiously
striven to abide by all of the provisions of the transportation act,
tven in the .face of violations by
.t,e railroad too numerous to mention, until, through a miscarriage
decision
of justice and a biased
Jianded down bv a tribunal .supconand
unbiased
be
to
lair,
posed
Merchants:
ditions have been forced upon ui
we
are
If
Vhich are unbearable.
Arrange your Fall buying
the
atlaws then
presidents oj
trip to be in St. Louis during;
veral dozen railway
companies
Should have been long since resting
THE GREAT ANNUAL FASHION SHOW
(serenely behind prison bars.
The statement Is made that pracAugust 3rd to 16th
on
are
trains
all
running
tically
Theatre
In the St. Louis Municipal Open-A- ir
time. Any Interested person who
will make a check of the situation
' Seats for 10,000
Alno
train has left
will learn that
Bring your family if you am
buquerque on time since the hour
of the walkout, and the situation Is
The styles and kinds of merchandise have changed. Your customers
steadily worse.
growing
;
We note a press dispatch quoting expect you to go personally to a big market and keep posted on the
as
of
Purcell
Mr. John
conditions and offer correct fashions and seasonable
Topeka
aying that 1,167 men are still goods. St. Louis is your nearest big market. St Louis wholesale
'working in the shop at that point. houses have the largest open stocks of any market in the country.
This does not exactly correspond
with a report which we have Just The St. Louis Annual Fashion Show is the biggest and most specreceived from Topeka, reading as tacular trade event staged in America each year. The advance styles
follows:
and newest creations are shown by scores of living models in a
"Two thousand men were emsetting of grandeur in the largest municipally owned outdoor theatre
ployed In the mechanical departments in Topeka; 1,850 quit work in the world.
nd the shutdown is 95 per cent Symphony orchestra. Mystifying light effects. Wonderful scenes of
Morale good. Number graceful animation and color. Dazzling dances. Trained ballet. Exeffective.
working is decreasing hourly and
pert skating events on real ice. Aquatic events in
diving
force not working is constantly inpool Acrobatic and comedy acts. A spectacle unrivaled.
to
one
no
with
returning
creasing,
work."
Write to your St. Louis wholesaler when
.
The situation in Albuquerque reyou will come to market, and ask him to
claimed
as
make
seat reservations for you at the show.
mains unchanged. If.
by the management, a few men returned to work, this has been more For further information, address
to the
'lhan offset by additions from
Fashion Show Committee
men
ranks of the strikers
to
call
not
the
who did
respond
ST. LOUIS CHAMBER
COMMERCE
upon Saturday.
i
LOCAL FEDERATION OF
SHOPMEN.
St. Louis, U.S.A.

It

v tt

tj

vs

GREEN STAMPS WITH ALL 99c PURCHASES

Page Four.
TWO-BAGG-
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
DUKE CITY WHITES
LOSE TO SANTA FE
JUNIORS, 18 TO

WALT JOHNSON IS SHUTOUT KING OF THE BIG LEAGUES

BY.

ER

SHERDEL GIVES

DUMTCH

TO

MONNIN4

JOUHNAUJ

GIVEN

0

JHE

10

IE

Oakland, Calif., July 4. "Panama Joe" Gans was given the decision over Frankle Denny, a local
d
bout this
boxer, In a
afternoon. Denny suffered a broken rib during the second round and
appeared to be suffering the rest
of the way. He took considerable
punishment and there was no question about it being Gans' fight

Santa Fe, July 4. The Duke City
Whites were
helpless
against
George Ortiz today and lost to tho
A DQUB
Santa Fe Juniors, 18 to 0. Jones,
th- ebony-hue- d
smoke-baheaver,
pitched a fair game, but fourteen
by his team-matpermlttetf throughout.
Morning Game Is Won By errors
Santa Fe to score in every inning
to
While
AMERICAN ASvSOCIATION.
3
1,
Philadelphia,
except the first.
Louisville, 3; Indianapolis. 8,
New York Wins in the Batteries: Albuquerque
Jonas
Toledo, t; Columbus, 2 (12
and Gonzales, Chacon; Santa Fo
nings).
Afternoon, 6 to 1.
St. Paul, 4; Minneapolis, 6,
Ortiz and Sena.

CARDS

LEHEADER

-

St. Louis Takes the Matinee
J Session From Reds, 6 to
1 5,
But Loses Morning
Contest, 11 to 9.
The Associated Prow.)

(By The Auocinted

(By
,'St.
July 4. Sherdel won
hie own game with Cincinnati this

6to

afternoon,

6.

c...
2b ...

smashing out a

IfSohne,

Pinelli, 3b
.Klmmlck, ss
Keck, p ..

.

.

.

xBressler
jXxNeale
i

3

0

2

4
2

1
4

0
2
0

I

1

0

(I

A

ft

0
0

0

n
0
0

1

1

4

1

1

3

0

3
n

4im.,niA

0

1

1

n
0

0

1

t
0
ti
1

0

(I

'

IiouK

St.

AB. K. IT. PO. A. K.

I'lack, rf

Smith, cf
Hornsby, 2b
Hchultr, If

...

Fournier, lb

Stock, 3b
Alnsmith.
Lavan, ss
Sherdel, p

1

4

2
1
1

4
3
4
4
4

.

.

6

4

1

1

4

0

1

36

6

....

'Onclnnati

0

2
4

0
0

0

2
8
1
2

c...

Louis
Summary:

-

2
2

0
0
0

JtJ'TotalB
ss Score
by innings:

r.

1

(I

14

27 11

1

01056

021 010
104 000 Olx

e
hit Sher-ae- l.
Three base hit Stock. Home
Trims Hargrave, Hornsby.
Stolen
bases Bohne,
Fournier, Stock,
j fftnith
(2), Burns, Pinelli. Double
Two-bas-

'iplay Bohne to Daubert. Left on
; base
Cincinnati, 11; St. Louis, 8.
Bases on balls Off Keck, 1; Sher-ie- l,
.
Struck out By Keck, 1.
311Iespie, 1; Sherdel, 2. Hits Off
Keck, 11 In 7; Gillespie, a In 1.
pitcher Gillespie,
;lsing
s.vMorning game:
R. H. E.
ff.Scors:
.Cincinnati
400 000 11 14 1
12-- 2
'fit. Louis. . .000 012 016
r Batteries: Rixey, Donahue and
iwingo; Doak, Walker and Clem-tn- s
and Vlck.

m

New York, 5;
5.
ew Yci-k- , July Brooklyn,
4.
In one of the
IrtOst spectacular games ever
t the Polo grounds, the Newplayed
York
iants and the Brooklyn Dodgers
i
battled to
five in
ki.
afternoon. Wet grounds caused a
jpostponement of the morning game.
Jtawlins tied the score for the
Clants with a home run in the
third with two on and the New
Torkers went Into the lead in the
seventh. Johnston brought In the
tieing run for Brooklyn in the ninth
with a triple but was caught at the
Dlate trying to stretch the hit. Each
team scored runs in the tenth and
rain ended the game after th
iourteenth Inning. Score:
Brooklyn.
l;l
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
8b
1
High,
l 5 o
.Johnston, 2b... 6 1 2
T. Grifffith, rf . . 2 1 2
o
0
Neis, rf
1
3
4
0
0
Hungling.
Wheat, If..... .. 5 0 0 6
6
4
0
0
Myers, cf
Hchmandt, lb. . . 6 o 1 16
R
o
3
Olson, ss
0 (i
(i
3
Minor, c
1
0
1
.uetserry, c
2
0
0
0
Crimes, d
iVasce. p
l o o 0
o
1
0
Oadore, p
l1
o
0
ScRuether
0

ooo

c...

H.

Griffith, rf .

fcJanvrin

. 3
o

0

l

0
0

0
0

0
0

46
6 10 42 16
i xTotals
Batted for Miller In sixth.
ix Ran for DeBerry in ninth.

0
0

leUveBth.
'

Now York.
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
2
110 3 l

'"J
3'

Bancroft,

Kawlings,
J'YlSch, 3b
Weusel, If
fYonng,

rf

KIly, lb.

ss....6
2b...

.......

6

0
0

0
2
0
1
1

Jtyan,

p
LToJinard, p

....
....

Barnes, p
p
pjney,
tcxRobertson
toocSnyder . ,

,

4

sx

1

o
o
0

10

.

arotai

:

6

0

4

Mtengel, cf
Smith, c
IT.

4

1
0
0
1
0

6

e

2

4

0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

1

o
0

0
l
0

7
9

0
0
0
0
0
0

7 42

0
1

0

1

('

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

is

2

2

In

Jbntx

Two-bas-

Nftieat. Miller, Kelly, Olson. Double

Unusual
Refrigerator
Offer
We are overstocked
on refrigerators. To
clear them quickly
we are giving away
ice coua 600-lpon (Crystal Ice
Co.) book with each
b.

sold
refrigerator
during the next few
days or until stock

is reduced. You can
choose from a large
assortment embracing all sizes and
prices.

III

Walter Jdhnson's recent feat of
hurling three consecutive hat-on- t
victories In s row demonstrated again that he is still "The
King." He not only leads both
leagues In shutouts, but he has
entered the select class of hurlers
who have pitched at a lifetime
pace of .600 or better in per-- i
enntage of games won. His
Bancroft and
plays Rawllngs,
Kelly. Base on balls Off Ryan,
2; Jonnard, 4; Grimes, 6; Cndore,
2;
Toney, 1. Struck out By
Grimes, 3; Jonnard, 4; Vance, 2; J.
Barnes, 2: Cadore, 1. Hits Oft
Ryan, 1 in no innings, pitched to
three men: off Jonnard, 6 in 10;
J. Barnes, 1 in 1. Toney, 2 In 3;
Grimes, 3 in 8; Vance, 3 in 2 (nons
out in eleventh); off Cadore, 1 In 4.

5
3
4
3
4
4

. .

0
2
1 13

2
0

2
3

2
0

3

0
0
0

0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6 12 27 19

0

1

3

0
0

1

Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, July 4. The Chicago
Cubs took a double header from
Pittsburgh today, winning the
morning game, 8 to 4, and the afternoon contest, 8 to 0. Heavy hitting by the top of the Chicago batting list won the morning flame,
while Aldridge held the locals to
two hits In the latter game.
First game:
lilcago,

,
R. H. E.
Score:
Chicago ...000 015 0208 13 0
030
10 8
.000
0014
Pittsburgh
Batteries: Cueeves, Osborne and
O'Farrell; Glazner, Cooper, Carlson, Hollingsworth and Gooch.
Second game:
Score:
R. H. E.
100 400 0128 14 1
Chicago
Pittsburgh ,000 009 0000 2 3
Batteries: Aldridge and O'Farrell; Morrison and Jonnard.

Philadelphia, B; Boston, 3.
Boston, Mass., July 4. Because
of rain and wet grounds, Philadelphia and Boston played only one
game today, instead of the scheduled double-headePhiladelphia
winning 5 to S.
Score:
R. H. E.
Milladelphla.200 000 0035 9 2
000 000 003 3 12 9
Boston
Batteries: Hubbell, Weinert and
Henline; Miller, Filllngim, Oesch-ge- r
and Gowdy.
r,

ODAYS
GAMES
NATIONAL liEAGCE.
Philadelphia at Boston.
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
New York at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at Detroit.

FORT RILEY P0L0ISTS
LOSE TO CAMP TRAVIS

I'r.)

Colorado Springs, Colo., July 4.
The first defeat in the 1922 polo
series at the Cheyenne Mountain
Country club, Fort Riley, lost to
Camp Travis today by a score of
6 to 4, the two points representing
the handicap given the Camp Travis four. The latter team took the
Jump from the Kansans at the start
and it was only in the last two
chukkers that Fort Riley showed
any of the form which carried it
to victory in the open tournament.
In the present high and low goat
handicap tourney, Oklahoma university meets Remount association
tomorrow.
Yesterday Oklahoma
university was defeated by Fort
Sill, 15 to 8, Dr. II. Mundy, star
of the former team, being carried
from the field after a bad spill in
the final chukker.

SWEET WINS
EDWARDSJ3,000 PURSE

(Bf The Ainoclatfd Prem.)
North Randall, Cleveland, Ohio,
4 (by the Associated Press).
July
Charles Sweet, owned by Dr. D.
T. Cooper of Dayton, Ohio, and
driven by O. H. (Speck) Krsklne,
also of Dayton, won the Edwards
J3.000 purso for 2:08 class pacers,
the feature event of the 45th renewal Grand Circuit harness hon-racing which opened here today.
Dr. Cooper's entry, Roger C,
also driven by Erskine, won the
2:04 class pace.
The first race on the card, the
2:07 trot, was a popular victory
for Ed (Pop) Geers of MemphiB,
dean of Grand Circuit drivers, owner and driver of Teter June, the
winner.
Kach of today's four races was
decided in straight heats.
Peter Pluto was the only favorite to win.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4

....

1

6

1
4
3
1

4

4

4
.

. 4
3

..3

0
0

0

6

3

7

0
1
1
1

2

0
1
1
4
0
0

3
1

1

0
7
0

1
0
0

0
0

0

1
0

3
2
1

0
0

gir)3
faltn--

,

1

14

0

0

GAS

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Volatility is the readiness with which gasoline gives uj its tower)

4A

32 1 B 27 14 0
Totals
Batted for Naylor in eighth.
By innings.
Grover Alexander ranks second
030 020 0106
as a shutout star, Babe Adams Now York
001 000 0001
third, Jim Vaughn fourth and Philadelphia
e
nits
Summary:
Georgo Tyler fifth.
Jones. Ward, Pipp. Home
runs Dykes, Hofmann. Sacrifices
z

third Bhutouf victory gave him a
whitewashes
total of ninety-si- x
for his career and a percentage
of .601 for 644 games pitched.

BREAKS

PADDOCK

5 RECORDS OVER
MEASURED THAGK

4-- 0,

Mor-man- n,

Two-oas-

1
113

"rsjEJL

i
jr gc-

-

tr&WF
H
mm

KM

bfl

VaiW

Scott. McNally. Double plays
Naylor, Young. Base on balis ort
Naylor. 2: Harris. 1; Jones, 1. Hits
Off Naylor. 12 in 8; Harris, 0 in
1. Balk
Jones. Losing pitcher
Naylor.
Morning game:
R. H. E.
Score
New York ...000 010 0001 5 0
3
OOx
8 0
020
.100
Philadelphia
Batteries: Murray, Shawkcy and
Hofmann; Hasty and Perkins.

V

"V

W

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
St. Louts,
Chicago,
St. Louis,
Cincinnati,
Chirnirn. .Tulw 4. Chicago and
3.
St T.mtisi rtlvlrierl honors In the
Philadelphia, 5; Boston.
Chicago,
Pittsburgh,
holiday bill today, Chicago winning
Brooklyn, 5; New York, 5 (called the first game 5 to 3 ana St. jouis
In fourteenth).
the second
reversing the score in was
won by
game. The first game
LEAGUE.
AMERICAN
the White Sox by bunching their
New York,
Philadelphia,
hits, while in the second game
St. Louis,
Chicago,
Faber had one bad inning, when
Boston,
Washington,
Browns touched him for five
the
11-Cleveland,
nnllrl hits which resulted in four
Detroit,
runs. Afternoon game:
COAST LEAGUE.
St. JiOUIS.
San Francisco,
Portland,
AB. R. If. PO. A. E.
Salt Lake,
Oakland.
Shorten, rf . . . . 4 0 1 4 0 0
2
1
Los Angeles.
1
0
1
Seattle,
Gerber,
San Francisco,
f l a
Portland,
SIsler, lb
6
1
0
0
0
2
Williams, If
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
McManus, 2b .. 3 1 3 32 4 0
0
0
1
2
Score Flrat (tame:
R. II, E. Jacobxon. cf . . . 3
0
2
3
2
Abilene i ...620 000 001 9 13 0 Severeid,
0
u
o
z
4
i
Rnnger . ...003 000 000 3 6 5 Ellerbe. 3b
i
0
0
0
1
0
4
Batteries: McAbee and Burch; Danforth, p
0
0
0
0
0
0
Lybrand, York, Zapalac and Clay- Shocker, p
ton.
1
27 11
6
Score Second game:
R. H. E.
12
34
Totals
Abilene , ...1U4 000 000 5 6 3
Chicago.
2
7
6
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
Ranger . ...001 000 010
1
4
0
1
3
0
Batteries: Scruggs and Burch;
0
1
3
0
0
Lybrand and Clayton.
,4
3
4
0
2
0
R. H. E.
Score First game:
,4
3
6
4
Amarillo . ..100 001 010
rf ,
Hooper,
6
0
4
0
000
Sweetwater ..001
0102
Mostil, cf ..
0
1
0
y
0
4 '0
Batteries: Smith and Byers;
Falk, If . . . .
0
0
1 13
0
and Currin.
.
lb
,4
Sheely,
R. II. E. Schalk, o . .
Score Second game:
0
3
12
101 105
Amarillo
Faber, p ... ,3 10 02 00 20 0
8 1
Sweetwater ....002 000
,1
Batteries: Badger and Byers;
1
3
8 27 16
SO
Richburg and Pipkin.
R. II. E.
Score First game:
z Batted for Faber in ninth
7 5
0
TJ ,t Innln trcj
000 000 000
Clovis
000 004 0105
Lubbock ... . 100 130 Olx 6 10 2 St. Louia
Batteries: Wetzel and Shaw; Chicago
ouoozuuiu a
mis--- oiCantrell and Allen.
Summary: xwo-DaK. II. E. 11ns.
Score Second game:
Jacobson. Shorten, Sheely.100 000 0001 6 3 Three-bas- e
SacrlClovis
hit Hooper.
Lubbock . . . .000 002 OOx 2 4 2 fces Jacobson, Mosul (Z). jonn-so- n
Mc- Batteries: Burleson and Erwln;
Williams,
(2) ' Shorten, nlnvn
.
Ellerbe to
Woolbridge and Allen.
It. II. E. McManus to SIsler; Severeid to El
Score First game:
San Angelo. .000 000 010 1 6 1 lerbe.
Bases on Daus jh
1.
Stamford ....000 201 00.x 3 7 3 forth, 1: Faber, 1; Shocker.
Batteries: Huns and Alexander; Struck out By Faber, 4; Dan
Edwards.
Knadler and
1.
Hits urt
forth, 2; Shocker.
R. II. E. Danforth,
Score Second game:
8 In 8, none out in ninm;
2
7
San Angelo.... 411 200
1
0
in
winning
inning,
4 6 Shocker, Danforth.
010 200
Stamford
Batteries: Moore and Robertson; pitcher
game.
Morning
EMitchell, Appleton and Edwards.
Score
. R4
i
St. Louis ....000 011 1UU
1
5 11
Chicago . ...000 2U10X
JOHN MCMW
Batteries: Pruett, Shocker and
Severeid; Robertson and Schalk.

ACCELERATOR

MMSMBMCMHBsi
Texaco Gasoline vaporizes completely the moment
it enters the intake manifold. It's ready for the spark.
That is all Texaco gas needs to translate full latent
power into action instantly.
Your engine is all right. Give it the gas Texaco gas."
Watch it respond to a touch on the accelerator. See
how sensitive it is. See how your car gets away ahead
in crowded traffic when the police semaphore says"go."

3--

5--

1;

Frea.l
Santa Barbara, Calif., July 4.
suCalifornia's
Charles Paddock,
per sprinter, made five new world's
records here today In competition
at a sanctioned meet over a meas(By Tna AuMclntfd

ured track.

They were:
175 yards, 17 seconds flat. This
clipped 1 5 seconds from the
record.
a
125 yards, 12
seconds,
gain of 5 second.
80 yards, 7 5 seconds, a gain
of 5 seconds.
70 yards, 7
seconds, a gain
seconds.
of
6
5
60 yards,
seconds, a gain
of 5 second.
Paddock also equalled the record of 9 5 for the hundred yards
daBhes.
and 7 5 fr the
He breasted the tape first in every
race
distance of every
except the
distance of the first sprint,
In which Eddie Sudden led with a
time mark of 5 5 seconds, not a
dash of
record and the
the third race which Sudden also
won.
The races were run over a track
that many years ago was a favorite race course and had been
worked and built and rebuilt until with the passing years, according to Paddock, it has become the
best course he ever ran over.
The day was ideal, there being
only a light breeze and that quartering the track so that It did not
retard or aid the sprinters. The
officials wore men of experience,
it was said by President Robert
Weaver, of the A. A. U., who had
personal charge of stationing the
timers and the judges. In the
phenomenal sprints in which Paddock clipped 1 5 seconds from
the world's record for the 175 yard
distance, three official timers and
two unofficial timers, all experienced men, caught the time alike
at 17 seconds flat.
1-

mm victor
OVER MARTIN BY

DECISION ROUTE
(Br Tho AMHiclafril TreM.)
Cllffslde Park, Ashland,
Ky.,
4.
Bill Brennan was given
July
a newspaper decision over Bob
Martin in a
bout here
this afternoon.
Hrennan showed
considerable speed while Martin
was slow and apparently waiting
for a chance to land his fatal right
The fight was Brennan's from the

start.

0.

0;

0.

0;
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,311100
,10 12
,311530

Fle-hart-
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08
03
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NATIONAL LEAGUE.
New York
St. Louis
Brooklyn

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

39

L.
24
33

38

3 3

36

35
30
36
41
40

W.
44

34
34
27

26

Boston,

TEXACO

OK

GASOLINE

MOTOR OILS
Run it with Texaco Gas BT? Save w'th Texaco Oil

J

...... ....44W.43

New York
Chicago

Detroit

Washington
Cleveland
Boston

Philadelphia

39
36
35
34
31

......28

"something mild", he
means La Azora.

001 100

1104

11 8
n,

V

.486
.480
,397
.394

The

St. Louia

To Cigar Merchants'.
Nine times in ten, when the
customer calls for

0
9
001
Pet. Washington 100 100 and
Ruel;
Batteries: Qulnn
.6 4?
Phillips and Gharrity.
.549
Second game:
.635
H. B.
Score:
,50
1

000 000

BoBton

Washington 100 000
Piercy
Batteries:
Frances and Gharrity.

00002

To the Friends

6

Olx

5

1

Kuel;

3
S3

Detroit, July 4. Cleveland took
both end of today' aouble-headfrom Detroit, annexing the morning conteat, 4 to 2. and the afternoon game 11 to 4. Morton was effective in the pinches in the first
game, while in the second game the
Indians solved four Detroit pitchers
for a total of eighteen hits.
Afternoon game:

S3

11--

4;

and

Detroit,

R. H. E
Score:
Cleveland .000 621 01211 18 0
1
4 18
Detroit ....100 001 029
Batteries: Coveleskle and O'Neill;
Olson
Oldham, Btoner, Johnson,
and Bassler, Manlon,
Morning gams:
R. H. E.
Score:
Cleveland ..000 121 0004 9 1

L.
Pet.
80
.595
33
.566
34 . .534
37
.495
30
.493 Detroit ....000 018 001 2 9 0
3!t
.466
Batteries: Morton and O'Neill;
41
.431 DauBS, Cole and Bassler.
40
.412

afternoon.

FIRE BRAND WINS RACE.
Latonia, Ky., July 4. Fire Brand
had the situation all his own way
here today, winning the 115,000 Independence handicap easily, for a
miles.
distance of one and
Devastation
The time was 2:80

In a,, biographical dictionary of
volumes,
Chinese art of twenty-fou- r
four are devoted to the lives of
great women artists,

third. Other horses running were
Exterminator, who did not show
his usual dash; Baradcr, Blarney
Stone and Radio,

TREMAINE BEATS WHITE.
Canton, Ohio, July 4. Carl
Cleveland,
bantamweight,
defeated Jabez White, Albany, N.
Y., In twelve fast rounds here this

e,

one-ha-

I

rwtf.
iii J ULa Azora

mi

4--

er

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

JOHNNY WILSON

TEi

TEXACO

3--

Washington,

4-- 0;

Score:
Boston

won

OUT BY

Products

A

Washington, July 4. Boston
an even split with Washington on the day and in the series,
4 to 3,
winning the morning game,
and dropping the afternoon battle,
2 to 0.
First game:

Cleveland,

S IS

Texaco Petroleum

se

to 3.

DI

, THE TEXAS COMPANY, U. S. A.

,

08
35

'

extra-heav-

...
....

a game at Los Duranes yesterday
from the Duranes players by the
score of

lubricants and are dis
Texaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
tinguished by their clear, pale color. Light, medium, heavy
y
and
they fit all cars and all conditions. You will
find them wherever you see the Texaco red star.

c....4

The Albuquerque Tigers took a
game from the Lobos
yesterday afternoon by the score
of 8 to 7. The batteries were:
Tigers Sandy and Sandoval. Lobos Madrid and Baca.
The New Mexico Yankees

1.

3;

Philadelphia

City Ball Dope

--

1;

Chicago
Boston

(By The Attoctatrd Tresi.) "
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Rutland, Vt
July 4. Johnny
St.. Joseph,
Wilson of Boston, middleweight
Wichita,
Denver,
Omaha,
champion, knocked out Al Dcmeris
Oklahoma City,
of Indianapolis In the fourth round
Tulsa,
Sioux City,
Dcs .Moines, of a scheduled
eight-roun- d
bout here today.
2.

f

According to old belief.
born in July are likely to ba
ful In love and friendship.

tint.)

0
0
0
2

35

Young. 2b
Hauser, lb
Walker, If
Perkins, c
Galloway, ss .
Welch, rf
McGowan, cf
Dykes, 3b
Naylor, p
zScheer
Harris, p

King Walter, above at left, and his
nearest rivals: Babe Adama,
upper center; George Tyler,
right. Below: Jim Vaughn, center, and Grover Alexander.

5;

1

In-

Philadelphia.
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.

CHARLES

32Z3EEO!!

1

Totals

(By The 4Moclate

Batted for Jonnard
tenth.
Batted for J. Barnes In
iSy Innings:
Bfooklyn ..201 000 001 100 00 6
fS'ew York. .003 000 100 100 005
.(Game called in fourteenth).
e
hits Olson,
Nummary:
hits
IpfBerry, Meusel. Three-bas- e
Stengel, Johnston. Home runs
tt.rprlfflth, RawUngs. Sacrifices
k

1

0

.

3

Miller, If
Meusel, rf
Pipp, lb
Ward, 2b
Scott, ss
Hofmann,, c .
Jones, p

tl

36 6 3 0 24 8
Totals
x Batted for Keck In 8th.
xx Ran for Bressler In 8th.

'

Ruth, )f

0
0

1

(By The Aaai:iiited 1'ren.)
New York, July 4. Knobble,;
ridden by L. Fator, in the lianeo-,- '
caa stable's colors, with 120 pounds
annual
up took the twenty-fourt- h
running of the Carter handicap at;
Aqueduct track today, running thef
Care
seven furlonas in 1:24
ful, 120 pounds, ridden by C. HJ
Bon
and
second
was
Homme,
Miller,
109 pounds, with Schuttlnger up,
saved third over Exodus and three
others.

lone New York tally. Scores:
Afternoon game:
New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
0
0
1
4
0
0
Witt, cf
McNally, 3b ... 4 0 0 0 5 0

0

0

6
4
4

HANDICAP

Philadelphia, July 4. Jones held
Philadelphia to five scattered hits
in the afternoon game and gave
New York an even break in the
Independence day contests, the
Yankees winning 6 to 1 The Athletics took the morning contest 3
to 1. Ward's home run was the

two bagger and driving In Lavan
from first in the eighth Inning with
His perHt. Louis' winning run.
formance gave the locals an even
break with the visitors, as they
lost the morning frolic, 11 to 9.
Hornsby clouted out his 19th
homer of the season in the third
with two
Inning this afternoon
jnen on bases. Hargrove slammed
out a circuit drive with one man
on Keck, Cincinnati's recruit pitcher, was presented with a watch by
residents of Klrkwood, a suburb,
where he formerly lived, Score,
afternoon game:
Cincinnati,
AH. K. IT. PO. A. E.
0
(
4
3
'Burns, of
Daubert, lb ... 5 1 1 8 1 0
1
1
0
2
4
0
Duncan, If

Harper, rf
Hargrave,

ll

OF CARTER

DECISION

four-roun-

m

KN0BBIE IS WINNER

"PANAMA" JOE GANS IS

I

ofLa Azora

is milder and finer
than ever. While its filler has
the bouquet of true Havana.
that Havana is astonishingly
mild. As a strictly mild
Cigar, yet one of the most
delightful cigars to smoke,
we consider La Azora today
a triumph tn agar making.
La Aim Clgir li mid. bv
Cotuolidutd Cigu Corpontioa

Dirlbutedbv

ROTHENBERG
'

"hfpllt

Washingt

& SCHL0SS CIGAR CO.
Colorado.

Denver,
--

ftJ

mi:

til g

Invincible
2 for

25

lf

6.

finished

second

and

Minto, 11.,

always

miidd light delightful smolight one !
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woman's Daily Magazine Page
FOUR DANCING

r
QUAINT FROCK OF
FLOWERED FOULARD

FEET

BIPPLIHG RHYMES
Bj WALT

BY JAKE PHELPS.

THE FAMILY FINANCIER.
CHAPTEIt 14.
Gertla picked up the pen.
"How much raise do I get?"
she asked, as she nibbled the
regardless of microbes or
other foreign substances.
Rosen burg named the figure.
"It ain't enough, Mr. Rosen-burWhat else is on this paper?
I ain't signin' nothin' I don't know
about."
He reached over and took up
the paper. Ho preferred to read
it to her. than have her quick,
young eyes perhaps see more than
he had Intended she should. Yet
after all ho almost smiled at his
caution. She was poor, ignorant
knew nothing of business, less ot
her own worth to him.
"Oh, it just says that I'll give
you that salary to work for ino
dance for nie," ho corrected.
"Let me see it!" Gertie reached
a hand toward him.
"That's all there is to it."
came to
A sudden resolution
Gertie not to rcfusu the raise, that
rrom
was farthest
her thoughts,
but to make him wait. He mustn't
be allowed to think her cheap,
even if that horrid manager if his
had told her she was. She rose.
"I'll think it over, Mr. Rosen-burand let you know tomorrow
,
night."
"All right, my dear!" he was deshe had not insisted
that
lighted
upon seeing
paper, "and If
you can see my way clear I'll
make it another dollar a week.
I'll also do some thinking," he
added as he dismissed her.
The next day when they were
gathered about the dinner table,
the only time when they were all
the
together at a meal, Gertie told forassembled family of her good
tune.
"Did you see that paper?" Jen-ni- n
asked. "Did you read it?"
"No ' Gertie was surprised at
her sister's manner, more than at
her questions. "He read it to me,
Mr. Rosenburg."
"There was something in one of
our lessons once," Jennie went on
lesson.
slowly, "in our English
Teacher talked about it; said it
was a noon tiling tor us all to remember. It was about never signing a paper until you have read
it, and if you didn't understand It,
until you had showed shown I
mean it to someone who did. I
guess you better read that paper
pen-poi-

,V"

.

te

yourself, Gert. Tou may be signing away your fortune." Jennie
was a great novel reader as well
as a good scholar.
Hence the allusion to a fortune.
"I'm glad you told me that, Jennie," Gertie said after thinking a
moment. "I don't uike the boss,
don't trust him nor Jones. Yes,
I'm glad you told me. If only Tom
was here," she sighed.
"Has he wrote you yet?" her
mother asked.
"You know he ain't hasn't, ma,
or I would have told you." There
was a wistful look in Gertie's eyes,
a longing note in her voice. He
had been gone a week. Perhaps
she shouldn't expect a letter from
way out where he lived so soon but
she had watched so anxiously for
one.
Thinking of Tom she had forgotwhen
ten all about Rosenburg,
Jentiie brought her back to the
subject of her raise by saying:
"When you read that paper tell
him you want to take It home to
let ma see it. Then, I'll take it to
teacher if there's anything we all
don't understand."
"I'll do that little thing, Jennie
If the old geeWs trying to put
anything over on me. But I guess
I'll fall to it if I read it myself."
Ma had
"Be careful, Gertie."
listened carefully to the conversa"God knows we need the
tion.
raise,, but It ain't much can't you
more?"
git him to give you a little
"He said he'd think It over making it a dollar a veek more. I
asked him for it."
"Mavbe Jennie is right and you
ought to show that paper he wants
vou to Blgn to her teacher." Mrs.
Cummings was already worried
for fear something was wrong. It
was easy for constantly anxious
people to imagine trouble, even
when none exists, and here
"We'll see!"
Gertie got out her books ana
studied until time to go to the
cafe. She thought Jennie asleep,
but just as she was about to leave,
she called out:
"Remember, don't sign anything
you don't understand!"
"I won't, Jennie."
"She knows more'n I do about
a lot of things," Gertie said to herself, referring to Jennie. There
was no bitterness In the though.
Sadness perhaps, but mostly pride.
"She'll be a teacher some day if
I have my way."
A Battle of Wits.
Tomorrow

By Edna Kent Forbes.

These small lines un-e- r
your eyes do not denote age. if
use
an
you
astringent once a weeli
and cream every day, you will keep
the skin supple and also firm, so
these lines do not form. A club
sandwich is a whole lunch in itself
and could not be eaten from the
fingers like the dainty sandwichesto
served at teas. The tips given
waiters are usually ten per cent of
the order.
Mrs. II. C. L.: The "Pilocarpine
Tonic" acts upon the color secretions, but it has other properties as
It tones the scalp and builds up the
B. A. M.:

i
1

"

1

.

VALLEY

semi-tailore-

x

liif:

the system and note the result In
your complexion.
L. M.: Little children often have
warts tor a time and they disappear
without treatment. If they do not
dissolve after applying oil to them,
try turpentine for threo or four
duys. Another method is to moisten the warts and then rub salVnto
them.
Stenographer: The only way you
can change the shade of your hair
is to bleach it in the part where it
is changing.
It is evident that
yours is gradually growing darker.
Doubtless, if you bear with the
change now you will be rewarded
in a short time by, having much
better results. If you began to
bleach it that would only lead to a
continuance and an unnatural look
ing head.
Tony: If your hair was naturally curly before you bobbed It.
will return to its former condition
after you let it grow again. Freckles are particles of iron in the
blood which the sun brings to ths
surface. You can bleach them off
lut they keep on coming to the
surface. If you are subject to styes
your blood is out of order.

gg

a

Saves1 Money

COWBOY
PADGETT WINS.
Dewey, Okla., July 4. Cowboy
Padgett of Denver won from War-ni- e
Smith of Bartlesville, okla., on
a foul in the fiftli round of a
scheduled
bout hero today. They are welterweights.

baseball team from Tokay, N. M.,
won first money in the Fourth of
July tournament hero today by
defeating San Marclal and Socorro. 1'onsford
and McCortnaek
pitched for Tokay, Barelo for San
Marclal and Sandoval of Albuquerque for Socorro.

Cuticura Soap

Imparts
The Velvet Touch

Soap.Ofntmnt,TslQm 28e.rrTwt)er. Fortmpl I
ndtlreoi: Calicut. LbortoilM Ddpt Jt, MtUdB,U aw. I

1

VI
1

Pape

C

Hooper who will oppose
I

Following the lead of Minnesota
Democrats their Wisconsin brethren
have selected Mrs. Ben C. Hooper
of Oshkosh aa their standard-bearer

fight tc capture
"Bob" La Follette's seat in the
U. S. senate. Mrs. Hooper is president of the Wisconsin League of
Women Voters.
coming-

-

STANDARDIZATION1 OF
PRODUCTS IS PLANNED

Improves
Baking

(By The Associated Tress.),

Baking
Powder

and Save!

Stockholm, July 4. Sweden has
launched a countrywide movement
for the standardization of manufactured products. There is to bo
a central standardization organization, under government' control,
under which subsidiary committees
will conduct research work and
make recommendations for various
lines of manufacture. ;
',,
In the building, machine and
electrical industries standardization has existed for some time; the
present purpose is to extend the
idea, and cause standard types to
be officially and universally recognized.
Inlhls move Sweden is following
the United States. It Is cited here
that a certain American tool manufacturer has redueed the number
of types of hammers, axes, files
and sledge hammers he makes
from 2.762 to 751, and that an
American paper concern reduced
its types of 4aper to 10 per cent of
the number previously manufactured. Great economy resulted in
each case.
.

Large Can, 12 Ounces, Only 25c

SPECIAL!
Some grocers may have a few cans left of
Dr. Price's bearing the label with the special
advertising offer recently announced. A big
value at its regular price, Dr. Price's is an unparalleled bargain at this special sale price.
Don't fail to see if your grocer has some left!

10 to

Boold

time you lerned to keep score, you'll
never be a player until you can keep
score correckly.
Thats a good ideer, and then if I
ever win a game ill be sure of it,
ma sed.
AU rite, lets start rite in, now
Ive got one point and you liavcnt
got eny, so that makes 15 love, and
if I get the next point that will
make 30 love, pop sed, and ma scd,
But wy do you haff to say lovo,
dont you think that sounds too familiar rite out heer with other people playing erround?
Nonsents, love Is meerly another
werd for nuthing, 30 love meens 30
nuthing, now it 1 get the next point
you call out 30 love, pop sed.
Wlch he got the next point on
account of ma aiming at the ba'l
with her racket and not coming
enywares neer it, saying, Well, did
you ever see enything like that in
your life? and pop scd, Severol
times, Ive played with you before,
well, arent you going to call out ths
score, come on, 30 love, call it out.
I dont like to, it sounds so affectionate and unnecessery, ma sed,
and pop sed, O, call It out, youre sip
posed to be keeping score, call it
out.
Hee hce, wat will the people tn
the next court think? ma sod, and
pop sed, Theyll think youre playing
tennis, unless by eny chance theyve
bin watching you, and then I dont
know wat theyll think.
Now jest for that Im going to win
this game, sed ma. And she batted
the next ball so hard It would of
went about 3 blocks If there had of
bin eny blocks there, and pop sod.
My point, now call out the score,
40. 40

wwBge-

J

Pop gave ma another tennis lesslu
this aftirnoon, me going with them
to chase the balls that ma hit too
far, being allmost the ony kind she
hit, and pop scd, Now I think its

in the

Guards Health

-

After using her coffin for nearlv
believe any of tho shot penetrated BASEBALL TOURNAMENT
the abdominal wall, nhd that the
fifty years us a dining table, a
IS WON BYJ0KAY TEAM French octogenarian was recently
boy would likely recover rapidly.
buried in it.
Keller "was not arrested last
.SPECIAL DISPATCH 'O MOHNINQ JOURNALj
night by the police The shooting
occurred outside the city limits.
The
Socorro, N. M., July 4.

ffo

Senator Bob La Follette.

....

A young boy, the son of Esteban
E?plnosa of 214 Bell avenue, was
shot in the abdomen last night.
Burton Keller, a carpenter, who
TO
owns an orchard In the vicinity,
which is south of the city, near
the Continental Oil company's stor-ng- o
In Fourth of July Speech
plant, was questioned by the
and is said to have admitat Socorro, Congressman police,
ted doing the shooting. According
to
tho police, Keller said boys had
Advises Preparation for
been robbing his orchard and he
Federal Aid.
lay in wait for them with a shotgun loaded with gravel and email
(SPECIAL OISPA'.H TO MORNIN4 JOUIINIL)
shot.
Socorro, N, M July 4. ConDr. E. M. Clayton, city physigressman Nestor Montoya, of Al- cian, who was called, removed
buquerque, in tho course of a pa- some small shot from the boy's
triotic address at tho Fourth of abdomen. He said that he did not
July celebration today took occasion to explain the
bill for drainago and flood control.
Mr. Montoya said that this bill wii!
pass at the regular session of congress. Ho urged the people of the
Rio Grande valley to get together
and set to work with the committee appointed for the purpose, and
be prepared to reap the benefit Of
government aid in the reclamation
of Rio Grando valley and control
of flood waters. The congressman
said that if a. strong organization
perfected to deal with the interior
department, according to the provisions of the bill, federal aid can
be obtained for the valley project
with little delay.
A crowd numbering over 2,00
gathered in Socorro, tho homo ot
Senator II. O. Bursum, to celebrate
the Fourth of July. In the morning there was a handsome parade
ot floats, followed by the address
by Mr. Montoya, who was the
principal speaker, in a decorated
stand on the plaza. After the
speaking there wero auto races, a
baseball game and other entertainments.
At 1 o'clock, the congressman
was guest of honor at a dinner at
the Val Verde hotel, at which thirty
of the leading citizens were present,
including Mayor Abran Abeyta, C.
P. Brown, Attorney M. C. Spicer,
Epitacio Torres and many other.

,

Mrs.' Ben

U.

PEOPLE

Latest photo of President John L. Lewis and Labor Secretary Davis, taken at their recent conference at
the hite House.
firm in their request for a nathe United Mine Workers, carried
That the miners are prepared
to Secretary of Labor Davis at
to remain out indefinitely unless
tional conference on the question
of wages and. conditions affecting
their demands are met was the
Washington at a recent conferword President John L. Lewis of
ence. Lewis says the miners are
the miners.

Smlth-MeN'a-

By ELOlSli
Flowered, foulards is the newest
vogue which is taking New York
by story. R is a practical fad, too,
for these silk frocks are cool and
comfortable for summer, always
ready for wear either for afternoon
or business and they are dust shedding, a boon for travelers.
They
d
are made in becoming
modes or dressier afternoon styles
and come in blacky navy and tan
figured in white or colors.
This quaint little frock is one of
the dressier stylos. It is mndo with
a snug fitting blouse, a full skirt
with a distended hip line simulating a Hoop skirt, and short, tight
sleeves relieved by lace frills.

'

Use it

stunts in crime, in many Jails I've
served my time. I'm jugged JuBt
now for vending beer, and recently
I shoved the queer. But I can say
with pride, indeed, I've never used
tho filthy weed. I robbed u church
somo years ago, and touched a
blind man for his dough; I've sold
gold bricks in hayseed towns, and
swiped a toller's handmedowns.
and broke the laws that govern
Kpced, but I've abjured the filthy
weed." I said to him. "You are,
in truth, a strangely moral, stainless youth.
For harmless pranks,
such as you've named, no mettled
youngster can be blamed, but it
is sickening, indeed, when spring-aid- s
touch tho filthy weed."

GETREADY

health ot the hair. Everything In
the formula contributes to the tonic
something that Is needed, so if you
merely took pilocarpine and added
It to other tonics, you should know
all about the proportions and
whether or not you are not making
a bad mixture.
i
Peggy: If your pivot tooth is a
shade
the others the
from
different
dentist made a bad selection, or you
the natural
may not be keeping
teeth as clean as they were when
crowned
this tooth. Try
the dentist
a different tooth paste and if the
tooth continues to look artificial FALL FROM THE REAR
you will have to change it. The difOF FIRE TRUCK FATAL
ferent 'Tinctures of Green Soap"
make excellent shampoos.
Toots: At 19, the lines In your
(By The Associated PreM.)
neck are only temporary and will
Colorado
Colo., July 4.
disappear if you massage the throat Falling fromSprings,
the rear end of a fire
using a good cream. It you are
!
under weight build up the system truck when it struck a curb In
which will also fill out these lines. turning a corner, C. R. Helbing, a
,1 E. A.: There is not space enough fireman, received injuries tonight
to give a full reduction diet, but you from which ha died later in a hosmay have this information if you pital. The department was returnsend a stamped addressed envelope, ing from a fire in an awning over
a fireworks store, started when a
repeating your request.
H. L.: The skin is sometimes In firecracker was thrown Into the
the condition you describo merely awning from a passing automobile.
Often
because of poor elimination.
Spectators say that Helbing, who
a sluggish liver or an Impacted was at the rear tiller of the truck,
colon will cause the skin to be- probably fainted at 'the wheel, as
come red and also very dry. Clear he was seen to reel in his seat

Contains no Alum

MASON.

BOY, IN ORCHARD, IS
SHOT IN ABDOMEN BY
CHARGE FROM SHOTGUN

MOMTOYA URGES

WISCONSIN DEMS
CHOOSE A WOMAN
TO DEFEAT "BOB"

BEAUTY CHATS
ANSWERED LETTERS.

LITTLE ROBERT.
You've heard of little Robert
Reed, who would not use the filthy
weed. He figured in a moral pome
that once was known l!. every
home: when sinful children chewed or smoked, the name of Robert
was Invoked by parents stern, who
pointed out the merits of that shining scout. This Robert, whom wo
knew so well, now serves a sentence in a cell, lie viewed tho
Volstead act with scorn, and sold
bum liquor by the houn.
"Ah.
yes," ho said, when interviewed,
"I've pulled some boners, raw and
crude.
I've tried all kinds of

!

"MINERS ARE FIRM," LEWIS TELLS LABOR SECRETARY

The largest selling
fruit-flavore-

bever-

d

age in the world, due

to superior delicious-nespurity and quality. Be sure you are
served the genuine.
Sold in bottles, also
at fountains.

s,

ZCRUSH

ice-col- d

The three "Crush" drinks e
their
flavors from the delicate fruit oils pressed
from the fresh outer skins of oranges,
lemons or limes, to which are added
juices from these fruits, cane sugar, U. S.
certified food color, carbonated water,
and citric acid thenaturalacidof oranges,
lemon and limes.

wat?

Hee hee, ma sed, and pop sed,
and kepp on keeping tho
score himself.
O proons,

SWEDISH RED CROSS
TO ERECT SERIES OF
FIRST AID SHELTERS
(By The Associated Press.)

Stockholm, Julv 4. The Swedish
Red Cross has decided to erect a
series of first aid shelter stations
over the sparsely inhabited northern part of the country. It will
care for trie residents of this section whoso homes are dozens, even
scores of miles from the nearest
seven of these
doctor.
Already
lodges have been erected and are in
operation.
Sick persons and those who have
met with accidents are to be taken
to the first aid posts for preliminary treatment, and then sent, it
necessary, to the nearest hospital.

Cress is tho quickest growing
The highest speed ever attained
plant. It has been known' to flow- on a railway 131 miles an hour
er and seed, within eight days of was made by an electric locomoplanting.
tive in 1903.

Tfetributed exclusively
COCA-COL- A
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BOTTLING COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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Co., Chicago, Winnipeg and London. Send for tree pamphlet,
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Colorado women glad and proud."
Another message of congratulation came from W. G. McAdoo, an i

JUVENILE COURT

Cantnln A. J. Mavo.
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With Law Violators.

I

'

He-ha-

(By Tlie AuocUled I'imO

"You can go to
Chicago, July
autojail for ten days or send your the
mobile there for thirty," was
sentence a Winona, Minn., city
judge Imposed on a speeder recently.
A similar choice was given to a
motorcyclist.
Both chose to leave their vehicles
with the city jailer for a month.
4.

'

Adam Fletcher, custodian of the
Waveland Park public golf links at
Des Moines, la., declares he has
rliminated more profanity this sum
mer than a successful revival leader. He has done it by cutting the
tall grass in the hazards where business men become melancholic, then
violent In their search for strayed
Iserr
spheres of gutta percha.
before has the links been so crowdsummer,
according to
ed as this
Fletcher. He is urging golferscon-to
play In foursomes to eliminate
gestion.
'
A lone "Glnko" tree, declared by
the
arboreal experts to be one of ever
of its kind
few specimens
without
found growing naturally
China,
transplantation, outside ofwas
cut
Japan or eastern Asia,
down In Kansas City, Kans., thea
other day to permit the paving of

at the postoffice and
at Cloquet,
the telegraph offices volume
since
Minn., has leaped in
the nomination of Mrs. Anna Dickie
Olesen for United States senator at
the recent democratic primary.
The Jane Jefferson Democratic
club of Colorado, which in a telegram to Mrs. Olesen proclaimed
itself the oldest women's political
organization in the United States
sent word, "Your victory makes

ANO-LE-

CALIFORNIA.
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SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

Absolutely not a pair priced over $3.50. The fact that this store
is a branch of one of the largest shoe concerns in this country made
this limit possible.

i

AA IA
1,200 Pairs of Women's Low
D1.UU IU
Dress Shoes, value to $9.00
NOTHING HIGHER

JTA
CQ
DO.tlU

Some of the choicest season's styles. In patent, suede, black,
brown or white kid, etc. All style heels all sizes.

X
CO

a

400 PAIRS WOMEN'S LEATHER FELT SLIPPERS
VALUES TO $3.00

$2.85

$1.00

to

NOTHING

HIGHER

Sea Island, cravanette, canvas,
etc. Flappers, sports; most any

style desired.

$1.50

Your choice of all leather

pers or felt with leather turn
and comfy soles.

O

Your choice of black or brown vici kid, F. B. kid, calfskin, etc.
Any style heel desired; Goodyear welt, hand turn or Mckags. Just
think! $3.50 will buy the best!

sto
3

oX

tn
O
X
m

$1.00

120

PAIRS

WOMEN'S

CHILDREN'S

AND

60

PAIRS

RUBBERS

VALUE
$1.00 ..

to

$3.50

WOMEN'S

VALUE
$2.50

FOR
SALE CHEAP

SHOES

SHOES

thirty-fi- r

-

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

Two hundred and
Branches

Thfi MArti and Zdmtt
Rubber Organization in the World

Albuquerque Domenici Bros., White
race
Estancia Valley AutoCo.
Los Lunas Simon Neustadt

SHOES

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY, JULY
July 29th

is

our last day in Albu-

querque. Every pair must and will
be sold. Get yours! we would
much rather sell them to you.

6

Ga- -

Emile Mignardot
Mountainair Jameson Motor Co.
Stanley Gerhart & Gerhart, White Lake

Moriarty
Co.

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

MEN'S DRESS AND

750

WORK SHOES AND OXFORDS
VALUES TO $8.00

21

Your choice of new English toes,
broad lasts, cushions, etc. Most
any style. $3.50 gets the best.

Blucher
There are new English
calfskin welts at $3.00 that would
be reasonable at twice the price.

LEATHER
HOUSE SLIPPERS
VALUES TO $3.00

SPATS

75c

MEN'S TENNIS OXFORDS
Sizes 8 and
9 only

BOYS' TENNIS SHOES
11 to 1312' '
and 1 to 6

tlC

,

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

SHOES

400 PAIRS OF INFANTS' LOW
SHOES
Sizes 5 to 8 and 1 to 5

to

75c to $1.50

$1.25

Your choice of oxfords, straps and
M. J. styles; in calfskin, patent
black and white sports, etc. $2.00
will buy the best.

-

NOTHING HIGHER
Most any style desired; patent,
brown and black kid, or whites;
turn soles; with or without heels.

800 Pairs Infants' Shoes and Booties; sizes
5 to 8 and 1 to 5; values to $2.50.

prx

0, JC 10

'.,

m-

wr

-

l.OU

NOTHING HIGHER
Some of the best Rochester makes are here. Any combination of
colors, white, brown, gray or solid colors; hand turned soles; with
or without heels.
100 Pairs Children's
Sandals; sizes 6 to 11. .,

150 Pairs Child's Felt
Slippers; all tsizes. . . .

65c

300 PAIRS

75c

SNHE

A

CHILDREN'S
AND OXFORDS
6 to 8, 9 to 11,(12 to 2

in
X

oM
(

in
X

o

5

SAN-DAL- S

$1.00, $1.15,
tv

STORE

125
WILL

BE OPEN

UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK
EVERY EVENING

ACROSS FROM ELMS HOTEL

N. M.

SHOES

$2.00

NOTHING HIGHER

1

SHOES

at $2.50,

550 PAIRS OF MISSES' AND
CHILD'S LOW SHOES
Sizes IIV2 to 2 and 8i2 to 11

P--

SHOES

NOW
$1.50 to $2.50

85c

301 NORTH FIRST STREET, ALBUQUERQUE,

15c

. . .

Children's Footwear

LITTLE GENTS'
PAIRS
SHOES AND OXFORDS
Values to $3.50 Sizes 9 to 13i2

Get your boy his school shoes
now. Get two pairs for the price
of one.

HKn

Value

900 Pairs Misses' and Child's Boots and Shoes, values to $4.00, sizes

250

All leather; black or brown. Romeo & Everett styles. All sizes.

$1.75
$1.00
NOTHING HIGHER

50 CENT

Do not wait for higher prices. Get your supply of shoes now,
while the getting is good. Get your shoes at prices far less than they
were ever offered anywhere.

&

to $2.50
$1.25
NOTHING HIGHER

a

SHOES

SHINOLA SHOE
SETS

GET YOUR
FALL SHOES

325 PAIRS BOYS' DRESS SHOES
AND OXFORDS
Values to $6.00 Sizes 1 to 6

to $3.00
$1.50
NOTHING HIGHER

PAIRS MEN'S

SHOES

NOTHING HIGHER
These are genuine Russian calf, Goodyear welts, on sale
that cost us $3.00 to make this spring.

to $3.50
$1.50
NOTHING HIGHER

275

SHOES

AND LASTS

Men's and Boys' Footwear
PAIRS

ACROSS FROM ELMS HOTEL
SHOES

Where Yoti
Can Buy
Uc Tires;

Rubber Company

United States

ii

MBS'

ALL FIXTURES

SHOES

w

to

AND TWEEDIES

25c

SHOES

mi

i

O F BUSINE

slip-

m

X

SHOES

y

mm on ited States Tires

GOING OUT

HIGHER

650 Pairs Women's Boots and
Shoes, values to $10.00
NOTHING HIGHER

o

manufacturer.
You'll note in the new and better
'Usco" these features-Thi- cker
tread, giving greater non-ski-d
protection. Stouter sidewalk.
Altogether a handsomer tire that
will take longer wear both inside and
out.
The greatest money's worth of fabric tire in the history of pneumatics

IIP

I

The Manufacturer's Sale Store, 301 North First Street, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, Will Close Its Doors Saturday, July 29th
MORRIS S. SCHIFF, Manager Albuquerque Branch

Women 's Footwear

650 PAIRS WOMEN'S WHITE
LOW SHOES
VALUES TO $6.00

SHOES

SHOES

Nothing Over $3.50

NOTHING

mm

SELLING OUT SALE

5c

Brown

2
o

AS YOU LIKE IT

.

White, Black

$1.00

HEN "Uscon announced Its
new low price of $10.90 last
Fall, the makers were already busy developing a still
value.
"Usco"
greater
The new and better "Usco" as you

see it today with no change in
price and tax absorbed by the

v.

SHOE POLISH

to

I

i

;

PIONEER BAKERY

ddraas THE T. W. OLA8&
INHALANT CO.. MASON

mm wA
tela wm'v

J

'

.

QV!A

-

tn""fc.

ilown. No one professes to know
how this mysterious early settler oi
Kansas first happened to strike
rodt so far from Us native clime.

SHOES

f

i

surrounded the
city grew till it itin the
middle of a
tree, and left
street.
When it was decided to pave the
street the tree could not be successPetitions by
fully transplanted. school
children
women's clubs and
twice saved it. Then it was cut

LOS

T

.

"

The glnko tree was found growMissouri river by the
ing near the settlers
who came to
first white
Kansas City, Kans. Gradually the

in soy cllmatt.
For further Information
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a
Cornelius Cole, left, and Senator Shortridge
California,
the quiet room,women as clerk, re
snapped in Washington.
ting as judge,
Damn.
porter andwere the old words to
On the eve of celebrating his one hundredth birthday anniversary,
"Gono
Cornelius Cole, the oldest living U. S. senator, recently
lean on. 'bail.' 'guilty or not
the
etc.:
gone
'fine 'thirty days,'
It was his first visit to the capital in thirty years.
de- - visited Washington.
friendly
the
policeman,
smiling
He chatted for some time with Samuel Shortridge, the present senator
m.
.
nua
Kin
nioi
-iiiftf
a'
duo
tectives.
not from Cole's home state of California. Cole was in the senate during the
stranded a prodigal daughter,
Lincoln administration and sat in the stand with Lincoln when the latter
her
made his memorable Gettysburg address.
.
Y et in in tuu
f
with the power it had to compe
obedience, rsnw imu
What Miss Meta W. Furry are under into discipline.
submitted
do
dictment here charged with fraudprosecution couldin not
an hour.
ulent use of the mails. Tenney is
secured
said to have controlled three conthe
of
writers
cerns advertised as music houses.
Amateur song
the victims of
r.nntr
publishers!
pleudo
music
energetic
the. SAN JUAN PEOPLE ARE
who applied to thlr
of the ancient song trial
J.h.wy mtle bit helps' according ENTHUSIASTIC FOR
NEW SOUTH RAIL LINE
inspectors
to
asPby means of a dollar or mo
at ..a time obtainea
Correpoo(lenc to The Juurnul.)
tne (Special
,.cin una that
Aztec. X. M., July 4. The south
writers rnu
fa
waxed
publishers
ern outlet for the Kan Juan basin to
-be built by the Los Angeles syndif inanciaiiy.
has peen muiru
cate, now seems assured. The new
teur melody makers by swindlers contract, which is favorable to land
in the last twelve moniu.
In- - owners, is being accepted enthusiing to Frank N. Davis, postal
astically. It is believed dirt will bo
spee.tor.
moving in less than ninety days.
.alcod
The amateurs muuu
H. M. Baltosser, county agent
music
to
the
to pay a fee of $4 up
estimates that at least one hundred
match
to
offered
who
e
of apples will be
publishers,"
versa twenty-fiv- fromcars'
San Juan county next
melody with words or vice
shipped
ofand publish and popularize the
fall.
fering of the ambitious ones.
the amateurs, Mr1
Eventuallywere
Marie Novello, the Welsh pianist, Is the bread we bake. It pleases
lured to send
Davis says,
signed a contract with the Chi- the whole family Our bread, bis..nut..Hnn fen trt connection has
cago Symphony orchestra to ap cuits, pics and cakes are made
with any poems, plays, stories or pear as
soloist during the coming with care by expert bakers. They
uuiui "wv
songs. in
additional
cheaper and better than you
44AAW.tfinateM
-nnnn receipts season. This is a distinction never are
can bake yourself. We can sell
before gained by a woman.
of songs or stories which then were
cheaper because we bake in largo
filed bv the "publisher," the in
recent years many women and quantities.
In
spector said.
girls have been employed as ele
In connection with the postoffice vator
conductors, but twenty years
work
department's
inspection
been ago the only elevator girl in the
have
to
frauds
alleged
against
music world was Miss Margaret Donnelly,
carried on by the
207 South First Street.
of New York city.
publishers, John M. Tenney and

.i.

street.
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'The price remains
the same
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Woman Referee Illustrates
What the Tribunal Has
" Been Able to Accomplish

Dr. Glaia Ha
poiltlva
proof h la abl to cur
tabarcnlnala by lnbalatlm

&"UC
ivith many improvements

TjlVfll VPSSeS

oft-ene-

Business

On Sale everywhere from Now on
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and now running a ferry servici
rrom jjuiutn, Minn., to oupenur.
Wis., declares he has crossed the
Minnesota-Wisconsi- n
boundary
than any man alive
probably,
1.4a firm
liffr. when
ah
..MaJ
it
'
1,
Ull
"i '
HO HI1BU
was 16, and was master on some of
oc
ju
the biggest sailing vessels
His claim
day. Ho is 75 years old. Wisconsinthe
In regard to cross
Minnesota line is cased on me iaci
that his regular hourly ferry triP3
take him over the boundary.
been making these ferry trips
since 1895.
of
"T.n Ameles is the honey-po- t
g
youth," declared
Miss Miriam van waiera,
of the Los Angeles juvenile court,
in a discussion of her work in the
Journal of the American Institute
of Criminal Law and Criminology.
Tiu,..aTinff thn sort of thing theluvenile court was able to accom.
pllsn, Miss van vo.i.i w.u
girl.
story of an
Vagrancy was the most serious
offense of which she could be con-to
victed In the Juvenile court,
trans-ferre- d
which her case had been
from criminal dockets. The
at first.
girl thought it was a Joke
Juvenile
Then she was told that the she
was
until
court could hold her
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OLDEST LIVING
WASHINGTON AFTUK

Iowa joined in felicitations.

IN LOS ANGELES
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NESTOR
IS ft

INTO

QUOTE.
HQU SE SEAT

Incumbent Announces for
Renomination Subject to
the Action of Republican
State Convention.
Nestor Montoya of Albuquerque,
who Is serving Ills first term as
congressman from New Mexico,
announces himself as a candidate
for renomination, as follows:
"Having returned from

Wash-

poington a few days ago and the conlitical campaign of 1922 for
gressional and state officers apI desire to announce
proaching,
myself as a candidate for renomination to congress, subject to the
action of the republican state convention.
"Aside from national legislation
necessary to the state, which has
been accomplished and is now law,
recommendations and appointments to olfice under the republican administration which has been
attended to by the republican
United States senator and myself
for New Mexico, my platform has
consisted during the last session,
or present rather, and will consist
in the next regular session, In proIn the
moting and actively helping
y
repassage of the
clamation bill, which will be considered and I have no doubt passed, at that session.
This measure means all for the
state, as It does for the whole
west and south, not only In the
central Rio Urande valley, but in
other sections of the same, which
may organize projects and reclaim
hundreds of thousands of acres of
land to settlement,
cultivation,
producing crops, wealth and happiness of home builders, Increasing
Iho population and tax returns.
This may appear to be a dream,
but it will be made real by federal aid for such pnterprises, for
1 consider that the
reclaiming of
arid lands, drainage, flood protection and modern systems of irritation are an impossibility and beyond the reach of communities,
private effort or limited capital.
It must come and will come next
year by government aid, as a business proposition
to the whole
country for the opening and developing of immense areas, and
woe to Iho state or community
that needs this aid, if invited and
fails to avail itself of this wonderful offer; it will mean decadence and going back instead of
forward, as the necessity and the
times demand.
It is a national
movement through congress
for
home builders,, production
and
commerce.
It will vivify all arteries of trade and turn the desert and tho swamp Into a blossoming iviradise of production,
Stute Meeds Aid.
"New Mexico needs this government aid and from the moment I
in Washington in
of
lust year and was sworn as April
a member of the house of congress, I got
in touch with tho men of the west
n:nl of the south Interested In this
cicat plan, and concentrated my
efforts With thorn fV, ,1,,
ioc me hill.
"I am a member of the committee of western and southern
members to promote and keep It alive
before the congress until final success is achieved and the fountain
of wealth is turned loose from the
national treasury or
Its
,
action, whei'o It mo through
by
and Intense
on the part of states and effort
communities where it may be needed.
I know and I 'am In touch with
every member of congress that is
Interested In this law and I have
followed and seconded every step
so far to carry It
"If renominated through.
and
my efforts will be redoubled and
when success is achieved, I shall
deem It, as the whole country will
acclaim it, the crowning success of
congress In which I have had a
small part.
Official Iteoord.
I ask my renomination at ths
hands of the electorate of New
Mexico, upon my official record in
congress In voting and, supporting
all national and administration
measures for the reconstruction of
the country. I have In my office a
certified copy of my Individual
voting record, officially certified to
by the clerk of the house, which
will prove my assertion, lying
by enemies of the republican party to the contrary notwithThe record is here and
standing.
can be published if desired.
"In the year and a half that 1
have served
as
constantly
member of congress I have yout
attended to hundreds of matters
d
to me by my constituents,
men for compensation, vocational training, hospitaliation, insurance, etc., giving each case that
attention before the veterans' bureau to whi.i the defenders of the
country are entitled
from their
representatives in congress. I hav
attended to many land matters before the interior department, general land office, for old and new
settlors with success, Indian matters, Immigration matters, claims,
pensions, postoffice matters, mail
routes and rural carriers, by the
hundreds, which I know those for
whom I have attended them will
bear out that I met with success !n
most cases.
History of Transit of Venus.
"It takes some time to get acwith your colleagues,
quainted
members of congress, four hundred
and thirty-fiv- e
of them, and then
the senators also, so as to be able
In
to help
matters they want and to
ask for their help; It takes somo
time to get acquainted with all government departments, their heads
so as to go where
and
you should go and get what you
want for your constituents, Information, etc., from an appointment
to a lucrative office, to the effect
of bugs, Insects and larvae upon certain plants, trees, etc., to show the
variety. One individual in the statu
wanted to know the history of the
transit of Venus in 1912. That was
a poser for me, but I wended my
way to the meteorological division
and they put me wise to the astronomy observatory and In a few
days I received a communication of
the whole story, telling of the
phases, apposition of the planets
and the Lord knows what. I could
not understand it, nor tried to my
mind was In the McNary bill but I
sent the bunch to him and I hope
he is happy.
"I have succeeded in getting
ery thoroughly acquainted with
i'the membership and departments,
which will be an advantage to the
state if renominated and elected.
laml Offices Retained.
"I am a member of the com
Smlth-McN'ar-

mittee on public
lands, in good'
standing with all its membership,'
proven by the success I had In
having a favorable report for the!
retention of the two discontinued
land offices of Clayton and Fort
Sumner, which are now retained by
law, ana my success in a favorable
report rrom r.ie same committee on
the small holdings act," which affects settlers in the state and which
is now a law. Also In a favorable
report from the committee on public buildings and grounds upon the
Las Vegas postoffice, which I succeeded in getting a favorable report, and is now for passage in the
union calendar of the house, when
reached. As a member of the Indian affairs committee in double
quick time a report on the amendment was approved for the $45,000
required for the rebuilding of the
destroyed by fire assembly hall in
the Albuquerque
Indian
school.
And so on the work is carried forward if you are active and know
how tho ins and outs and twists
of congressional procedure.
"I am a member of the committee on committees, headed by
Leader Mondell, which appoints

and reforms
house committees,
special and
standing,
through
which you get In touch with leaders of the different states.
"It's a Man's .lob."
"All in all, it is a man's Job to
-d
be in congress,
activity, conare
stancy, tact and insistency
necesKary qualifications to make
your combinations and obtain results. Many times you have to
wait and watch for the psychological moment and not miss It, so as
to forge ahead, among so many
that are doing the same thing.
"As to social activities, they are'
galore, from an occasional trip, by
invitation, down and up the broad
and beautiful Potomac in the pa--
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Profit Forgotten and Precedent Ignored to Clear Oiir Store Quickly of all Summer Merchandise. A Chance to
Save Substantially on the Things You Need Right Now. We Urge Early Selection These Prices Will Soon
Break Assortments.
,

we clear our hot weather stocks by
prices down to cost. We find that at this season the
summer stock which remains unsold is a very costly item to
carry on our books. It is much more profitable for us to sell this it
cost and invest the proceeds in fall and winter merchandise. Tho
law of turnover is mightier than the law of immediate profits.
Everything in this sale is guaranteed as fully as it was at the regular
MID-SUMME-

EACH

1

latial

yacht,

presidential

the

Mayflower, White House reccp.
tions, etc., to an invitation from aj
mummy-lookin- g
Shinto to a lec-- j
ture on the cultivation of a spe-- !
cial variety of chrysanthemum as!
Is done In Japan.
l ull Dress Suit.
"The first thing a congressman
has to do in Washington, as soon
as social Invitations commence to
show, is to provide himself with
a disguise commonly known as 'a
full dress suit and tile hat,' which
with your title constitutes the open
sesame to all social functions.
"Pardon my dissertation, but I
deshe to assure the electorate of
New Mexico that while the office
of congressman is honorable, high
and attractive, Jet it is exacting as
my constituents, like those from
other states and the proverbial
Missourians, like to 'be shown' and
expect results.
"I am in your hands as a candidate for renomination and have
given you a little history of things
accomplished and greater ones in
line to be accomplished, and also
of the inside life of a congressman,
which I hope will be of interest
to you in making my bow for your
support in my desired renomination.
"As to my prospects for
I can assure you and feel confident that I will lick the best the
democrats can put up. as I did last
election, the strongest man that
will be
party had. Republicans
needed in the lower house of congress next session, so bo wise.
"I remain, very truly, your most
obedient public servant,
"NESTOR MONTOYA,
"Member of Congress, District of
New Mexico."

Things may be taken out on approval. Purchase price of any
article not proving perfectly satisfactory will be refunded at any

prices.

time.
Our idea is to clear the stock as quickly as possible. Everything in
the store is of highest grade nationally advertised make. Cost prices,
we believe, on merchandise of this class, will do the job effectively.
In urging your attendance at this sale, we merely urge you to save
substantially on good, guaranteed, seasonable, saleable merchandise.

ATHLETIC
UNION SUITS

j
Here is one of the outstanding bargains of the summer clearance. This athletic underwear is of a good, nationally advertised quality. You know that
we wouldn't sell it if it were not up to our standard. It sells for $1 all over
the country. The clearance price is 75c.

SUMMER SHIRTS
A Chance to Stock Up at Worth-

while Savings
$2.00
$2.50
$3.00
$3.50
$4.00
$5.00

There were many quaint features
about the marriage of Princess
Marie of Roumania and King Alexander1 of
On her return from church, the bride stepped
over a band of cloth hung between
the gateposts.
This represented
crossing the moat and her entry into a new life. Then she took a
sieve of wheat and sugar, which
she threw in handfuls Into the corners of the court-yarThe old
custom Is for the sieve to be thrown,
over the walls, but those of the
palace were too high for this. The
new queen then approached the
palace carrying bread and wine, and
her final duty was to embrace a
child to whom she gave a garment
which she herself had made.
Jugo-Slavl-

R

$1.35
$1.85
.$2.25
$2.75
$3.25
$3.75

In these six big lots are all the staples as well as the leading novelties of the season. Here
are fine woven stripe madras shirts, in a variety of colors and combinations, here are the
plain white polo cloth shirts with collars and separate collars to match, here are the smart
plain color shirts in various designs and styles. Here in fact, is our entire stock of shirts, except silks, at a big-- worth-whil- e
reduction.

All Our Finest Silk Shirts Reduced

ztfieifsss

rd

.r-cour-

FINE SUMMER SUIT- S-

iiilllllUPJlli

$6.00 Silk Shirts
$7.50 Silk Shirts

A big story
in a little

$4.25

....... .$5.75

ht

Perfect Olives'

Pure

$20.00 Suits, $14.85
A fine lot of mohair and cool cloth suits cut on approved summer
lines. Wide range of light and dark patterns for your selection.

UCUCIOU5
WW X I V

Here

Nourishing

Jry It Today

$7.75

...$9.25

;
;

.

.

V:

gZJ

$25.00 Suits, $16.85

$135
$2.00

.

$4 Straws, $2.50
$5 Straws, $3.50
$6 Straws, $4.00

$18.00 Suits, $13.85
Here are the better Palm Beaches in dark and light colors,
you will find your favorite patterns in a Palm Beach weave.

OLIVE OIL

con-tide-

$10.00 Silk Shirts
$12.50 Silk Shirts.

All $2 .Straws
All $3 Straws

In this lot are dark and light color Palm Beaches, crashes and
other summer-weigsuits, in a variety of good patterns and styles.

OLD MONK

t

THE SEASON'S JUST OPENED AND
THESE HATS GO AT FALL PRICES.

$16.50 Suits, $12.85

space
9 90W

match-anVo-

STRAW HATS

At Attention Compelling Reductions
--

C

Shirts
Shirts
Shirts.
Shirts
Shirts
Shirts

a.

d.

"From

,

These suits are of the famed tropical worsteds and mohair. Good
tailoring and fine patterns are outstanding features.

RAGS WANTED

$30.00 Suits, $19.85

We want good clean cotton
rags, good size, no small

The best mohair suits the market affords are in this lot, together
with unusually good tropical worsteds. Suits for business and promenade.

piece. Bring them to the

$40.00 Suits, $28.85

MONEY ON YOUR

Imported gabardine and tropical weave suits predominate this lot.
Excellent patterns, fine fabrics, good tailoring.

TRIP

Our Travelers Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost.
Let U

Equip You For

the Trip.

and

,

Trust Company
ALBUQUERQUE,

$45.00 Suits, $33.85
,

N. M.

,

The very best hot weather suits we have are in this assortment.
' And here's a chance to get one or more of them at the price ordinary
clothes would cost elsewhere.

$2

Kind, .$1.50

$3 Kind . . $2.00

$2.50

Kind.. $1.75

$3.50 Kind . . $2.50

SILK ATHLETIC UNDERWEAR

..

A satisfying assortment of lightweight summer woolens, all the
famous Society Brand make, embracing the designs, patterns and
styles the best dressed men favor.

Suits, $41.85

$6 Silk Athletic Underwear. .. . .$4.50
$9 Glove Silk Athletic Under,

$50.00 Suits, $38.85

$55-$6- 0

First Savings Bank

Athletic
Underwear

In this lot are imported gabardine and tropical worsted suits of
excellent pattern and cut. ' Sold regularly up to this time for $35;
the sale price is $23.85.

DON'T CARRY

Money May Be
Lost or Stolen

!

$35.00 Suits, $23.85

JOURNAL OFFICE.

sub-head- s,

,

'

The very best summer woolen suits to come into Albuquerque this
season. Some wjth both knickers and trousers. Worsteds, serges,
tweeds, homespuns, etc. A host of good patterns. All Society Brand.

wear, . ......

. . .

. .....

.

.$6.50

OXFORDS
$5 WHITE OXFORDS, $3.85
These ar made
canvas. All sizes.

of fine Sea Island

$6 AND $6.50 WHITE
OXFORDS, $4.85
White buck and white Sea Island
duck oxfords
somo combined with
calfskin In smart sport models.

$10 BROGUE OXFORDS, $7.35
Fine

broRtie

Tills. All sizes.

oxfords

Bostonians

$15 EDWIN CLAPP
$11.85

and

OX-FORD- S,

Acknowledged the finest shoes on the
market today. Black and tan calf and

lace kids. All sizes.

LUGGAGE IN THE SUMMER CLEARANCE
$4.00 Boston Bags ............;$
$5.00 Fibre Suit Cases.
$7.50 Fibre Suit Cases.
..
$10 Leather Suit Cases....,..,
$15 Belber Cases and Bags. . .

3.25
3.85
4.85
7.50
11.85

$20
$25
$30
$40
$40

Belber Cases and Bags..... $15.50
Belber Cases and Bags..., 19.50
Belber Cases and Bags..., 23.50
Wardrobe Trunks
32.00
Belber Cases and Bags, . . 32.00

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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GRAYS

FROM

BUI

HOLIDAY

THIRD WIFE SUES JACK NORWORTH

2

S

RIVER BATHERS
SWARM ON 4TH;
COMPLICATIONS
PLANS TO VISIT"

KING OF EGYPT

IN

IS

UNITED STATES
(By The AMoclatfd PrM.)
Cairo, July 4. King Faud I, of,

is 7 to

4;
Morning Contest
Afternoon, 17 to 8; Locals
Go to Santa Fe for Con-

Egypt, intends to visit the United
his
States as well as Europe in actours this year, in order to
new
quaint himself with the
movements of the world and so
be better qualified to govern his
people wisely.
This project, coupled with the
that the
official announcement
of Spain, France,
governments
have
Persia
and
Germany, Italy
informed Egypt that they have
raised their diplomatic agencies
and consulates general In Cairo
to legations, has brought closer
to the Egyptian people the fact
that Egypt has at last attained
her true independence.
It is rumored that the commission entrusted with the drawing of the new constitution for
the country has decided that the
national assembly, which is to be
elected soon, should consist of
two bodies, a chamber of deputies
and a senate. Tho members of the
former are to bo elected by popular vote, while members of the
latter are to be confined to
princes of the royal family,
ministers, high spiritual
chiefs and loading notables of
whom 50 are to be elected and 30

test Sunday.
There was no fireworks up town
yesterday, but there was plenty
Barelaa park, where the Grays tool,
tn-games from Belcn. 7The morna
to 4 scorn
ing game was won byThe
afternoon
in seven innings.
contest went to the Grays by 17 to
.

:

8.

WhatYeast
Tablets are for

.Complications in the river
when swIinmliiK is on seemed
to have reached their irrest
yesterday tvlien party after

party, prepared to ruler the
rapids In docollottc flesh creations, arrived nt tho glossy
banks of the Rio Grande.
Heboid, then, the abject consternation of the fleshly grand

loss of appetite

under weight

pimple3 boils
indigestion
malnutrition
lack of physical
n
conditions
strength and energy

dame mid Iter brood of daughters tvlio floated
upon tho
bosom of the waters around n
almnt
to
behold
curve, only
forty wiry nnd obviously nude
lmichnehos splashing vociferously In tho mud. This case Is
hut an illustration nf the surprising scenes that come nbout.
river lint tiLong
ers who have for weeks pridon
ed themselves
owning, as It
were, un exclusive bathing
point, yesterday arrived with
full bathing paraphernalia (a
towel amj n comb) only to discover another gTOiip of scleet
bathers oeciipyinc the only
modestly Available wnlei.
While the Fourth was eer.
talnly celebrated sanely, run
one honestly My It was spent
entirely safely?.

run-dow-

d

In the morning game, Red Ervin,
who was knocked out of the bo
in Sunday's contest with the RailHu
roaders, got Bwcet revenge.
held Belcn to four runs which they
second
in
the
got bv bunching hits
and third innings. The Grays
knocked Ratliff. Helen's star pitchiner, out of the box in the secondruns.
ning, when they scored seven heiu
Holman, who relieved him,
the Grays scoreless.
In the afternoon, Roberto
hit freely, but had better skill in
ARE
keeping them scattered than di;i
3Q
Holman, his opponent, and not
teammates.
his
from
good support
The day was featured by hard
home
hitting. Red" Krvin gotintwo
ARE
the left
runs. "Toots" Teller,
nominated.
field for the Grays, pulled oft a Left to right: Nora Bayen (Mrs. Jack Norworth No. 2), Jack Horworth, Louise Dresser (Mrs. Jack NorThe commission will provide
worth No. 1).
standing
for the creation of a supreme
spectacular fielding stunt,
on his head to pull down a hard
court modeled after that of the
Johnson
No.
Miss
took
Is
desertion.
cast
3,
Is
Norworth
Mrs.
Jack
Jack
comedian,
ing
Norworth,
drive.
United States, with power to pass
e
chance
The
with
Norworth
a
role.
marital
feminine
in
role
the
in
the
a
to
have
about
take
stage
now
leading
The Grays
of the
on the constitutionality
dicourthe
been
the
1913
N.
in
had
after
enin
set
is
not
the
of
his
Trenton,
J.,
act
third
the
counting
on
lead
Belen,
tragedy,
laws of the land.
titled "The Trials and Tribs of house, where Mrs. Norworth No. vorced by Nora Bayes, ife No. 2,
The king is to have nominal
game of last Sunday, which is not
(By The Auriated Pren.)
and Louisa Dresser, wife No. 1.
3 has filed suit for divorce, charg
included in the record, by agreeJohnson.
Mary
Matrimony."
powers only, the real power be4.
Kansas
per.
ment of the managers. The Grays
In the council of min- sons were City, July noneThirty
vested
ing
believed
injured,
will go to Santa Fe Sunday, and will
be
would
which
isters
respon&
San
It is thought of as
fatally, when St. Louis
val standpoint.
take a big crowd of rooters with halls Off Ratliff, 2; off Holman.
to the national assembly.
Francisco passenger train No. lid
an affliction so terrible that no one sible
1: off Krvin, 1.
Struck out By
them.
from Springfield. Mo., was derailed
must admit, even to himself, that
Holman, fi. Innings pitched Ey
Morning game Score:
he has it until tho worst is de tients are advised to make sure near here late today.
1
Belfn.
by
Ratliff,
by Holman, 4
There were about 150 passengers!
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Ervin, 7. loosing pitcher Ratlift?
finitely known. A lump that grows of the" reliability of a doctor
The only pure whole yeast They are especially rec
on the train. Those injured were
1
n
1
2
3
with sinister regularity is "Just a
Score:
to consult him.
Elsasser, 2b
Afternoon
game
going
0
e
when thrown against seats,!
out
2
0
if
turns
tablet form. ommended for children.
hurt
in
it
little tumor." And
canAlllUIIIKM'nilC.
the
Dempsey. 3b.... 44 01 (t1 2 0 0
processes,
winto be a earn er the victim comforts cerMysterious
Each lot is tested to insure
to be and cut by glass from broken
are
PO. A. E.
K.H.
Alford, cf
control
Buys,
,B.
society
S
0
1
0
4
himself with the thought that avoided. The usual treatment for dows.
contain
no
or
0
0
0
2
4
1
drugs
They
If
Collins, c
Teller.
high and uniform vitamin
wrecked
train
of the
1
3
fl
1
3
C
2
2
0
1
nothing could have been done any cancerous tissue is removal by n ranThe engln an
I,ayne, ss
j Parenti. cf
harmful ingredients.
J. HASKIN.
open switch into a
,
ry
1
5
M:i)EKiC
2
0
- A.
through
3
potency.
0
way.
2
3
1
0
.
10
with
Hartline, 3b..., 3 0 1 1 0 u
perhaps
Chaves, lb.
surgical operation,
tics.
"Washington, July 4. Cancer is
Doctors estimate that a whole
afterwards box car filled with railroad
treatments
J.eBrun, If.
3b ... 5 2 2 4 3 0 the next common enemy that man
not! form gas nor They keep and retain their
do
Salazar,
They
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
tne average cancel There are still controversies over
0
3
4
Desmond, i f
Ervin. rf
is scheduled to fight. All over the year passes in
1
0
0
cause belching.
0
0 M. I
3
BOUT
potency indefinitely.
Ratliff.
Chaves. 2b 5 1 3 3 3 1 world this mysterious disease .s case before the patient grows suf - the actual benefit of radium and CAP0NI-M0NR0- E
0
0
0
2
0
0
to consult an ex0
1
2
3
3
4
alarmed
in treating cancer.
Holman, p
ficiently
Ortiz, ss
toll.
A
DRAW!
heavy
IS
JUAREZ
AT
one
disease
Bv
time
may
ncrt.
the
told
are
that
We
Made
specialist
the
by
Mose Chaves, c 4 2 2 1 1 0 taking
Northwestern Yeast Company, Chicago
by
In Kashmir, where the natives have snrearl so
2
4
8 18
5
30
Totals
2
2
2
0
5
1
through the body- that radium can be UBed to cure
Roberto, p
charcoal stoves like muffs
Makes
of Yeast Foam and Magic Yeast
carry
4.
canerf
Tony
even though the local
Juarez, Mexico, July
Grays.
superficial skin cancers that arj
for warmth, cancer of the walls of that
is removed the trouble not malignant because In such Capon! of New York nnd Frankie
2
ous
AB,R.H.PO,A.R
41 17 16 27 12
as
Totals
growth
contracted
often
is
stomach
the
1
0
BY
2
ALL
0
2
SOLD
DRUGGISTS
featherM. Chaves,
Los
of
can
be
cases
Monroo
Angeles,
elsewnere.
radium
applied
Helen.
a result of the continuous heat and may appear
0
1
2
0
0
4
on the cancer.
art weights, boxing at catcli weights,
Pafentl. cf
fiirnblo in jfcarly Stage.
AB. R. H. TO. A. E. irritation. In the Philippines nattve
5
0
0
A. Chaves, lb.-- . 4
This is unfortunate, we are told, also being used in such cases fought 15 rounds to a draw de2b . . 4 2 2 2 2 0 women chew the fiery betel nut
Elrasscr.
3
0
4
(I
0
0
3
Tho match
Wltu
b
with satisfactory results, he says. cision here tonight.
unnecessary.
Salazar,
Dempsey, 3b . . 5 0 0 2 1 1 and even park wads of their favor- because it is so mat
1
4
1
2
2
surrounds can From the developments in use of was featured with furious inErvin, c.
4
I)
0
the
4
all
0
0
mystery
over
Alford.
ft
cheek
night.
the
in
chew
ite
Monroe
M. U Chaves, 2b 3 1 2 3 2
there is hope that deep fighting
1
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throughout.
2
0 Cancer of the check with them is cer one fact shines out. That can3
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0 Ratliff,
in its early, local stage is de cancers may be reached by them. closed Caponi's left eye in the
Ortiz, ss
0
2
4
2
1
0 a common
ss
Ijiyne,
malady.
1
6
0
2
4
0
Once it spreads In the meantime, don t be an eighth.
Teller. If
curable.
Caponl staged a furious
0
5
0
3
0
Hartline, lb
Among highly civilized races the finitely
3
1
1
1
1
0
R. Ervin, p
through the bloo.l alarmist, but if you develop can- finish and was fighting Monroe
Desmond, rf . . 4 2 3 1 0 0 disease finds more victims than lo the glands and
luck
trust
to
off
his
don't
cer
doctors
feet through tho final
of
the
symptoms
body,
1
(I
0
5
1
2
If
Cancer s to other parts
Asiatics.
among the
29 7 10 21 8 1 L,eRrun,
five rounds.
Totals
to. pull you through. It won't.
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4
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0
coun- aro practically helpless.
0
1
own
our
in
more
lives
Holman, p
taking
By innings:
Tho difficulty is to make peo-- i
the
try each year thanin we losttenin who
031 000
Eelen
7
8 14 24
2 war.
3!l
pie understand the symptoms and
Totals
every
One person
,
.
..
070
000
of delay In obtaining
Grays
lives to be more than 40 years olo. tho danger
By innings:
Home
run Chief Belen
and treatment. Cancer is
Summary:
1
1 1 1 2 0 2
diagnosis
rate
death
The
cancer.
of
dies
Three-bas- e
fever,
Krvin.
hit Alford
0 7 2 1 0 4 3 x
17 from it in this country is said to not like typhoid or scarlet
e
hits Ortiz, Manuel Cha- Albuquerque
diseases that run a swift course and
o
r, be on the increase.
hits
Summary:
like
the
ves. Stolen bases Mose Chives,
body. It is more
This is the situation as detailed lnave the
in a tooth. It im?
Red Ervin, Ortiz, Collins. Bases on Double Ortiz. Ervin. Moseto Chaves.
of
attack
decay
tho
for
ElsasAmerican
the
society
plays Layne
by
an Indiser to Hartline; Roberto to Mose Control of Cancer. Yet the outlook plants itself Insidiously in
without any warnChaves to A. Chaves. Hit by is hopeful, the society belieVes. vidual, perhaps
of pain. In some mole, or scar.
RUSSIAN REFUGEES
pitcher By Roberto, 1; by Hol- Each year the organiation is hold- ing
or tiny sore, a rew normal cens
A SERIOUS PROBLEM man, 2. Bases on balls Off Ro- ing cancer week all over the coun
lawless. As one doctor puts
and prominent
berto, 3; off Holman, 4. Struck try, and doctors
cells lose their ability to
tho
to
it,
time
their
out
are
citizens
0;
giving
Roberto,
By
Holman,
by
(By Th Am olat.d Freai.)
live a community existence; the.
the
to
4.
arouse
importunes
the
public
Geneva, July 4. Russian refugo crazy.
of fighting cancer intelligently.
gees are present in such large
At first their wild course does
Gradually people are beginning little
I'LYFJt IS KILLED.
numbers in the countries of eastapparent injury. If the wild
to realize that cancer can be cured
ern Europe that they have become
Joplin, Mo.. July 4. William in
near the surface of the
are
colls
are
and
Its
stages,
they
2.000
a
"stunt'' flyer, fell
early
a serious and threatening problem. Spain,
skin an abnormal condition Is
tho
to
symptoms.
feet
his
nt
recognize
death
to
learning
Mo.,
Seneca,
Millions of them are scattered over
still people who be- generally noticed in an unusual
the country; labor markets are de- twenty miles south of here this But there aro
or appearance. The trouthat cancer is inevitably growth
pressed, and they are in want. The afternoon when a parachute with lieve and
blesome cells aro growing and a
so long as this imprescommissioner here of the various which he leaped from an airplane, fatal,
sion remains little headway can be poison is being manufactured.
societies engaged In Russian relief failed to open.
The destructive work is begun. It
made against the disease.
an
to
Issued
has
appeal
public
In Is In this local stage that, the
checked
been
C. Spencer, of Iinsing,
has
Tuberculosis
Mrs.
Imoverseas
Mary
in
"the
opinion
great
The
its devastating advance only since wild cells caa be controlled.
migration countries" to help solve has been head of the Michigan suite
Society for the Control
years, and people learned to treat it intelli; American
this menacing problem by relaxing library for twenty-nin- e
a
Cancer is urging that
lump
their Immigration restrictions and in point of service she is believed gently instead of carefully hidingis of
or
other suspicious
symptom
to h the oldest state librarian in it as a family disgrace. Cancer
taking in some of these
coma
examined
be
should
by
medlethe United States.
still widely regarded from a
petent physician as soon as it is
noted within 48 hours if pos
sible instead of allowing it to
go for a year untreated.
Like a decaying tooth, cancer
i
!!!!!
ous tissue left alone goes from
bad to worse. It is estimated that
tho disease untreated 1b practically 100 per cent fatal. On the
other hand, even with the delays
that make treatment more difficult, doctors estimate that BO
per cent of the cases that they
handle are cured. They say that
it is unfortunate that so little notice is taken of cures. Patients
been
who
have
successfully
treated often try to keep their
illness a secret, because of the
local road conditions render severe tests ed" In the same manner prfcved 'uhfirJof
popular fear of the disease. The
to tires operating in territories tributary to service.
lingering,
malignant cases get
Dallas.
This is especially true of tires in
publicity and more firmly instill
Usage
lurid ideas of cancer in the
commercial service and in the oil fields Rough
Little Heap, trade character of
A service car owner and driver known as
minds of the public.
where "tests" are made, more often than
The Sprockets "Savage " Tire
"We have heard too much
not, with no Intention of making them as "the hardest driver in the Panhandle," from
Company has an offering otpeaee
about these last stages of the
tor the cttitens of Dallas. The big
auch. The "(est" is in reality a part of previous experience with many makes of
ComIs
Oil
the
building
Magnolia
tires, certifies to getting value received if
disease," says one member of the
the service tires must undergo in the course his
Is
one
structure
the
ol
'It
pany's
tires last 5000 miles. At this writing
local cancer control committee.
of regular duties performed.
tallest buildings In the West.
"Almost every one can recount
Cords have increased that mileage
Savage
from
office
files
our
Selected
of
general
the history of some fearful case.
more than 100 ?.nd are still in operation
by
records
the
certified
showing
remarkably
What we need is more knowledge
the appearance of being less than half
consistent service Savage Tires are giving with
"
of the curable stage."
worn.
other
this
and
find
we
the
in
territories,
No one knows yet the origin of
In the Oil Fields
following!
cancer.
Doctors are practically
agreed that it is not hereditary.
Operating on the gas lines and highway
Unusual Service
It is certainly not contagious.
under heavily loaded cars hauling material
fiat'
a
exIs
considered the
Running tire
Persistent irritation is frequently
to and from the oil fields, for a mileage of
treme of hard usage and abuse, and genera primary cause. Any article o':
17,500 miles, Savage tires have given greater
an
a
in
necessitates
new
investment
is
allowed to rub
ally
clothing that
service to certain operators In Northwesttire. This is true in Dallas as well as anyand irritate the skin for long
ern
than any other make of tire
where else and yet a local user tested the used Texas
periods of time is dangerous.
and they claim to have tried them all.
When women
wore
construction of the Savage Cord in this
chatelaine
In Taxicab Service
watches on pins, doctors traced
manner for a distance of fifty miles. .
some cases of
cancer
of the
After this unusually severe test a critical
On a fleet of cars In this territory, underbreast to the watch swinging to
Inspection of the casing revealed a perfect going the severest type of city, passenger
is so easy to'digest that even
and depends more upon the
and fro over one spot.
bond between plies without a single loose service, Savage Cords are averaging better,
A Jagged tooth or an (11 fitting
cord. We attribute this In part to the than 10.000 miles of highly
selection of proper food than delicate people and young chilplate may irritate the tongue and
seventeen
constructional features we service. In comparison with satisfactory
the mileage
dren thrive on it.
if the condition is allowed to conhave pur into the Savage Cord to make it previously secured
upon anything else.
from other tires this pertinue and an open sore forms
the
remarkable
tire
is.
Other
it
tires
"test
is
formance justly considered remarkable.1
;
cancer may set in. If the little
This is only natural, because
The reason is simple the
white spot that sometimes forms
20
is
for
Grape-Nut- s
baked
on the tongue of a pipe smoker is
right kind of food digests
allowed to become chronic it is a
C. Almost any tire will give
hours, which transforms and
satisfactory service perform equally well under every condition
is
on
into
absorbed
and
possible starting point for canunder ideal conditions. Some makes will even the
promptly
short haul of the heavily ladened commercial
So
cer.
starch
the
sone
is
other
any
partially
that
render
service
satisfactory
under
certain
adverse
sound
the blood for building
car, on the heated roads of the sandy desert, over
will not heal. A wart or mole
conditions. Certain makes of tires will perform
elements, resulting in easy dimud and stones of the land of forests or the broad
is ordinarily dangerous only if it
... I best on long drives over pavements, other makes
tissue; while food that digests gestion and quick assimilation.
dirt highways of the plains.
changes color or grows or otherwill show to better advantage on dirt
highways
wise takes on an abnormal apC .Jhat we have accomplished our purpose is
slowly may ferment and lead
and so it goes.'
pearance. Any growth or lump
evident from the results users of Savage Tires are
milk
Served
with
cream
or
C Our object has been to build Savage Tires to getting
should be examined.
to serious conditions.
everywhere. '
More insidious and more diffiGrape-Nut- s
is a complete food
cult to discover are the Internal
and along with its nutritive
GrapeNuts the delicious,
cancers.
The disease rarely atw--
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Sold by grocers, everywhere

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Michigan.
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tacks persons under 35, After
that age a man who suffers from
chronic indigestion with loss of
weight and a woman whose phy.
ical functions become Irregular cr
abnormal have suspicious symptoms that should not be neglected.
It is as important to know
something of the cures for cancer as It is to know the general
The American
symptoms.
So,
cicly for the Control of Cancer
says there Is no medicine,' serum
or Vaccine that will cure thi
disease.
No past
nor plaster
will benefit it, rurtherpre,
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TEXT DF SPEECH
OF

HARDING

OLD

1

AT

IE TOWN

President Addresses Crowd
at the Centennial Celebration of the Founding
of Marion, Ohio.
(By Tb.' Aancfntert Preu.)

4.
The text
President Harding's prepared
address follows:
"My friends and neighhors:
"It is exceedingly good to come
homo and meet with you and Join
you in the centennial celebration
of the founding of Marlon. Frankly, It would be preferable to come
simply as a Marionite and speak as
for me to feel a peculiar inVmacy

Marion, Ohio. July

of

toward such an occasion.
"I can not justify a claim to' any
great part in making the Marion
of today, but as a newspnper worker for more than a third of a century, I have done a lot of cheering, which is no less essential to
the forward movement in a community than it is in football or
baseball. Amid the cheering and
boosting I did my share of observing and recording, and I could relate things interesting to mef probably interesting to you of Marion, but they would seem rather
trival to that larger community
which is habituated to expect some
form of broadcasting to every pres
idential utterance.
Interesting Reminder.
"For an interesting reminder of
the inescapable responsibility for
presidential utterance came to me
a year ago. I was on a brief vacation in the mountains of New
Hampshire and my generous host
said we must go to the nearby village, which had been his boyhood
home and meet the peoplo who
would be assembled. We motored
eeable meeting, and I spoke ex-- i
16
inppraneously for probably
minutes.
Sixty days later there
came to my desk a newspaper published In Peking, China, with a
verbatim reprint of the speech.
"Of course, there was nothing in
it which I did not say sincerely.
No one fit for public service will
ever be guilty of that.
"My thought is that, ordinarily,
there Is time and place for particular speech, but in the presidential office at all times and all
places are very much alike. There
may be a justified pride In the
manifest interest of all our own
people and all the world being Interested in what the United States
Is thinking or saying, but I confess being human enough to wish
to talk of the Intimate things relating to Marlon, without misconstruction or misapplication.
Relates an Instance,
"There is very much of the latter. Maybe It will not be unseemly
to relate an Instance. Several weeks
ago when the returning tide of Industrial activity made the time
seem opportune, I Invited some
forty or fifty captains of the great
iron and steal industrv in rtln with
me, to confer about the abolition
of the
workday. I did not
choose to proclaim the purpose in
advance, because I dislike the ten-- )
dency to promise excessively and
i

Will

accomplish inadequately.
Imagine
my surprise, yes. my amusement,
to read in an important metropolitan newspaper that I was dining
the steel barons to 'shako them
down' for the deficit in campaign
funds In 1920.
"It would be good to talk about
1
Marlon, Just among ourselves.
know nothing more Interesting to
any man than his own community.
If he isn't interested he isn't a
good citizen.
"A century sounds like a long
while at first impression, but after
all it is only a little while. There
are communities in the world ten
or twenty centuries old not half so
important in world activities today: perhaps they have contributed
to human progress infinitely less in
all their time than Marion has In
one century. Nay. in a shorter time
than that, for the Marlon we boast
has been really only half a century
In the making.
"I mean no disparagement of the
older and earlier citizenship. Theirs
was a great and highly essential
work In blazing tho way for the
present day civilization.
"It required strong men and noble women to turn wilderness into
worthwhile habitations. Malaria
and nguo sorely tried human bodies
even though souls cheerfully resisted.
Fearless Colonists.
"General Pershing has spoken
we
of the fearless colonists, and surought to revere them for the
naand
passing bequest of liberty
of the
tionality, but the builders
west, the men and women who
marched with the 'westward star
of empire' were no less brave, no
less heroic, and were more prophetic. They sensed tho greater possibilities of which the colonists
had not dreamed.
"I said a entury seemed a long
time in which to achieve, andna-it
Is yet only a little while. The
tion lacks four years of boasting
a century and a hair.Dut aiscovery
came four centuries ago, and a
century and a half of colonial development preceded the national
beginning.
"It was my fortune to participate In the tercentenary celebration of the landing of the Pilgrims
at Plymouth, a year ago, and there
was the constant reminder that
New England had preceded us two
centuries in the making of America.
"But there is a rather more personal reason for the 'little while'
view. I became a citizen of Marlon 40 years ago, almost to a day.
and have been a resident of tha
county Just about 50 years. And
it all has the seeming of being but
a little while. Yet I could almost
qualify as a pioneer.
First Impression.
"The Marion I first saw in 1S82
had loss than 4.000 people, but my
first Impression was that of very
much a city, in which I feared I
should be hopelessly lost. The industrial awakening had not been
given notable expression. Edward
Juber had begun the Industrial
march but he was still struggling,
as most industries struggle, before
they are firmly founded.
"Probably Marion was country-fle- d
as I felt, but I did not know.
It was my viewpoint, my limited
vision, which kept me lrom knowing. You sea, I came from the
farrh and village, and the county
seat of 4,000 loomed big in my
vision, because I had seen nothing
Surely, it looked ten
greater.
times as large as it does today,
though the Marlon of today Is ten
times larger than then and twice
ten times as Important in its relationship to the world of human
activities.
to
"This confession is meant
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greed, the perk-etlnatural tendency to defend self interests.
"It has developed groups and
blocs, and magnified class inclinations. But the readjustment Is no
less inevitable and it is World wide,
It is the problem of human kind
Your government has sought to aid.
with patience, with tolerance, with
sympathy.
"It has sought to mitigate the'
burdens, it has sought the merging
of viewpoints to
make the way
easier. It' believes the America oi
our opportunity and unchallenged
security affords the way to solu- tlon.
"In war we give all we possess,
all our lives, all our resources,
everything, to make sure our national survival.
Our preservation
in peace Is no less Important.
It:
calls for every patriotic offering,
because dangers from within are
more difficult to meet than the
alien enemy.
"My ono
conviction,
after sixteenoutstanding
months in the presidency Is that the greatest traitor
to his country is he who
appeals to
prejudice and inflames
when sober judgment and passion,
honeal
speech are so necessary to firmly
establish tranquilty and security.
"A few days ago i ennnced to se
In a home paper a
quotation from
Will Carleton's story in 'The First
Settler." I heard Mr. Carleton read
it in the old city hall thirty-fiv- e
years ago. It was the recital of
hasty and unheeding speech to th
first settler's wife, when hn found
the cattle had strayed. Stirred by
ms reproach, she started to find
them, brought them hark, snnlt
exhausted on the cabin floor, where!
he found her dead body, after his
all night search. In his remorse,
ho felt tho quiet of his
killing words
and in his reciting the story ho
said:

Mr. and Mrs. John Barrymore as they were about to Bail for Europe.
flying kites haul in their
The Barrymores, John the actor and his wife the .Writer, looked "'Boyskite
winged birds,
almost as much alike as two peas in a pod when they boarded the S. S. But you can't
do that way when
Mauretania for a two months' tour of Europe. Barrymore has been
you're flvinar words.
appearing lately on the screen. His wife is well known under her pen Thoughts you express may some- name, "Michael Strange."..- -.
times fall back dead.
But God Himself can't kill 'em,
once they're said.'"
have publication.
How Important aloof from the world, but we can
"I leave
Is the viewpoint to all the impresthought on this
impress the world with American centennial you that
day, because Its lesson
sions and problems of life. The ideals. I mean to
because
say
it,
win
have
a
many
wound, many a
villagers goes to the great city, is it is
seemly to say it, the world cross current in the happiness of
confused by the high tide of acbelieves today in American nation- the community; It will save many a
tivities, and flwed by the complacency of those accustomed to them al unselfishness as never before, menace in the national life.
have no fear nbout the repuband so reveals himself a provin and recognizes our commitment to lic."I Wo
are not only stronger, but
But Justice to bo no less
cial, and is so designated.
resolute than we are
better than when
those who proclaim him are
our determination to preserve our we began.morally
If there is seeming exno less provincial, because liberties.
cess of
profiteering,
they, too, have tho narrow vision.
"Kven llussia, toward whom we dishonestyexploitation,
and betrayal, it ie only
they do not know the village and remain aloof, except in
we
because
are
grown the larger,
country life which is ever freshen- and a very practical proofsympathy
thereof, and we know the ills of life, and
ing and swelling through the cur- looks upon America as friend
and read of them more than the good
rent of our national life.
example.
that is done. I do not wonder that
"The early Marion had only the
Turn to Introspection.
the
and
are
"But l;t us turn specifically to madeIgnorant
viewpoint of tho country civic and
restless
the
trading center, until industrial introspection, take stock among stories of publicby abuses magnified
nro- nnd
genius flushed on the screen the ourselves.
wo have clatmed
Materially,
We
need
picture of factory production, bal- surpassed the wildest dreams of the truth, only privilege.
tiie truth, the wholeances of trade in larger circles, Inspired founders.
I saw the 15- - some truth, as the
aid to
and the attending advancements Bt.ar,r!d flBff tho otner tlav- the flag Americanization nnd highest
the manifes
Incident to greater activities.
It of 1812, unfurled over Fort
tation
of
highest patriotism.
is not for me to detail the expanduring the attack on
"America will go on. The fund.
sion and transformation. We are Francis Scott Key wrote which
amentals
'The
the republic and all
an outstanding industrial and com- Star Spansr-c- u Banner.' Ohio made its libertiesof will
preserved and
mercial community today, and I the 15th stav. You can little guess government must bemaintain
the sujoin you in a very great prido in the contrast between the blue field premacy of law and
Unthe Marion of 1922, and wish for with 15 stars and the same field der these liberty has authority.
fru
it accentuated growth, magnified with the 48 glittering stars of to- ition, and men attain itsto fullest
reveal the
importance and larger social, ed- day, all fastened bv Mnni,,. r.i.i. glory of liberty's institutions."
ucational, moral and patriotic at- and brightened by popular hope.
tainment In tho century to come.
..o uie greac ana
Fla
Jacksonville,
and
July 4.
It would little avail to record more powerful as to states and rich,
sections; Maintenance of way employes of
material enlargements.
The con- we are in the full concord of
tho Florida East Coast railroad
sciousness of mental and spiritual Ihis great organic law has union
been have signed a wage contract
attainments, readily fostered by preserved and its ambiguities
based on the
fixed by tho
material growth, is the real com- moved. , Where tWe has been en- Railroad Laborscale
Board, according
to
be
larged
federal
for.
striven
pensation
tho states to a statement issued today by J.
authority,
have wished it so. The constitution P. Beckwith, vice
'Nation's Natal Dny.
president of
amended to meet the pon. the road.
"Let me turn my thoughts to has been
The statement added
the natal day of the nation. One of ...... ,,u, representative form that the men have withdrawn
constitutional government is re- from their national organization
hundred and forty-siyears have
to the win of the major- forming a new union of their
passed since the prophetic begin- sponsive
ity
responsive tp the expression of own.
ning and it will bo a patriotic thing deliberate
to stop for retrospection and in- be so to public opinion. It must
endure.
Mnimttioa ,.
trospection, and circumspection, to strained to tha
take stock about our keeping of the ities, ever mustprotection of minor,
rule.
The constilegacy bequeathed by the founding tution and the laws
sponsored bv
fathers.
must
be
enforced.
It
'uajoriiy
"In our international relations uups not matter
who opposes. If
all is well. They nre securer to- r...
vtipuoiiig minority nas a Just oh
day, with moro assuring prospects jecuon,
the rising tide of public
of peace than ever before in tho opinion will
change the law.. There
history of the republic. New guar- Is no abiding
liberty under any
antees havo recently been added, vi'".l JUKI II,
by the very process of exchanging i
' No Nolo Of Pesslmlxm.
and
viewpoints
bringing the
j. mean
to sound no note of
spokesmen of great nations to the pessimism. This republic Is secure
conference tablo and for the ex- Menaces do arise, hut
opin
change of views, and to resolve to ion win eflace them. public
Meanwhile
do together those fine and nobler government must
them.
repress
things no one nation could do The eighteenth amendment denies
alone.
to a minority , a fancied sense of
Broader YlewprJnt."
personal liberty, but the amend"Frankly, we have a broader ment is the will of the majority
viewpoint than the founding fath- anu must tie sustained by the gov
ers; we must have, becauso human ernment and public opinion else
,f
progress has altered our world re- contempt for the law will under
lationship, but we have held firm- mine our very foundations.
ly to all the fundamentals to which
The foremost thought In the
they committed us. We cannot be constitution is the right to free-doand the pursuit of happiness,
Men must be free to live and
achieve. Liberty is gone in Amer
UNDER SECRETARY lea when any man Is denied by any
boay tne rlgnt to work and live by
SUCCEEDS
that work. It does not matter who
I
FOREIGN MINISTER denies.
"A free American has the right
to labor without anv other s leave.
It would be no less an. abridgement
men to bargain collectively.
Governments cannot tolerate ffny
class ; or
domination
grouped
through forcn. It will be a sorry
In re
domination
when
day
group
flected In our laws. Government,
and the laws which government is
charged with enforcing, must be
for all the people, ever aiming at
the common good.
Present Bay Tendencies.
"The tendencies of tho present
day are not surprising. War stirred
7
the passions of men and left the
world in upheaval. There have
'
been readjustments and liquida
tions, and more remain to be made.
In the making there has been the
clash of interests, the revelations of
;..
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NATIONAL GARMENT COMPANY'S
JULY CLEARANCE SALE

J

ULY IS the month when we clear our decks of all
Summer Merchandise to make room for New
Fall Goods

PROFIT IS NO LONGER A CONSIDERATION
We price all our Summer Garments low enough to
assure a Sweeping Clearance.
Now is the time; therefore, all
d
women
complete their summer wardrobes. Whether you're
going away or plan to spend your vacation at home
you'll want new clothes and the National Garment
Company's
lore-sighte-

JULY CLEARANCE SAL
afford you the opportunity to buy
wearing apparel at almost unbelievably low prices.
HIGH-CLAS-

S

DRESSES, SUITS, COATS, CAPES, WRAPS,
BLOUSES. HATS, SKIRTS,
SWEATERS, HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR
nt

1

'V.

Come during this month; learn the real values we are
offering that have made this store "Famous for

Values."

IQmwotffPn
WOMEN'S "CHIL DRENS" OUTFITTERS C" MILLINERY
M OSOFF,

Manager.

,

ALWAYS SOMETHING

403 West Central

NEW

oft-tim-

andell's July Clearance
Starting Wednesday, July 7tt

-
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Finest Clothes
for Much Less
than Usual!
Here's your opportunity, men, to buy
the finest clothes made from Fashion Park and other good makers
for less money than you'd usually
pay for clothes of inferior quality. It's
our
stock reducing time,
and we've cut prices in a manner that
assures you remarkable savings.
All Palm Beach, Mohair, Gabardines
and Tropical Worsted Suits 20 off
semi-annu-

al

Regular $25.00 to

Regular $30.00 to

$27.50 Suits

$32.50 Suits

$19.75

$23.75

TAlLORCfrAT

rASHION

TaRI?

Your

glasses
should

On account of their henry
felt base, Carey Shinglea
remain tmooth and rigid
and do not buckle, bend or
break, aa will happen with
cheaper, inferior ehinglet.

above all

SLAIN

be

comfortable.

The

Our

glasses
made

Shingle

in. our own

that neVer
Curls

shop

combine

STOMACH TORTURED?
TRY YEAST

'

P. O. SORENSON CO.

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

Bat Be Sun It's Ironlzcd Yeast.
Tou can't five your Job the best
that's In you, If you suffer with
or other
dyspepsia
indigestion,
distressing stomach ailments. The
thing to do, If you want to feel
In
p
condition, with never
a thought of stomach trouble, it
to try Ironlzed Teast. Simply take
two tablets with each meal. In
all probability you will notice
highly beneficial results within the
first 24 hours.
Yeast, as everyone knows, con
tains certain elements which have
a wonderful effect on the functioning of our stomachs, and in
toning up the system. But Ironlzed
Yeast embodies the new scientific
tip-to-

VjASFALf$LATE
Whole$aU and Retail Building Material
Brick Lime Cement
North First St. & Marble Ave.

comfort
style

We Will be glad to supply samples
on request

;

,

Hanlel Ton Haimbausen.
Haniel von Hairahausen," under
secretary of foreign affairs under
Uerr Rathenan, has been picket! to
succeed his slain chief. Before tha
war von Haimhausen was counsellor of the German embassy In
Washington and was chief advisor
to the arch plotter, von Bernstorff.
Von Haimhausen Is now acting foreign minister. .
-

of
which
ironization
process
makes yeast just doubly effective.

Forget stomach troubles and keep
efficient. Get Iron-ize- d
yourself 100
Teast today. To try it free
simply mail postcard for famous

Test.
Address
Ironlzed
Yeast Co., Dept. 88, Atlanta. Ga.
Ironizod Yeast is recommended
and guaranteed by all good

and
quality.
Have

Shirts Reduced
Handsome, finely-mad- e
par.
ments In aU the tlosirablo

Regular $35.00 to

Regular $40.00 to

$37.50 Suit

$42.50 Suits

$28.50

$32.50

Regular $45.00 to

Regular $50.00 to

$47.50 Suits

$52.50 Suits

$36.50

$41.50

.,

HaU-- 20

$1.50-12.6-

Cool Underwear
ninrto Athletic
Cool, well
Union Suits nt cut prices,

There are styles, colors and patterns
to please every taste, and sizes to fit
every man and young man, and if you
value real economy, you'll be quick to
take advantage of the wonderful savings this sale offers you.
All

'
.. i
materials:
,
$2.00 Shirts are now.,
Shirts are now.. $1.05
13.00 Shirts are now.. $2. SO
S3. 50 Shirts are. now,.S2.B5
$4.00 Shirts are now.;$3.10
$1.25 and $1.50 Shirts.'. 95c
All Silks at Big Reductions.

Off.

Athletio
7o
Athletio
,$l.t5
Athletic
Athletic
.$a.l5
Short Sleeve Knit
85c'
Unlonsuits, now

$1.00
$1.60
$2.00
$3.00
$1.60

Hose Bargains
Fine I.lslo and Pure Silk
Socks at bis Savlnici.

35c Lisle Socks at.... 28o
65c Silk Socks at
45o

All Caps

y2-Pri-

ce

your
eyes

examined

M. MANDELL CLOTHIERS, Inc.
.FAS1SI0N PAKE

today

CLOTltelS

TAUPERT
Optical Co.
305 West Central

Phone 588
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'COLOR OF EDUCATION' OF GREATEST IMPORTANCE
Head of Graduate School of
Yale Discusses Training of
Our Student Minds.
By F. E. SPAULDING
of the Graduate School, Yale University.
AUCKLAND GEDDES, In a competent teachers and the consepoor quality of Instruction;
memorable address before the quent
over the meager and uncertain knowlNational Citizens Conference edge that even our high school gradon Education, held In Washington uates bear awjiy with them. The genIs beginning to show
two years ago. declared it to bo "the eral public, even.
evidences of some llttlo real concern
minds
out
to
turn
end of education
over these matters. This Is well; It Is
that see facts in a certain color."
for such serious matters
encouraging,
un
"is
said,
ho
educated
mind,"
"The
as these merit the grave concern of
"will
dye
vat"
that
inexhaustiblo dye
public and educators alike.
anything" "The object of education,'
the
dyes."
select
of Education Are
Facts
to
"is
he continued,
of which he specified several "spiritual
Usually First Considered
dyes," namely, "courage, cheerfulness,
But these matters, and many more
some
humility."
and
humor, sympathy
like them, with which wo are much
Finally th" Ambassador delivered
engrossed, have to do not with the
utterance:
of
this
pregnant
himself
but with the facts of education.
color,
ho
said,
matters
more,"
"It ultimately
"The end of education," said Sir Auck"to your State Department than any land
Geddcs, "is to turn out minds
other thins in the whole range of
see facts In a certain color." The
that
the
know
to
duties
manifold
their
Is not In
color of the education being given in supreme importance, then,
facts that we aro striving to teach
the British Empire, In France, In Ger- the
our pupils In the first six grades,
many, in all the countries of South
majority of
America yes, in all the countries of where the overwhelming
In the color in which
the world for if your Secretary of them are, but
see those
State knows, let us say, the French their minds are brought to
color of education be will know well facts.
Without using the term color, which
how that nation will be thinking ten
is valuable only as It serves to arouse
hence."
years
and concentrate attention on the idea
What Is Color in Education
which it vividly represents, we do apAnd Why Is It Important? proach, frequently even touch the idea,
in our considerations of the place and
If the color of education and the the treatment of certain
subjects in
education
of
color
the
of
knowledge
curriculum. I have In mind espethe
In
on
country
every
carried
as It is
Imcially such subjects as practical ethics,
of the world is of such supreme
State" Department, the morals or right conduct, whether
our
to
portance
or incidentally, incolor of the education of this country taughtall formally
that may be Included under
must be no less important to every deed
other country. More than that, the character education, civics, history,
the kindergarten largely;
color of our public education must be literature,
indeed any subject or school exercise
of even greater importance to ourinhas or can be made to have an inselves. And it must bo absolutely ex- that
fluence in determining the point of
our
to
our
welfare,
to
dispensable
and characteristence even, that we know the color view, mental attitude
reaction
emotional
istic
and
our
In
voluntary
is
that
given
education
the
of
schools and that we appreciate the of the pupil.
In our contentions for the Introducsignificance, the results and Influences tion into the curriculum of new subof this color.
kind, and of the modifiWhit is the color of our public edu- jects ofof this
old subjects, perhaps through
cation
cation?
or a reLet us pause a moment to realize the reshaping of emphasis
the startling fact that this supremely vision of values and purposes, leading
ever to different treatment of these subimportant question, whlcn toought
be raised jects, we are continually striving to
to be before us, has yet
pigments, or different
effectively, at least In this generation. Introduce new old
pigments, into the
Our leaders, who are shaping our proportions of
It Is obdestinies, give not the slightest evi- color of our education. soFor
complex as
dence of knowing that there is such a vious that, in a matter
Is the education, many pigments must enter
question much less that this
most fundamentally important ques- Into the color.
But this Is as far as we ever go in
Those of us who
tion of the times.
are devoting our lives to education dealing with the color of our educawo stop with the detailed piggive scarcely more evidence of appre- tion;
ciation of this question, for when have ments that we think should bo repwe faced it squarely, when have we resented.
But what of the color, the deep funeven formulated it?
Indeed, we have been, we are, damental color that has absorbed all
greatly concerned over many short the pigments that we have Introduced,
of all
comings of our public education; over the color that Is the resultant
the fact that so many, native as well pigments; what Is it?
as foreign born, are left illiterate or A Paragraph of Questions
near Illiterate; over the limited edu
Meant to Define Color
cation, averaging scarcely sixth grade,
Is It patriotism? Is it honesty and
with which our schools equip tneir
Is it truthfulness? Is it
In sincerity?
product; over the large numbers of
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herds of buffalo once
roaming the vast plains
Canada and
thriving on land otherwise useless,
though offering the best of grazing
to these sturdy animals! Great herds
that may again offer buffalo hunting
to sportsmen on the North American
continent at a time when the majority
of people have come to believe that
the buffalo as a big game animal has
passed forever! No wild dream this,
but tho truth: a possibility for the
Immedlato future.
For now there Is not only great
promise that large herds may in the
near future roam the otherwise useless grazing ground of northwestern
Canada In Alberta and Mackenzie
territory, but that there will also be
roaming several new types of animal
which never before have trod the face
of the earth, animals produced by
crossing the buffalo with domestic
cattle; buffalo and the yak of central
Asia and the yak and domestic cattle
of uch breeds as the Hereford, Angus
and Shorthorn, which already have
proved the best for crossing with the
buffalo.
All these possibilities are directly
due to the greatest experiment in wild
Ufa conservation in the history of the
world which has been conducted since
the year 19U7 by the Dominion Government of Canada at the cost of a
couple of million dollars. This the
bringing bark of tho buffalo from almost extinction to largo numbers once
more on the North American continent has been accomplished through
the work of Dominion Government ofSo great has been the sucficials.
cess of this undertaking that the peo
pie of Canada have now a wonderful
promise of a tremendous meat supply
for the future that will repay the
Government many times the two
dollar Invested to date In
the buffalo.
The story to date of this great exthe plains of the
periment Is laid uponwhere
s
In an
province of Alberta,
fenced lnclosure, the largest of

GREAT

in

General Public Beginning to
Show Concern Over Lack
of Adequate Teaching..
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better prepared to meet the demands business assets that contribute directly
to
of life business ciemanas.
Americanization of the foreigner;
and there
why is business, that here
gives some little support to mo moveBecause the man
ment interested?
that can read signs about the shop and
understand directions ana oruers m
is n. more efficient workman.
Most industries, however, find it more
convenient and cheaper than Ameri
canization to put groups or roreign
employees under a boss speaking their
language.
AmeHennliMon. however, one may
well Interpose, does not consist merely
In learning English; It memoes an understanding and acceptance of American Ideals. But what are these Ideals
most important for the foreign workman? Why, the ideals of business:
hrlft lovaltv to employees;
tho rights of the Individual, as an indi
vidual, to do as he will with nis own,
be it labor or capital ; respect for gov
ernment, law and order. Of course
American business Is lnteresiea in
lust to the extent
imiMnwii
that it believes Americanization can
accomplish such things as inese.
Americanization is good business.
And what Is the gist of the arguv
ment that Is most frequently and
presented to youth to encourage
their continuance in school? Why,
schooling pays pays in increased
canacitv. And to make this
proposition vividly concrete figures and
cu
graphs are made, quite iauaciousiy,
elemen-to-- ..
portray the exact value of an
cchnnl education and the precise
value of each added high school year.
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Money Value of Education
Is Hard to Estimatt
The money value of a college educa-

No Criticism Meant to Be
Turned on Public Schools

F. E. SPAULDING.

Do not Jump to the false conclusion

that I am holding up our public
schools to criticism because of the
color of the education that they are
giving. I am merely trying to focus
our attention on that color. For one.
I confess my utter inability to see how
that color could be other than it is.
Our schools but represent and prepare their pupils to realize the dominant interests and purposes of our peoThese Interests and purposes
ple.
were expressed by Emerson over
of a century ago in
language that needs but slight if any
modification
"In America," said Emerson, "out
of doors all seems a market; Indoors
stove of conventionalism.
an
Everybody who comes Into our houses
savors of theso habits; the mm, of
the market; the women, of the custom
I find no expression in our State
papers or legislative debate, In our
lyceums or churches, especially in our
newspapers, of a high national feel
Ing, no lofty counsels that rightfully
three-quarte-

air-tig-

stir the

blood. I speak of those organs which can be presumed to speak
a popular sense. They recommend
conventional virtues, whatever will
earn and preserve property; always
the capitalist; the college, the church,
the hospital, the theater, the hotel, the
road, the ship, of the capitalist whatever goes to secure, adorn, enlarge
these, Is good; what Jeopardizes any
of these Is damnable. The 'opposition'
are on the same side.
papers,
They attack the great capitalist, but
with the aim to make a capitalist of
tho poor man.
The opposition Is
against those who have money from
those who wish to have money."
Our public schools are popular institutions, In every sense of the term;
they are the creation of the people;
they nre supported by the people; they
are made to serve the interests and
demands of the people. These Interests
and demands are fundamentally, overwhelminglymay we not say increasingly? the demands of business, of
material prosperity.

Just review the Important developments, the recognized Improvements in
public education In tho last twenty-fiv- e
years not to go back of the experiences and memories of the present
adult generation. There is not one of
thoso Important developments which
make up tho educational progress of
the last quarter century that does not
represent a business demand, that does
not maintain Itself and justify itself
chiefly in terms of its contribution to
matsrlai prosperity.
Just select a few of these developments at random. Vocational,
industrial, trado schools
why are they? What is their funcTo prepare their pupils for
tion?
servl e In business, In industry not,
as frequently charged, that they may
be exploited but for the sake of their
own material prosperity as well as of
business interests.
The junior high school; why Is it?
Better to adapt Instruction and training to the varied und differentiating
needa ot pupils, that each man may be

tion la rnnrp difficult to calculate, be
cause so much has to be unlearned be
fore tho graduate is wortn anytning in
huslness and the facilities for unlearn
for his In
ing vary so widely. But snuwn uuw
formation it is grapnicany
by
any youth can largely determine, his
r.t education he acquires,
tv,
chances of one day becoming enshrined
in "Who's Who," and that is gooa
business.
When Insufficient funds make necessary some curtailment in educational
activities, where does the hard headed
business sense of the community demand that the curtailment begin? Always with fads and frills,
Of course; but what are these
Alfads and frills,
ways subjects whose marked contribution to business success Is not apparent.
When the business man is asked to
make his criticism of the public schools
constructive, to specify In positive
terms the improvements that he would
have made, what does he reply? To
teach pupils to (pell; to write a legible
hand; to compose a business letter; to
perform fundamental operations in
arithmetic Quickly, confidently and ac
curately; to be prompt; to carry out
Instructions; to be loyal to the Interests of their employer all excellent

material prosperity.

Do I seem to be speaking

critically

of the all dominant business demands
on oui schools? This Is not my intention. With the life of our people what it
is, with our dominant Interests, our

aspirations and ideals what they are,
these demands on our public schools
are Inevitable, just aa Inevitable as
the color of the education for which
these demands furnish the pigment.
My purpose in holding up before us
the fundamental, overwhelming color
of our education and In directing attention to the equally fundamental and
overwhelming public interests and demands that supply the pigments of this
color is that we may face such profound questions as these.
Is this overwhelming color of individual, material success a satisfactory
color? Is it a safe color In which to
prepare our youth to see the facts of
life?
What Is to be the end of the
domination ot those material interests,
those aspirations and ideals, that
and strengthen
themselves
through the color that they impose on
all our public education? Pushed to
the limit, do these guarantee the
and advancement of civilization?
Time to Pause and Think
Of a Few Salient Facts
Is it not time for us as a people to
pause in our pursuit of material prosperity long enough to consider a few
facts:, facts thnt nro now imi..
utiiviuo aimj
of the utmost signiflance; facts that
are just beginning to reveal themselves? The fundamental rnnditin
of .ivlng and of making a
living, from
which came the popular demand's that
gave color to the education of our early
schools, the same color that our education wears
have changed
and are changing radically, and the
practical possibilities of even greater
changes in the near future aro assured.
The life of our people on this continent began with tho stern
to
wrest from nature the bare struggle
necessities
of living, and this was but a
renewal
in America of a struggle as old as
the
human race. This struggle we have
continued to the present day. No wonder that our dominant Interests and
aspirations are centered in material
things.
Until very recent times the
struggle
in this country was almost
purely individualistic; every man for himself
America, the land of individual opportunity! The raw materials of nature
were at hand for the use of
the degree of prosperity thateverybody
any man
might achieve was limited, but limited
only by the man's own efforts. There
was little room for dispute or uncertainty concerning the ownership or
enjoyment of the proceeds of individual
exertions.
This type of individual
struggle for
Individual, material returns has inevitably reflected Itself in the dominant
color of our public education, the color
of individual success,
expressed In
terial achievements.

Its kind In the world, roams In natural state the Government's herd of
buffalo, or rather bison, for this animal, so long miscalled buffalo. Is a
bison, a species peculiar to the land.
Tho bison park comprises 15,875
square miles, situated near the town
of Wainwright, close to the main line
of tho Canadian National Railway.
The park Is Inclosed by a galvanized
steel wire fence 75 miles long, 9 feet
high and requiring to construct 25,000
posts and 1,700 miles of wire. As a
protection against prairie fire a strip
of ground twenty feet wide is plowed
on either side of the fence. Tho land
is well wooded and watered by many
small lakes, providing the exact country which tho buffalo lived In before
tho white man came.
According to a census of the herd
Just taken there are now 6,000 head ot
buffalo In the lnclosure. In 1910 the
herd numbered 750. From this It will
be seen that In twelve years the animals have Increased eight times their
number. Thus by the year 1934 Canada will own 48,000 head of buffalo,
not to count the new species of beef
producing animals raised from crossing buffalo and domestic cattle, buffalo and the yak, and yak and the
Before turning to
domestic cattle.
what has been accomplished In the
way of breeding new types of beef producers of a hardy constitution and the
story of what further types are being
planned by Government officials to
range the
plains of Canada unassisted In any way by man, a
brief history of the near extinction
semi-Arct-

Io

of the bison and how it was 6aved is
here given.
From this story a better realization
may be gained how great has been tho
work accomplished by the Canadian
Government, a work, the far reaching
beneficial results of which ore now
beginning to show and which the officials in charge are seeking to extend In every way.
When
the
nineteenth
century
opened there were no buffalo east of
the Mississippi, for already a huge
demand for robes had arisen in Europe. By 1850 the wedge of settlement
had divided the buffalo Into two principal herds the southern and northern. Thygold rush to California, the
building of the Southern Pacific and
cither railroads quickly brought about
the extinction of the southern herd.
By 1878 tho last of the northern herd
went south from Saskatchewan In a
last endeavor to avoid being wiped
out. In 1880 the Northern Pacific
opened up Montana, giving access to
the northern herd. For the next three
years the annual shipment of hides
was 200,000 from this territory. By
1885 this had dwindled to zero. Only
one small band escaped, Just when and
from where drifting it Is not known.
y
the descendants of this herd
roam the far northern reaches between Lake Athabasca and Great
Slave Lake.
By 1830 the total of bison remaining
numbered, at a rough estimate, one
Of this number a small
thousand.
herd, probably not more than two hundred. h.ul penetrated to the far north
To-da-

in the vicinity of Fort
Smith, between Lake Athabasca and
Great Slave Lake. This survived in
spite of the Indians and the wolves.
Of recent years it has been protected
by the Government and Is now believed to number between 400 and 600.
Another herd was In Montana, the
property of an illiterate but shrewd
Mexican halfbreed, Michael Pablo by
name. From this latter herd has arisen
the great one in the Canadian park toMore wonderful still the herd
day.
of Pablo, which were eventually
found to number 716, were directly
due to four buffalo calves, two males
and two females, being saved by a
Pend d'Oreille Indian from destruction In 1875. These he gave to his
father-in-laThe herd of a dozen
head were purchased by Pablo for a
few hundred dollars half a dozen years
later. He left the animals to run wild
on the Pend d'Oreille reserve.
In 1907 the United States Government decided to throw open the reserve
for settlement, and so Pablo was forced
to consider the future of his herd. He
offered to sell it to the United States
Government, but In spite of the sale
being strongly supported by Theodore
lioosevelt and others Interested in the
preservation of natural wild life Congress refused to sanction the purchase.
Pablo then offered the herd to the
Canadian Government, and the pur
chase was completed. Pablo had never
given the herd any particular attention. Tho animals had roamed the
of Canada,

,

hills and woods along the Pend
d'Oreille River in absolutely natural
conditions, and were wild a.i any herd
before the white man came. He did
not even know how many he had.
Rounded Up in 1907
And Shipped to Canada
Early in the summer of 1907 Pablo
got a collection of the best riders and
horses and started to round up his
buffalo.
The buffalo outran the
swiftest horses, and, when cornered,
many of the old bulls turned and
charged, forcing the pursuers to scatter to save their lives. In spite of this,
the men succeeded In loading on trains
four hundred and eleven, mostly cows
and calves. Next year in the autumn
the last of the band, mostly bulls,
were rounded up In a corral. But In
the night the animals broke out, and
by climbing an almost sheer precipice
broke away to the mountains.
, The next year they were again captured; this time each animal was
shipped in a great cags from the point
of capture to tho railway station at
Ravalli, Mont. It took nine days to
load the two hundred the wildest and
strongest of the herd. Eight of them
killed themselves in their struggles
while they were being dragged aboard
the cars with block and tackle. The
special train carrying them made bet
ter time than an express, and the
animals, once loaded, arrived at the
park with a loss of less than one- -

-

,...

ha'f of 1 per cent This herd was ments, states that In ti,
prided to by thirty more from a priruggedness both these types of anl- vate herd at Kalsspel nnd other mi are equal to the buffalo.
do

They
sources, bringing the total up to 7S0 not drift before a storm as range catin 1910. which Increased to 6,000 by tle do, and are not
susceptible to dis1922.
ease. The herd owned by the GovernTho possibilities of a new type of ment has never had any Infectious
nninjal to be obtained from mating disease. In the matter of
rustling
buffalo and domestic cattle, a type they are equal to the buffalo
and
with the good qualities of both com thrive on comparatively poor
pasture
bined, were thought about by various They live without shelter on tho Almen as far back as 1885, But not berta plains and only a few times
until the late Mr. Mossom Boyd ' of have been fed hay during one winter
Bobcaygeon, Ont, began experiment- when the snow was very deep.A careful examination of
ing in 1894 was any great progress
the herd
made. By mating a pure buffalo bull in the autumn of 1919 a
particularly
succows
domestic
he
with various
good test year showed these animals
ceeded in building up a herd of dif- to be in much higher flesh than
ferent types of a new race of anicattle foraging on the same
mals. Upon his death,. In 1915, the range; their condition was outstandof
Department
Agriculture purchased ingly good, considering th vanr
from his estate twenty head of season and poor pasture.
These were
cattaloes.
and
The main purpose of this breed
hybrids
brought to Wainwright Park and (which has been produced by the ExIn
an
lnclosure
the
adjoining
placed
perimental Farms Branch, Departbuffalo range.
ment of Agriculture, and the Park
A hybrid Is a half buffalo, half do- Eranch, Department of
the Interior)
mestic cow. A cattalo Is the offspring is not to replace, or even use,
where
of two hybrids. Both of this new race domestic cattlo thrive
but
have a great many points which make to be a race of animalsprofitably;
of
beet
them valuable animals to foster. The typo capable of living in thegood
northern
hides are of fine texture, mingling part of the prairie
provinces and
beauty with serviceability, valuable northwest territories, where there is
for coats and robes, commanding from such an enormous range of excellent
$50 to $100, according to size and conquality supporting nothing but where
dition. It Is hoped In the near future cattle breeding does not and never
to place them upon the market.
will exist, owing to the need of winMr. Maxwell Graham, director of ter shelters and large quantities of
park animals, who has given many stored winter feed which domestic
years' study to the breeding experi cattle require.
-
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Cattalo a New Meat Bearing Animal for Man's Consumption
While talking in his discurArt,
sive, dogmatic way about
Ruskin once said that no man
by taking thought could ever
make a new animal which
should serve as food for man.
It seems that the Canadian
Government in its conservation
of the disappearing bison has
produced as a by product the
Cattalo, which is as good to eat
as butcher's meat.

fM

goodness? Is it courage? Is it cheerfulness? Is It generosity? Is It humility? Is it sympathy? Is It love of
humanity? Is it love of Justice? Is it
regard for law and order? Is it sense
of duty and obligation? Is it service?
Is it character? Js it thirst for knowledge? Is It regard for accuracy? Is it
appreciation of the beautiful in art,
literature, music, nature?
It contains traces, indeed, of all
these pigments, some quite marked,
others so faint as to be hardly discernible by the naked eye. But the
color itself tho deep, all absorbing,
overwhelming color of our public education, is individual success through
Individual effort the desire, the determination for individual achievement; and this desire, this determination, Is overwhelmingly, almost universally, focused upon ideals of material achievement, of material prosperity.
The organization, the conduct, the
fundamental and detailed methods of
the school nil are designed to produce this color of individual success.
While the material aspects of such
success are not always made directly
individual achievement,
prominent,
Individual rewards of Individual exertions, are emphasized as the dominant characteristic of the lives of
heroes of all kinds, held up for the
emulation of pupils.
The pigment of individual, material
success wns Introduced Into the education of our earliest srhools; and this
pigment has bom supplied up to the
present day In quantities far outweighing all other pigments combined,
Indeed, the other pigments that stand
out with clearness owe their comparative prominence to the fact that they
contribute to the all dominant color.
Tho pigments of honesty, of regard
for law and order, of senre of duty
and obligation, of love of Justice, of
service, of character, of patriotism
these pigments nre Indispensable to
the full, rich color of individual, ma
terial success.
The pigments of humility, on the
other hand, of
of love of
humanity, of appreciation of the beautiful In Its varied forms, these pigments are often scarcely discernible;
they are not required In mixing the
color of Individual, material succes3.
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the arrival and
of the daily train,
bringing its sack of mail and
now and then some additional
7
supplies for the village stores,
are features of much interest to
the populace.
NORMALLY ft
There are no paved streets; but
they are hardly needed.
The
streets and roads in and arounj
Kervin
are
over
laid
firm
VILLAGE soil, and a very heavy sandy
rain
would be necessary
to make
them at all hard to travel. Ono
principal street bisects the busi
Has Been the Scene, How ness section. The depot is at
one ena
tne thoroughfare and
ever, of the Burning or the bank orbuilding,
the latter the
brick
structure in tnmn
the
at
only
Three Negroes
in such villages,

departure

FXAS

at the other.
Du Mnhe Rpp.ontlv. stands
Across from the bank is the
telephone
This is
exchange.
0
BJ The Adsocia- - Jd IVsw)
nothing other than a private
4.
To
the
and
owner
residence,
manthe
Kcrvin, Texas, July
Casual visitors there is little In ages to find time from his regduties to operate the lone
Xervin, Texas, and Us vicinity In ular
switchboard in the front room.
Freestone county to Indicate the If
he
is too busy to look after
fncenea of excitement In the last
the telephone calls, he is
ijfew weeks, in which three
by another member of his
were burned at a stake,
Only one wire connects
land armed men have rushed to family.
With the rest nf thn wnrlH anil It
fthe village from surrounding is open to use
rnnntlfl nn a rpsnlt of rerjortfl of
only during day- X threatened race riots.
Jigni nours. iiuring some of the
recent excitement here this single
' town, with possibly 300 or 350 Hlie Droved altncpthar 1tmriariMft
the demands upon it.
inhabitants. The whites are in to meet town
boasts nothing reine
the majority. Excitement would
a moving picture show,
the last thing expected, but sembling
jhe
or
even
a
hall. n far
dance
J since marital law was declared by
'Governor Neff in Limestime and casual observer could see. Two
Freestone counties early in tho churches form at once houses of
centers.
year and state rangers and.. worship and issocial
the chief indimti-Farming
jfiruardsmen raided alleged mooa-- cotton
and
peaches
shine distilleries, there has bean
being the
une best farm
letiuing products,
(plenty qf action and publicity,
land lies to the north and west of
It would be difficult to find a the
town.
Tn thn Annt nto
Jmore typical twentieth century
Trinity river bottoms which are
(country village than this small said
to have afforded cover for
place in the Freestone county
ftlmberlands
which named Itself bootlegging operations and caused
raids by federal and
after one of the first families to systematic
state officers a few months ago.
d
(settle this section. A lone
Kervin
is
not the county seat
two
or three dirt roads of
and
Freestone county.
Residents
sheading to neighboring villages of the
county, following the reiform the only connecting links
of
threatened
ram
ports
wlth the outside world,
early in June, have met and an- jf 15 The railroad, Isconstructed about
many such
traversed com-- I nouncea
reports
years ago,
counties are
parat,ively little, there being only reaching other
that
thev mi thai- ( two
dally passenger trains, one peace officers
have always con- north and one south, and an
noiieu me situation, and expect
occasional freight.
As is usual to
continue to handle their own
affairs. The nubllcttv
the reports of trouble being fear- as
many of the
IeiawaartwBBMi
3 residents ofirritated
the county.

Stalo
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rail-iroa-
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lYour butcher can sell

MAWS

STOLEN WHILE
HE'SSWIMMING

you a side of beef for
about a third the cost
of the same beef in inGar-raedividual cuts.

Formerly the

manufacturers
!'can sell their products
to the buying syndicate of which this store
is a member, for much
less than this store, or
any other individual
store, could buy the
M

farmpnts ;
quantities.

O

great part of the cost
of selling. They eliminate much bookkeeping, and a costly
collection

IfThis

is

system.
one sav-

ing we effect for.,you.
,We, too, in selling for
cash', eliminate the
same items. Another
saving. IfM ore and
m'or e Albuquerque
women are fin'ding
these savings worthwhile, at the National
fG a r ment Company,

West

l403

Central.

2

C

most

CONTESTS

Tomorrow, instead of the regular
athletio work, the boys will go on
a hike.
In the five-la- p
potato race, Ev-

III

erett Renfro has set a record with

6
seconds.
The boys are taking great Inin the athletio contests,
on three
which are alternated
morning each week with a swim in
the pool.

32

Are

Being terest

Junior

Ath-

Boys Take

Pitching.

Some good records are being
made by the participants in the
Junior Athletio league, which en
gages in track athletics three
mornings each week in the athletic
field at the rear of the T. M. C. A.
Walter Bellman holds first place
in the over
class, with
420 points.
Everett Walsh Is second with S75 points, and W
is third with 271 points.
In the
Sam Glassman is first withclass,
378
points: Jack Bundlck, second, with
875 points, and Lee Vann third with
300 points.
A record of 4 feet 3
inches has
been made in the running high
jump by a member of the less than
class.
Swimming Contest.
Two events have been held in
the swimming contest for boys, the
crawl and the
back
stroke. Lee Vann Is leading in his
class with 171 points. Walter Bellman Is second with
90
points.
Everett Renfro and Everett Wdlsh
are tied for third with 70 points
each.
Old Man's Game.
Wil-kers-

TTnrMPfthnA

whIA

nllnVilttff

"horn

previously been monopolized by the
rao eiueny men, nas oeen tanen
up by the boys. In a contest held
this week by the intermediate department, made up of boys of 16
years and older, the following records were made, the boy scoring 21
points being the winner:

DISBARMENT PROCEEDINGS.
Santa Fe, July 4. Disbarment
proceedings against W. E. Rogers,
El Paso attorney, Monday were begun in the supreme court by Attorney General Bowman on charges
that Mr. Rogers used abusive and
Insulting statements and statements
reflecting on his character and integrity in letters to Judge R. R.
Ryan, of the Sixth Judicial

(By The Attoclnted Freas.)

Rome, July 4. Three hundred
thousand yearly was one the average number of Italian emigrants to
the United States. Since Washington has taken restrictive immigration measures, however, this exodus has had to seek other fields.
In March of this year 10,120
went to France; 5.244 to Belgium,
and a total of 4,170 to Luxemburg,
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Jugoslavia.
and the
Balkans. During the same month
only 4,837 Italians emigrated to
North and South America, the
United States getting 967.
Plans are on foot to send 25,000
to Russia to work in the coal mines
of the River Don.
ia

JULY 4 IN liOJfiDON.
London, July 4 (by the Asso
elated Press). Representatives of
many of the powers of the state,
church, bench and bar and com
merce, forming a brilliant assemblage, participated with the United
States in an impressive commemo
ration of Independence day in
London on the occasion of the an
nual banquet of the American so
ciety tonight, at which Chief Justice Taft was the principal guest,

Dollar Week

Miss Ellen Peters, Kansas Cltys
automobile saleswoman, sold
two cars during her first week in
the business.

Wife Doing Good Work

"I have been bad off with stonv
ach and liver trouble and bloat
ing for many years. No doctors
or medicine helped me. On the
advice of, my druggist, I bought
a bottle of Mayr's Wonderful
Remedy and I don't want to miss
a single dose. It has given me
more benefit than all the medicine I have ever taken. I feel 1

testinal tract and allays the in
flammatlon which causes practically all stomach, liver and in
testinal ailments. Including ap
One dose will con'
pendlcltls.
vince or money refunded. For
sale by Briggs' Pharmacy and
aruggists everywhere.

Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
A Room and a Bath for a
Dollar and a Half.
Rates $1.50 to $3.00
Every room a cool outside room
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Men's Socks, all colors,'
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69c Curtain Goods,
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Laundry Soap,
60 bars
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"What's the News?"

Cable Apartments
f

""Ijllr

pin

.a

Hart 1jros
Million

t

I

MW ihatto Btraet, tos Asfdefl,
California.
Sixth Street Car to Union, tint! and
double apartments. Three blocks from
Weatlake Park. Phone Wllthlre 4710.
E. C. WAHNAS,
Haaacer.

Columbus and his caravels returnee! from
.World, the first question shouted from
was, ".What's the news?'iTh'a't's; always the; question of paramount importance.'
Years ago folks asked it of the post rider, the" soldier,
returned from the wars, the man who had been down to"
the settlements, or the neighbor, back from "the general
'
Store
iToHay, you flnH trie answer in' your newspaper. Through
the newspapers tKe news of the world and of the conn
munity quickly becomes public Knowledge. And remember this 1 'takes two kinds of news to mak a?
v "
modern
C
'com'ple'te,

WHEN
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100
400

Single.

1.00

S.fiO-4.0-

60--

00

S.O0-4.-
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COBNEB

TWENTT

Mexico

Dnnble,

It.D. 00

t.CO-t.-

iftH.liy"

is

exclusive Resort
Medium of New

PLAN

II. SO

Room a, toilet..
Room, bat It...

S.
SUITES.

W OO to M.M
7.00 to I8.M

ii

st

te

or

STJHHEB SCHOOL

Cumnock
'

'

Or

School of

Expression

AHfeJea,

California.

Mr tltk.

ralTenlty Credit.
Tntorins tn High School and Orase
Subjeota. pall Term Opena October
A. BROOKS, A. M.,

--

Hap"p"enTn"gs""neaf
m-

in

Girls'- - Collegiate School
year begins Sept. 2 8th.
Offers General Col
Accredited.
lege Preparatory. Special courses
wont. toc.
t years
ttonal, oultural. Beautiful Spanish
Out-dollf
a reality.
buildings.
Hiss Parsons and Miss Dennen,
Principals.
Adams Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Thirty-fir-

N

-

iTHe second

tells of tfiings you eat, Wear and use things,
and neighbors
you buy, 'things being sold to your friends
""""
"
""
iTKIs news is advertising.
It's Just as Important to k'eep
on tlie a'dveN
read about wliat's doing
tising in 'this paper as it is to
"
In the world of events, 1 "'

(

URKAU AT OFFICE OFV THIS MKWVFAPMf

mrjr

paper
first fells of

!' j

anct fafo'f fires',1
sports, elections', accidents',
marriages, Heath's, great men,
"
events,great

fTKe

Hi

Jane ISth

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

B5""

Your dealer in the Yellow Diamond store will
show you the New Improved Gillette. Compare
e
razor you know.
it with the best
find it a 75 finer
will
At every point you
instrument for shaving. Some say even more.

ar

25c

WATCH OUR WINDOWS

-S-

The most delightful seaside resort on the Pacifio Coast.
summer climate.
Ideal bathing and recreational facilities. Equable
Miles
whlte.
See the "Walk of a Thousand Lights"
ndjr beach.
the Coney Island of the West.
Mammoth indoor plunge, golf
links; hotels, apartment houses and cottages to suit all classes
Home of the famous million-dollHotel
Long Beach
Is a. beautiful residential city, famed for Its Virginia.
splendid homes, schools
and churches. Write for literature and Information
to the
vlLAJU Br.lt OP COMMERCE
Long Beach, California

ievv

$100

I

Fulcrum Shoulder
Overhanging Cab
Channeled Quard
Micrometric Precision
Automatic Aawtment

neuranuue

Qarart.

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL'S

QQ

f

reach

Children's 79c Underwear,
for

Be sure to have your dealer
show you the

Boolevard. I.o. Angetee
IIDTn.

Maid Serrlca Commtiaary

Doubl

QQ

Look over the clean shaven young men of
affairs. Typical of the kind of men the world is
selecting to run its business.
This type of men hails the New Improved Gillette
as the greatest shaving advance of all times.
For instance read this letter from Charles M.
Schwab.

Mr. Ring C. Gillette,
47 Wast First Street,
Boston, Mass.

A MOnURN APAHT1HKVT

Ecl"'ve andRiaentlal
ahnnnlna

ln.

r. B'a

mil

J

will live to see America produce
a startling invention.
None will mean more to you in your daily life as a
man and a citizen than the New Improved Gillette.

YOU

Sincerely yours,

THEBRYSON

-

I

Free Auto Busses Meet All
Trains.
v.L"v;
iktb

39c Dinner Plates,

I hope I may have the pleasure of seeing
you soon, to renew our old acquaintance.
With kindest regards, I am

Hotel

MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR THE BALANCE
OF THIS WEEK,
Child's 79c Dress,

3

My daaf Mr. Gillette l
Your letter of March 30th received. I have
need the new razor constantly ever sine you
sent It to me and it has given me the greatest
satisfaction. It Is infinitely better than the old
one. The question of adjustment was always
troublesome one to me. Now I keep it
screwed down tight and have not the slight-a- it
difficulty. I am well pleased with it and
heartily congratulate you upon this invention,

am doing good to recommend it
to others." It Is a simple, harm
less preparation
that removes
the catarrhal mucus from the In

King Edward

Bates Per Day I
100 Roomi
100 Rooms

i.

i.' ?.

who shows it

""

..,1.1

Diamond

and talk to the dealer

Read the Announcements of California's
Famous Hotels, Health
tvcowis unit nuivo -unung Problem"
Literature and Fnll Information by Writing inat
Direct, or at Free Infor
mation Burcan at Office of the Morning
Journal.

EUROPEAN

THE UNITED STORE

75c to. $1.00 Books,

YELLOW

nrst

The Journal

AT THE

Look for the

California Hotels, Health
and Summer Resorts

"

to

Mews off Adwiitag

18.

acute

FLOW OF IMMIGRANTS
FROM ITALY CHECKED

Czecho-Slovak-

Y

Good Records
Made in the
letic League;
Up Horseshoe

stngp of dovilisJincss was at.
tained by those who stole tlio
clothes of those who went In
swimming. Now it has reached
the point where tho Ts,winuner,
upon emerging from tho water,
finds his ear has been stolen.
W. F. Wilis, 615 West Mc
Kinley, reported to the police
yesterday afternoon that his
lord speedster had been taken
from the bank of the Mo
Grande, north of Old Albu.
querque, while he was disport
lug himself In tlie river. Tho
thieves left his clothes, wliich
enabled Mr. Mtlis to come to
police headquarters and report
his Joss. He does not know
whether it was a Joke played
on him by some careless joy.
riders, or an actual theft. In
either case, he says, he means
10 punisn uio uueves.

nt

same
small

CAR IS

14.

A

Raymond Stamm, "1; Henry
Heflin, 12.
Archie
O'Harrow, 21; George
Dixon, 8.
Albert Bryant, 21; Walter Kemp,

LEAD

11

QUIET

L

John Boyce, 21; Charles Renfro,

LEE VAIN HAS
BIG

Page Eleven.

i

gi

iiiiipii
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up-to-da-

The San Diego Army and
Navy Academy's
SUMMER SESSION

te

Annual Summer Seaeton will begin July 1
and and September 1. A heppj combination of work and pay with aea bath
ln aad land sporte. flSO covers prae- tloafty every eapenea. Write
CAPTAIN THOMAS A. DAvls, fiat.
Paelfle Beach. California.
LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACAD KMT
Los Anselee, Calif.
on
altuated
Huntington
Delightfully
17th year StuDrive, near Pasadena.
dents admitted at- - any time. Ktgheei
tandardt Id Sohelarahln,
Military
Training and General Culture. l aorea.
Summer
Ideal
Complete equipment.
Training at Mountain and Beach Campi
Tutoring U deelred.
Phone 11411.
RICHARD K. BAILEY, Preeldent.

Advertising It An Essential News Service It is Distinctly to Your Advantage to Be Guided By It Study
the Local Advertising in the Morning Journal.
VI.--

ELLIOTT SCHOOL

Mrs. Mlna VaV Wlnklt.lBf Wash.
Ington, D. C., president of the In-

ternational Policewomen's asBocla-tlowas the only woman honored
with an invitation to speak before
the recent international convention
of police chiefs In Son Francisco.

n,

FOB OIRLS
ISO! S. Orameray Plaea Loe Angel ee,
An Ideal Summer Home for your
estate, fanned ty
Daughter.
Spaolou
Cool Sea breeiea.
Superior educational
advantages Character Building. Sum.
mer seatlon July (th to Auguit lth.
Write for Booklet.
MARTHA COLLINS WEAVER, M. A,
Principal.
Tol.phone
7J?I

.........

J"

J
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by carrier or by mail, one month, S5c;
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"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
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HAVING HIMSELF PAGED

a mm w ixxmMM
t

.

partment reported.

PICTOR IGXOTCS.
would paint the star's desire
And the comet's yearning,
I who feel my head afire
And my fingers burning.
I

And

Is

painting foolisher

Than another railing?
paint the stormy air
And the planets falling.

ing is so profitable.

In the old days the girls used to
worry about sunburned faces hut
now it is their knees that give 'em
the most trouble.

o

acres or it air.ura;

rancn-man-

's

Frultvale, near javed road; fine grapa

TRADE RELATIONS ARE
SOUGHT BY EUROPEANS

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Garis.

Copyright. 1V21. b" McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

i

xen:

VIG;iLY PAINTS

A

CHAIR.

"Uncle Wipglly, it you see the
junkman monkey, will you please
ask Mm to s:op at our tningnlow!"
Niizzy
called Nurse Jane Fuzzy
to the bunny rabbit gentleman one
morninc. a Uncle Wijrgily washopping away to find ii adventurn.
monkey
"Send the Junkman
here'.'" cried the bunny rabbit in
such surprise that his pink nose
twinkled all the way around t
the back of his neck. "Why ao
you want Hie junkman monkey.
Nurse Jane? I sold my old auto
tires lasi weeK, wiieu yuu iium m
bundle of rags."
"Ah, but his Is something different," laughed the muskrat lady
housekeeper, straightening out tho
pink ribbon on the end of her tall.
"I have an old chair I want him
to take away."
the
"An old chair!" exclaimed
"I didn't know we had
bunny.
such an old ramshackle of a chair
that the Junkman needed to take
it away. Where is that chair?"
"On the porch," answered Nurse
Jane, and tlipn as Undo Wlggily
hopped up the steps to look nt the
chair, Nurse Jane said, over the
back fence to Mrs. Twistytail, the
pig lady:
"The chair is all right. It Just
needs a coat of paint. But I've
asked Uncle Wlggily, until I am
tired, to paint it. He always has
somo excuse, such as being too
busy. Now I'll fix him!"
"How will you fix Uncle Wlggily
I

"J
chair, which only needs a coat ofl
(By Tbe Associated Press.)
Dallas, Texas, July 4. European
paint.
manufacturers are seeking to es"All right you paint It," slyly
tablish direct trade relations with
laughed Wurse Juno. "I've been s
lJ the southwest. If the amount of lit
hoping you would," she added In
erature being received by commera low voice.
Two
were
pass- cial organizations can be used as a
boys
Uncle Wlggily took off his pink ing bills one day in Fairmount. criterian,
to officials of
nose oh, please excuse me! I They stopped, out of breath and the Texas according
chamber of commerce,
mean he took off his fancy coat tired, at the home of a relative for who have received
during the past
and vest and put on his overalls so a brief rest.
few months many requests for in
he could paint, and a little later
should
so
"Why
you go
fast?" formation upon the southwest as
be was mixing colors on his front asked the relative.
"You have well as repeated requests for names
stoop, and getting ready to dec- plenty of time and it's too hot of businessmen Interested in export
orate the old chair with rings, weather to hurry so."
and import trade, and lists of com
streaks and polka dots.
"Oh," was the answer, "we've mercial and trade organizations.
"I'll make this chair sky blue just got to hurry to keep up with
These letters usually explain that
pink all right!" he laughed to him- eacn otner.
foreign manufacturers are endeav-Jorln- g
self as he daubed on some yellow
to get around the New York
"History," Raid Lady Astor, "In middlemen. They come from Franc
streaks, mixed with brown, and
more
some pots of green. Then he
romantic to read than to Italy, and In even larger quantt
painted soma stripes of red and make." It Is doubtful. At Cha- - ties from Germany offering everya few dabs of purple.
there was a private thing from textile mill machinery
an ammunition wacon,
to hair pins, the officials say.
By this time chair was pretty driving
"I used to teach history at tho
"We responded to the call and
well painted. Uncle Wiggily went
in the hollow stump bungalow to University of Kansas," he said, hope to expectations," writes a
I never can do It again, now German manufacturer's agent, fol"but
get
sign reading:
that I've helped make somo."
lowing a statement that he has been
WET PAINT.
invited by a certain chamber to
"I'll Just put that on the chair
An engineering company, which furnish circulars In southwestern
so no one will sit in it until it is
was
laying a railroad in Alaska, territory, and that he hopes to get
dry. For if they sit in it now
occasion to employ a number business from It. This particular
they'll become all ringed, streaked had
of foreigners on grade work.
n agent offers among other things,
and speckled like!" chuckled the some
cases these men, through the aluminum, cream whippers, music
bunny.
Ho was just coming out with scarcity of more competent work- boxes, electric cigar lighters, and
who were patent onion cutters.
the "Wet Taint" sign when, all of ers, became
a sudden, there was a scrambling Instructed to take charge of their
Polo was played by women 400
noise on the porch, and the old particular part of the job In case
the death or illness of their Im- years ago.
Fuzzy Fox Jumped up and sat of
mediate ruperiors. It waa from
down in the newly painted chair.
of these that the company re"Oh, don't do that!" cried Un- one
ceived
the following telegram:
next day they received a telegram
cle Wiggily. "Don't sit in that
"Boss dead. What to do?"
from the obliging alien: '
chair!"
"If you are sure he Is dead, burv
"All right, buried him. Made
"Ha! Tou don't want me to sit
in a nice, new, easy chair when him. Will send another boss," sure he was auite dead. Hit him
back
wired
on
the
The
head with shovel."
company.
I'm very tired!" barked the Fox.
"Shame on you! I'll sit here until I get ready to Jump and nibble your ears," and he leaned back
in the newly painted chair.
"Oh, you are going to nibble my
ears?" asked the bunny.
"Of course! That's why I came!"
snarled the Fox. "And I guess I'll
nibble
them now!"
he
Up
Jumped, whirled around once or
twice like a top, and then he came
toward Uncle Wiggily.
"Ha! Ha! Ha! Ho! Ho! Ho! He'
He! He! " laughed the rabbit.
"Well, what's so funny?" asked
the Fox.
"You you are!" chuckled the
rabbit "You're all paint ringed
streaked and speckled. Oh, dear'
Oh, my sides! Oh, how funny
you look!" Now if there was one
thing more than another that the
Fox hated. It was to look funny
and be laughed at.
Just then he caught sight of his
back in the shiny bottom
Be
of a
dishpan Nurse Jane had hung on
the porch to dry.
85c
"Oh, I'm all red, green, blue,
yellow and pink!" howled the Fox
"Oh, however, did it
i
must be bewitched by ahappen'
fairy! Oh
this is no place for me!" And
away he ran as fast as he could
go, not nibbling the bunny's ears
at all.
ooa thIn 1 Panted
.u"WveU.' '.Vl
the chair," laughed the rabbit
as he put on the "Wet Paint"
sign. So everything happened for
the best. And if the lemon squeezer
doesn't put strawberries on the cake
MORNING JOURNAL, Albuquerque, N. M. :
of soap, thinking it's a peach pie,
I'll tell you next about Uncle WlgPlease mail Daily and Sunday Journal to
gily and the rug.

DINNER STORIES
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teau-Thier- ry

acre suburban
ranch; excellent
dairy proposition; ttt"elve acres alfalfa,
balance small truck. Thousands of dollar
in Improvements; must be seen to be apCompnny.
preciated. Roberts-Turne- r
RANCH A good one, for sale; all klnda
cows,
of fruit, alfalfa. Implement!,
house,
horses,
Rarage, barn,
acrea close In, Old Town.
twenty-tw- o
Boulevard: must be sold on account oC
or 84S;
health, Phone owner. 2417-Rpost office box 132, Old Albuquerque, N.
of four acres, entirely fenced
five-fopoultry wire, three-fourtmile west of Barelas bridge;
house, three screened porches;
water In house, new garage and chicken
houses; full blooded chickens and tur-kealso furniture; terms. Call owner,
RANCH
with

?41

TYPEWRITERS
TyVevVRI 1 EKS All makes overhauled
and rrralred. Ribbons for every ma5r
chine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
chmKe. phone 903-.- T
!? Pnuth Four i

Pasture

FOR RENT

FORRENT1s?ej7eir7ra
stock, rtiona A. W. Fegan,

410-R-

A new

mirror, which Is damp-proand unbreakable, has been
put forward by a French Inventor
living in London,

of

CCOUNTING

AUDITING, INCOMI --

n,

TAX

FINANCIAL

ATEMENT

CHARLES ZANG
SUCCESSOR

TO

WILLIAMS &ZANC
PUBLIC

ACCOUNTANT

HONE

701 W

6 MEIIMI BLOC
ALBUQUERQUE

JJ

II

Going On Vacation?
the News From Home Every Day

Get

ALBUQUERQUE

Will

WHAT'S CONSTITUTION TO BOB?
Denial to the courts of the power to declare
as is proposed, would
any law unconstitutional,
amount to repeal of the constitution. Pittsburgh

MORNING JOURNAL

Mailed to You Regularly, Including the Sunday
Per Month.
Edition, for

ADDRESS CHANGED AS OFTEN AS REQUESTED
Use Coupon Below and Mail With Your Check

s.

Anti-Saloo-

o

ranch: easy terms to right
County Agent Baltosser of San or chicken
Phone fi93, or apply room 15. First
Juan county has made a hit with party
National hank, or linn South Walter.
the farmers.
FOR BALE
lilRhly improved twenty-five- -

THE OLD BOY'S STILL KAYrSG.
Another evidence that the Hohenzollern dome
Is inhabited
by bats is that the former Kaiser
wants a million dollars in real money for his
memoirs. Knoxvllle Journal and Tribune.

ic

J. JamM.

ttventy-tw-

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

editorial: of the day

Ranches

SALE
amall ranch, tbree-fourtu- a
mile weal of bridge; modern house. K.

The boy stamped on the cast-of- f
house, b:irns for storing alfalfa,
fled. and complete farm equipment. Santiago
deck; observers promptly
Ranchos de Albuquerque.
Garcia,
He'd bet his last cent on the black
Fife acres In
FORRALEORTRAbE
the card he drew was red.

the" Smart Set."

Stealing is not much of an offense at present,
but the burglars who carry off wine are clearly
violating the Volstead law. Philadelphia Record.
contracts
THEIR MOST POPULAR PASTIME.
There are said to be no marriages in heaven.
,ngThe movement of cereals showed a far greater
some movie stars are trying to keep
same Is true of live-- ! No wonder
volume than in April, and the
away. Greenville Tledmont.
BUT NO WORSE ONFS, EH?
"Willie weather conditions in New Mexico are not
Oh. well, better men than La Follette have
some sections, the situain
desired
be
could
that
tho
criticized
all
supreme court.
well with
tion as a whole seems to measure up quite
United States,
that existing in other parts of the
are opand bankers, business men and others here
to
future.
the
as
timistic
AS SfEV CONSIDER THEIR "LICKER."
(From the Worcester Telegram.)
most
records,
speed
Despite all these typewriter
to
its
highest
William E. Johnson, surnamed the "Pussyfoot."
typewriters develop the touch system
busihave ensnared a male. sails back to Europe about his
point of perfection after they
ness. But he refuses to be a passenger, as he
puts it. "on American bootleg scows," meaning the
vessels under direction of the United States Shlp-pni- g
PICKETTS CHARGE.
Board.
So "Pussyfoot" is a passenger on the British
Six thousand United States marines repeated the
steamship
Scythia. whereon the flow of liquor has
famous charge of Pickett's men at Gettysburg on throughout been known of all men, without need
69th anniversary of the battle, July 1. It was an of congressional agitation to advertise it.
Record has been made of how Dr. Wilbur V.
move-men- t,
inspiring spectacle and an interesting military
Crafts finds Adolphus Busch Ilr-- right on his law
of
of
comparing the tactics
when protesting to Chairman Lasker.
affording means
remains now only for Wayne R. Wheeler to
today with the massed formations of the Civil war say Itwhether
ho really was talking for or against
period.
n
Mr. Lasker when tho
League counsel
and
that
sentiment
But It lacked the thrill
was
opportunity to Join In the Busch
marked the celebration of a few years ago when, protest.
Politics has been said to make strange bedfelon the BOth anniversary of the event, the few
lows.
The claims of prohibition Bre entitled to
woods
out
the
from
marched
conflict
of the
consideration.

FOR SALE
KUH

3,300-acr- e

Mystery behind it.

A CRIMK WHAT IS.

represent a t tve will call.

In suburban ranches and
prepositions
Roberts-Turne-

paint the Paraclete:
He who looks shall find it:
Color painted on a sheet.

Gazette-Time-

tnrri

Now Mexico

r
pres.
Company.
Last month it was announceSALE
in ast- ments of weddings. This month it I'Oit
150
ern
nart
state.
of
cattle, jtd
is announcements of candidates. It dress
f
llatton's
Store,
general
deliver,
seems things keep getting worse A Muquerque, phone "416-jas time goes on.
FCR SALE
Ranch of thirty-twacres,"-- ;

I will

in

stock,

equipment,

El Paso nreacher says It is ROBERTS-TRN'ER company, !18 West
Cold, have established a special land
safe for a Christian to go to Juarez.
What kind of a Christian would department.
We
FUH SALE
have some splendid
want to go there?
An

I will

John McClure

business

four-yewltlr
lease on
all. goes for $1,000 cash; must sell lm- -' ji
mediately account of Blrknecs; no phone II
Roberts-Turninformation.
Co., 211
West noi(?
N
G
MACHINES
VENL)1

The onlv noise, about Alhuquer-qu- e tory offered exclusively. Representative
In Albuquerque Thursday or Friyesterday was the rrack of will be
July 6 or 7, If interested 1n securhome runs against the fence at day,
unusual returns from a small inBarelas park, and the gentle yell- ing
care Jourvestment, address Five
shirts.
of
new
the
nal, giving address or phone number, and
jazz
ing

OLLETTE.

VERSE OF TODAY

chandise; good cash trade; a growingbusJne8
and a money maker, W, M.
McKpiiar, Jemfz Springs.
SMALL Hiiw mill and timber propoeltlou
on railroad, for sale, lease, let on share
or will consider a partner.
J. F. Bran
1239 North Seventh, Albuquerque.
i,
FOR SALE
Grocery stores, merchandise,
candy-so- ft
drink and other high- class business propositions not adverRoberts-Turntised locally.
Co., 219
West Gold.
FOR SALE
Only garage and filling sta
town in central New Mex
ll n in Aico, on national highway; modern and
four-roo50x100;
dandy
modern
home , In
connection, highly

"July the Fourth sot on my earn big money. This Is not an ordinerves." said little Mrs. Plett. "It nary machine,the but Is a miniature sales
highest grude chocolate,
selling
kept me restless all the day; It was shop
chewing
mints,
gum,
peanuts and
so doggone quiet."
matches. No other form of merchandis-

In selecting the "six greatest men" II. G. Wells
Included an ancient relic nobody had ever heard
press
of before, and, as usual, the metropolitan
"fell" for the press agent stunt.

e

The cotton consumption increased in May, over
April, by 495,674 bales, while cotton exports for
The price of raw cotton averMay are favorable.
cent
50
higher than in May of last
per
aged nearly
year. The price of wool and woolen goods also advanced, as did raw silk, the consumption of raw silk
reaching the highest figure since January.
Pig iron production for May was 2,306,679 tons,
the largest output for any month since January,
1921.
The production of steel ingots amounted to
3,099,153 tons, or 300,000 tons greater than April.
Unfilled orders of the United States Steel corporation totaled 5,265,228 tons. This is the third consecutive month in which unfilled steel orders have
increased after a period of decline lasting for more
than a year and a half. Reports from merchant
Increase in
pig iron manufacturers show a marked
of fabThe
May
figures
and
production.
shipments
recent
of
excess
in
are
steel
structural
ricated
months and the number of locomotives shipped Tr?
in
the principal producers showed a big increase vola larger
showed
of
zinc
The
output
May
May.
ume than for many months past.
27 northeastBuilding contracts awarded in the
The square feet of
ern states totaled $362,590,000.
This estah.,
floor space amounted to 59,639,000.
both in
lished new high records for the industry
were
value and in volume. Residential buildings
at $57,-- ,
valued at $140,933,000, business buildings
and industrial buildings at $23,893,000.
515 000,
were valued at
Public works and public utilities
a large increase in the
$63 817,000 ami there was
awarded for social and recreational build-

Ford sedans are nice cars, but
hardly think we would risk our
trying to run away with one.

we
life

months of 1920.
The states in which lynchlngs occurred and the
number in each state are as follows: Alabama, 1;
Arkansas, 2; Florida, 1; Georgia, 4; Louisiana, 1:
Mississippi, 7; South Carolina, 1; Oklahoma, 1;
Texas, 12.
The record of lynchlngs in the south, however,
has nothing more horrible than what transpired at
Herrin, where defenseless prisoners of the mob were
tied together in bunches and ruthlessly massacred.
bill now in congress has
The federal
been violently opposed by certain southern congressmen on the theory that it was directed at their section of the country. They may rest assured that if
the bill were a law today it would be vigorously enforced aoainst those officials who failed to make
ny pffort t0 pr(.vent the Herrin outrage. The laws
of the United States apply with impartiality to
every citizen.

In adding to the gayety of the congressional
elections next fall, the democrats of Wisconsin have
named a woman for United States senator to oppose Senator La Follette. "Bob" has beaten everything in the form of a candidate that could bo produced except a woman, and selection of one to oppose him In case he again wins the republican nomination was the only thing left for the democrats to
try.
In the neighboring state of Minnesota, where
the democrats already have nominated a woman for
senator, there will be less interest in the contest
OV THE ROAD TO NORMALCY.
of Senator Kellogg is conceded;
as the
The department of commerce recently, after but the Badger democrats, evidently despairing of
making a survey of the situation, declared that success againRt "Bob" with any of the old material,
"business is getting back on a more substantial have shown real sagacity in putting forward a voter
mentioned
ground." Among the favorable features
of the newly enfranchised sex as a gambling chance.
inare the continued increase In the iron and steel
the
dustry, well named the barometer of business;
Those who have not done so are urged to lay in
ustained activity in the building industry, which their supply of radium, the price having Just
continues to make new high records each month; dropped 23 per cent. It now is worth only
the marked increase in the production of automoan ounce.
biles and trucks; the lower interest rates and the
emin
increase
Several small nations plead they are too poor to
increasing demand for money; the
which is
that
"reports
finding
the
department
pay their league of nations assessments,
ployment,
active
competimention
centers
stung.
of
of
avoiding getting
one way
from a number
aution for labor between manufacturers of steel,
one
hand,
It is reported that Tchitcherln has resigned, and
tomobiles and railroad equipment on the
and
the
other."
the
on
trades
and the building
every compositor and proofreader in the country
in business failures.
hopes so.
"Allowing for the coal strike, which naturally
fu- If the Tincher bill passes, dealing In grain
affects the showing of railroads serving union mines,
the
of
carriers
a
past.
of
the
testify
statements
be
will
thing
tures
the May earning
to a further gain in the volume of traffic, the de-

-

From our little knowledge of
women we will venture the assertion that the women will continue
to run the city, even if they don't
hold the offices. Did you ever
hear of a woman giving up" a "bossfurnished;
ing" job.
furniture.

Figures compiled by the Tuskegee Normal and
Industrial institute, founded by Booker T. Washington, show that during the first six months of this
year there were thirty lynchlngs, which is six less
than the number for the same period In 1921 and
eighteen more than the number for the first six

1

Bank
clearings for last week
amounted to almost two millions.
The amount was swelled because
we spent our entire salary instead
of saving
some for a rainy day.
That's the kind of a booster we are.

shape.

A SHAMEFUL RECORD.

OPPOSES LA

BUSINESS CHANCES
First-clas- s
FOR SALE
shoe thop.
dress Box C. caro Journal.
SALE
FOR
Small ruuinliitf
QUICK
31 5
South Second.
house; bargain.
fwo-a- t
FOR SaI.E
ory orlcic LuT id lug.
215 South First; location good for any
kind of buelnena.
FOR SALE Crispett
popcorn outfit.
complete; good proposition fnr liva man.

Jewett City, Tex., women, after
defeating their husbands for cilv
offices and after having cleaned up
the city and put it In running
order, now turn it back to the men
and tell them to keep it in good

E AS A JOBBING CENILH.

WOMAN

By Root.

Passengers on trains in tho Pa fn quire fill North First.
cific northwest got pretty hot when WANTED TO buy a bakery, iu good,
live town; give full particulars In first
ine eiectrio Tans refused to work.
872, Raton, JJ. M.
That's the only thing possible un- letter; Poatuffice-bFOR SALE Clean stock general merder the circumstances.

Von Ludendorff

i

i

M

assaDBdl

says he has positive proof the
This as a
United States started the late ruckus.
19:2.
complete reversal on the German attitude in 1917,
which was that the United States was not even in it.

Now that the construction of a railroad into the
Cuba country is assured, which means the opening
up of a country which will produce vast quantities
of lumber, copper, coal and turpentine and the
building of a railroad from Gallup into the San
Juan basin, which will place that fertile region at
least in indirect communication with Albuquerque,
it is time to plan to make Albuquerque the leading
Jobbing center in the entire southwest.
The possibilities of the San Juan basin and the
Not only do thty
Cuba district are tremendous.
possess almost unlimited stores of mineral wealth,
but the soil, for the most part, is fertile and awaits
only the coming of the settlers to plow and reap to
make these sections of the state as productive as
There is plenty of room for
any in the country.
hundreds of families and they will certainly be attracted there as soon as railroad facilities are made
available.
Not many years ago when the lumber industry
in Michigan was at its height one hardware store
did a business of half a million dollars annually In
saws alone. New Mexico is certain to become one
of the great lumber slates of the union With the
McKinley Land and Lumber company already operating on a large scale and a mill being built at Ber
nalillo to handle the timber from Sandoval county,
Albuquerque should and undoubtedly will become
the center of this industry.
There is almost no limit to the mining possibilities in the regions which the proposed railroads
will tap. There will be a demand for mining machinery and supplies. The bulk of these should be
handled by Albuquerque Jobbers.
Perhaps someone will raise the objection thnt
we cannot obtain freight rates advantageously
We
enough to make Albuquerque a Jobbing center.
should not let this bugaboo stand in our way. When
we Bhow the railroads what we are attempting to
do we can feel sure that concessions In the way of
reduced freight rates will be made which will enable Albuquerque Jobbers to do business on an equal
basis with their competitors.
The future ie bright for the men who are far
teeing.

'

and across the famous field to meet the little baud
of Union soldiers behind the stone walls which a
half century before they had defended so gallantly.
Nobody who saw that picture ever will forget li
the little band of Confederate veterans with their
tattered battle flags flying, marching forth as sturd
ily as their years would permit, out across the broad
breadth of green meadow and right up to the stone
wall from which Just BO years before to the very
hour they had retreated after one of the most amazing demonstrations of courage and military fortiAnd when the
tude in the annals of all history.
two forces met, not with pistol and bayonet, but
with hands outstretched to greet each other as
brothers, there was not a dry eye among the thousands who saw and applauded.
as the ma
Spick and span and
this tamous milirines were when they
tary maneuver, they will not afford such a picture
as did the soldiers of the blue and gray that day
when they who once were deadly foes met as long
lost comrades, mingling the victorious colors of the
united nation with those of the lost cause.

July 5, 1922,

wjs.

about the old chair?" grunted the
pig lady.
"Why," whispered Nurse Jane.
"He always gets fussed and excited
whenever I speak of giving something to the Junk monkey. No
matter how old a thing Is, Undo
Wlggily hates to give it away. He
always says there is some good in
It.
"Well, the chair is a good one.
All It needs is painting, and this
la the only way I could get him
to paint it. Now listen to him."
Uncle Wlggily hopped down off
the porch,
"There's nothing the matter
with that chair. Nurse Jane," he
said. "All it needs Is some paint."
"What did I tell you?" whispered the muskrat lady to Mrs.

gen-tlma-

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Engineers

Founders

Machlnlsta.

Castings In Iron. Brass. Bronte. AlumEiectrio Motors. Oil Engines,
Pump and Irrigation.
and Office Albnqaerqoa.
Worl

address below for

Mi

weeks. Enclosed find remittance of $.
Name

Address....

Postoffice

inum.

Twistytail.

"I had a day of rest yesterday,
the Fourth of July," went on Uncle
Wlggily, "so I'll paint that chair
and make It as good as new. What
color would you

Jane?"

like

it,

Nurse

"Oh, sky blue pink," answered
the muskrat lady, trying not to
laugh as she looked at the pig
lady. Her trick was working all

right.
"I'll make the chair ringed,
strcakcled and Hpeckled nil sorts
of colors," laughed Uncle Wlggllv.
who loved to fuss wjti paints. I'm
glad I looked at it before I sent
the Junk monkey. The idea of
throwing away a perfectly good

MONUMENTS
Memorials

of the Better
Kind.

"We Pay the Freight"

G. E.

h
No-

Give Your Albuquerque Address Here.
Street

-

Phone .... ,:z:'7T.'-.-.--.

Do you wish paper discontinued

your absence?

Yes.

at Albuquerque address during
No.

Fletcher

MONUMENT

WORKS
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

KINGSBURY

PEACH.
It's a new two room frame
vith large sleeping
cottage
porch located In north end of
town. Has cement foundation,
and is plastered
and wired.
Water In kitchen and ditch
water for parden. Yard la nicely fenced and has several sheds
for chickens, rabbits, fuel, etc.
Lot Is 50x148. The neatest little
homo In city for $1,850; on
terms.

I
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LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, good
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.
$20.00 cash and balance (10.00
per month.
D, T, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
l'hone 907--

K1ND.

Pliono 610.
H, CHAS, R0EHL
Second Street itrul (inld Ave.

HERE'S ANOTHER

ONE

Owner Moved to Denver
INCOMK PROPERTY
for Kalo, $3,000.
Eight-roobrick and frame;
Is
nicely furnished:
three
porches, bath, sidowalks, trees,
garage. One apartment Is rented for $80; the other rents for
Good neighborhood
$30.
and
only five blocks from Central
avenue.
DIECKMANX REALTY
CO.,
REALTORS
Real Estate insurance Loans
Notary Public
309 W. Cold
Phone 870

$200 Cash and $35

monthly buyH
house of four

a

new modern
rooms and bath, front and service porch. A good buy.
ACKKRSON & GRIFFITH,

Realtors.

120 S. Fourth.

m

rhone 411.

FOR SALE
white stucco bunga6,000 Five-roolow, modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,

WE

HAVE SOME EXCEL-len- t
business and apartment
sites on Copper avenue.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE
closo-l- n
choicest
business
corners on W. Central.
WE HAVE SOME CHOICE
income and vacant corners
on W. Gold avenue.
WE
HAVE
MANY
GOOD
buys In income and vacant
property on S. Second street.
WE HAVE MANY SPLENDID
apartment and home sites
on the west side including
Fourth ward.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST
list of homes in
the city. Let us show you.
No trouble for us to explain. At your service.
ROBERTS-TURNE- R

218

W. Gold.

CO,

Phone

four-roo-

house, wo'l
New York avenue; $50
per month.
A number of furni"lwl house,
in the liiKhlamlM, will ho
lad
to show thorn to vi,ii.
Milt SAI.i;
Just completed a four-roohouse with tine slneplm; porch.
Areola
heatinii system,
oak
floors throughout, on a fifty-foo- t
corner lot. North Twolth
fitreet; S.'i.OOd. r;,.ol terms.
A number of fine hom s In
the Kourth wanl inr Fale
H RA DQCAJiTK lit FOR
JKHHITS
T.XIT.S.
$10.(i0 down nnd 510. 00 per
month.
Would you lonj ,uiy money If
your furniture or hour, were
to burn 7 if j uur C;,r lvere
stolon or hnrneil?
lNSUKANClO
OF KVEHY

THERE WUZ.

vJyr

WITH VS.

FOR SALE
A

i

(

P

a number of inquiries
for houses for rent. LIST
YOUR HOUSES FOR RENT

We have

Servics-Rerir.tere-

riffle.

U. S'. Patent

ferki

O HATE
TO feEE.
THE REfcT

THERE't MRt. ELLA
tSOiE. CO ANO TALK

A MTTLE

1921

Copyright.

KOLUMN

furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot, fine
location: Fourth ward.
$4,000 Eight-roopebble
dashed dwelling, bath, etc.; also two-rooadobe in tear, lot 76x142; Third
ward, close in.
A GOOD BUY
Borne good buys In Central avenut business property.
Almost new Las Vegas pressed
white stucco frame
14,500
1110 rooms
fcna sleeping
bungalow, modern, oalc floors, built-i- n
acreeneo.
iront
and back
feature, garage and other outbuildU 1
nnfrihria
ma.
Fourth
ward.
ings;
immwooa
floors, gas
basement
on
0,
a lot 60x
A. FLHSCIEIR, IKeaMor

',

Ill

No.

FOR

rent
North

Franklin & Company,

Insurance.

Phone

156.

Realtors.
224 West Gold Ave. Phone 657.

W. Cold.

223

J,

m'.ntn!?9
?

best.

Pa,nnT.

papering and

503 West Copper.

Dwellings,

FOR

modern

Bargain

Owner leaving
21S

rho.?e

Albu(luer1ue- -

As Long As

FOR SALE

sale.

SALE

you an unfinished
011 which you can
make a good profit. Six rooms
and basement, radiators and
fireplace In. The owner is
to finish the house and
will
Dont' fail to
sacrifice.
investigate.
un-ah-

J, D, KELEHER,
Realtor.
211 W. Gold
rhone

410.

for

home,
quick

city.,

IALE.

$10.00
A

Per Load
15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

MiaxelUneous

CHERRIES and peaches.
I'll. 2408-JFOR SALE Double set work harness.
217 North Third.
TR BODDrd MILK; BEST IN TOWN,

It Lasts

Better Grade

modern five room homo In
Heights. Hardwood floors, heating plant, garage. Close to car
line, $4,750. Terms.
New five room horns, Heights.
Bath, hardwood floors, $2,950.
Part cash.
Six room prick, Highlands. Bath,
sleeping porrh, garage. Cornet-lot- .
$4,700. Terms.
Five room brick, close In, Highlands, Furnace, full lot, east
front, shade. $5,600. Easy terms.
McMILT.IOX & WOOD,
Realtors.
209 W. Gold. Insurance.
Loans.

COURT, at ?r0 per month, including heat, hot and cold water.
Ask to see thern, and reserve one
now.
.1. A. n.jr.MOND. Agent.
824 East Silver.
Phono 1522-R- .

Land
Lumber Co.

McKinley

FOR RENT
&

FOH KENT

Room

Furnished room. 322 South
Seventh, phone
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
202 North Edith.
FOR ItE.N'T Several rooms, unfurnished.
1".'4 South
Edith.
FOR HKNTl'Ieuaan
furnished room.
124 Sooth Walter.
FOR RENT
room, close
pleasant
Vry
2n
in.
North Sixth.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no children, no South Walnut.
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick;
rhlldren. 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT Furnished room and sleep-In- g
porch. 323 South Third.
FOH RENT Comfortable
rooms.
North Walter, phone 10S5-FOR RENT Airy, well furnished sleeping rooms. 1020 West Central.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
FOR
Ftirnlfdied
room
with
416 North Second.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
room,cloie In. 317 South Third.
FOR RENT Room
and porch, near
boardlng houe. 203 North Edith.
O
te"fur n s he d"roo m for" jTeS
FOR RENT
tleman; also garage. 704 West Coal.
FOR
RENT Pleasant
housekeeping
rooms, near sanatorium. Phone 1328. W.
FOR RENT 'i'W0 i0rg8 ttiry front "rooms
and porch: all modern. 2i8 Pouth Arno.
FOR RENT Rooms
light housekeep-lng- .
218 South Walter, l'hone imi7-J- .
FOR RENT Nfco. CTenn sleeping and
housekeeping rooms 121", North Third.
FOR RENT Furnished
room with ot
without housekeeping. 612 North

Priced
KO H I

I

; TS--

modern

TWINS! Cozy home and profitable Investment. Two cottages; four rooms each bath;
and1 lights. Lot 50x142.
I'on-miss it.
J. E, Gonce, Real Estate,
MO West Silver.
Phono 477.
I Can Save Ton Money on Tour
Hiilldlnir and Repairing
BECAUSE
I do the work myself.
have no
overhead expenses. Phone mti and
save monev.
J. li. Dl'RLING,
Pliono
X

1903-- J

WANTED
W A.N TED

kmds.
CEMENT
oio.

Second-han-

l'hone

Miscellaneous
d
914-J-

.

furniture

CONTRACTORS
O'M

sotltn Seventh

vj. cjj

of all

Cavolt and

Money 10 loan on good first
AicMuiion & Wood.
k"kqb.
e tl A L several
e
first mort- wbo wanl them J Mo- uS?."
& Wood.

Rlshr.

tit X E It

T

CO.

new murt ROOM
S.

$$,250

with
side.

garase.

New,

Cteup

m

new,

us show
Jt
adobe house

OPPORTUNITIES

$6,300

furnished.

W. A. BETTS

IBM-W-

of the hest paying businesses
a good, close-i- n
location with cheap rent.
Terms will allow business to
pay for itself. See us for an
appointment.
in the city ,ln

$50,00

By takina; year lease on fine new
modern apartment in PARKVIEW

INVESTMENT
AND SPECULATION

On

A. I. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Loans and

Four-roo-

407.

FOR RENT

MODERN
In Fourth ward, white stucco
finish, with four rooms and
oak
porch,
glass sleeping
floors and built In features,
nice lawn and shade trees,
good price, and good terms.

HJ. The price is only
terms, sea
JAS, M. JOHNSON,
Insurance,
Real Estate, Loans.
. Isold.
l'hone 240,

Four-roomodern
house with
two extra rooms.
One. block off
Central on best street; furnished,
13,150.
REALTY SALES CO.
114 S. Second St.
rhone 6(59

PAYING BUSINESS
FOR SALE

Luna Blvd. Five-roobrick, hot
air, lawn, shada trees,
street. Can arrange terms. paved
R. McCLUGHAN. Realtor
4,70 with
Phone 442-204 West Gold.

niiium film insurance, buuu
Surety Bin I,, Loan,.
8. Fourth St.
telephone (74.

For Sale, University Heights

SAVE

LITTLE HOME"

"A

TV.

and

poreh

FIVE
ROOM
ERN adobe plastered,
front
closets,
porrh,
heater, etc. W. Ride.

$3, B00

MOD-

throe
water

NEW FOUR P-- O
modern adobe, plastered,

$4.250

O M

h.

w. floors throughout, slnsppd-l- n
s. porch. Select elevation

location.

DANDY NEW FIVE
room modern adobe, p. dash,
hardwood floors, front nnd
Klassed-iS.
pnreli. Nicely
located on elevation.
$5,000
ELEGANT MODERN
five room brick stucco, hard
wood floors throughout, front
and piassed-lporch, built-ifeatures, vines,
lawn. etc. Close-iwest side
location.
Wo Have Others Ask Ya.
$4,750

n

sleeping

n

n

n

ROBERTS-TURNE-

218

V.

CO.

R

Gold.

Phone

407.

Furnished Xour-ruuhouse"
Fourth.
TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
HELP WANTED
reasonable rates, li a.. Urifflth, 721
FORREN1 Apartment
FOR RENT Several furnished houses.
24ia-RPROFESSIONAL CARDS
K;it Iron, phone lOTO-and up. Phone 1583-J- .
New
Albuquerque,
Mexico,
ROOFINC
WALL IWI'firt nnd Kalsomlne
ui lurnisned apartment. FOR RENT Four-rooA l l ll.VKl.
cleaned,
unfurnished cot- - WnaJvEUM,lkar- mek's EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 18S4-- J
.reasonable, 208 Romn 1lKn
nu
uoois
woonwork oiled; sure; clean JOHN W. WILSON,
."'- .m conn second.
l''OH HE.NT Cool,
n
SALE
c,1 1 .J.
Standard
FOR,
EXPERIENCE
deelrauwTapartment;
''1'
Rotary
phone
sewing
"TeTchS;
Two-roo'joo'ison.
FOR RENT
Eel
Attornef.
rurnlshed
adult, iiosick. 816 West Roma.
inucmue. almost new. 612 North Seo.
iji HUl.hl LH1NG, general furniture re- Room II, 17 and 1!, Cromwell Building,
with porch. io;2 South Walter. house, SchrKu.t!,f-!r'-'--"
ond.
i'OIt KENT Threo room, Tdti;th7-i- oi
AUTOMOBILES,
pairing, packing. The Art Craft Shop,
Phomt 1153-u.v
i d
South Seventh, phone 1644-.T- :
modern furnished
FOR SALIC Good upright piano, cheap FOR SALE Hudson
I,
iniro, pnone h.t;i-10 Pick cherries.
PHYSICIANS AMI ht KliEONS.
nnuae, very close In. Phone HH7-V"'tK'UDZBoy
speedster, excellent
Apply
FOll RENT Two furnished rnnmi with lYIH
MAX UAIHIAIN STORE, at SI 5 South
iur casn. tan immediately at an
...
condition; a biircaln. Phone hhs.m
-.. IJirVT
........ ruiiiisneiT
Lit. 8. I. IILRIO-N- ,
West Gold.
Yiouae
will
I'lrst.
private hath; very cool. Phone 1727-two
with
pay the highest prices for
run
SALE
OR TRADE "Oldsmoblle 8"
rooms and knin tn,.i,' 622
Ufsaees of tne Stomach,
second-hanyour
sr.n
SALE Kdison Dhonoffrmih.
ONE SMALL and one
South
clothing, shoes and
for lord car. (114 South Rroadv.
Suite. . Harnett Building.
"Ci?E,lti Iorm carPenters, teamsterl FOR
large furnished Walter.
rnune 8&s.
Cash: good temia to rlirht nnrtv
o"i"it..
yii; tOli SALE Must
apartment, with hot water.
1316 West FOR RENT
"
sMI Tmllon !.....
Four-rooSouth Broadway.
uotoa.
WANTED Violin students, private In OH. S. C. CLARKE,
house and sleep-EditEmPl"nent FOR 8ALK
r""h r terms. Call 1140
Eye. Kar. Nose and Throat.
no somhjird
'"nlhcd. Call 614 Soutf
l''UU RENT Furnished
snuution; rntes reasonable. Start your
:
Cherrits, choice large varie- 1,' VUL'UT l . . . . r
apartment'
and
Barnett Building.
Phone 111.
now.
1 none
:
:
WANT
for
15U0-10
KKPAIRINO.
ty
Call
jii-j- ,
O.
between 12
garage.
"nuuiun
etc.,
preserving,
51.25,
after 6:30;
pounds
2
Sn
Office Hours
and
p. m., and 8 to f p. m.
FOR RENT Flvo-roodelivered. Phone 693.
J. S.
ratei.
JaM.Vorks, 217 North Third.
furnished house,
t II . m. and 2 to (I p. m.
5
"fr
Penrce.
FOR
-1r,
J50.
garage.
SALE
S2J
V
JO POUNDS
Inqulra
south Arno. ynm money, Lmranat m.mn....
Bulck touring carl
Three-roocherries, postpaid to Albu
furnished phone 1310-,lti?T "oePln
ina in America. Lit,- - Kenta
RUO CLEANERS
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
querque. 11.75. W. IP. Wood. hn ar.ji
Co.
Po
Porch and bath. FOR RENT
make big
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
BTlJ Rugs Cleaned. II. 25.
city
e"S South Arno.
Furnished four-rooFarmlngton. New Mexico.
brick
MATTRESSES
FOK
Mt
two
ronovated, 13.60 and np;
Oold,
bungalow;
Ford touring car, in good
Practice Limited to
JA'-l'OIt RENT Modern
ORDER CHERRIES and raspberries In
Albuquerque, N. M,
three and four-roo- !13 North Second. larga porches. Inqulra
furniture
repaired and packed. Ervln GKNITO - URINARY OlSKASES
603 WMt
advance. Cherry HlosRom (nn..h 2na vZTw
Frmnt.
CPP. Phone
apartment., with bath; furnished. FOR RENT Five-roo613-or 2035-P'JhigtVphones
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
East Trumbull, phone 1032-West Coal.
unfurnished
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing" Hassermaa
modern house,
oLi-SB- ini
with two sleeping
extra stood used cars
Laboratory In Connection.
'0.R KENT Three-rooTYPEWRITERS, all makes, 10 and up.
Twice dally service.
modern, nicely porches. Phone 2128-Remember, satisitnns. aicintoih Auto Co.. 31
IJ per month. .Ibuquerque Typewriter
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing CHJzena Rank Blag. Fhoiw 880
reasonable.
very
waitress':
P"'""";
FOR
REN
'23 West Santa Fe.
Vest(pper.
A. Exchange, 122 Bouth Fourth.
Howe., on Krnds; rurnlshed
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
Ply at Liberty Cafe, No. 1.
end unfurnished.
Foil SALE Kissel Kar speedster.
McMIIIIon & Wood.
ft Hanna Master Photographers.
fOH REN- T- -- Two rti,n,h.rt
SALE
.
Heavy blackTeiiamel porch
wanted Nurse maid. Apply Mrs. R' FORwing;
Kealtora. 20(1 West Oold.
will trade for tcurlnr car
also
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
In
' IJ"tney, 1105 West Central.
Singer sewing machine,
ORCHSSiRA AND BAND
Diseases of tbe Eye. Glasses fitted
17(1.1
7- FOR
RENT
est
"
road.
South Second.
House, and
; .
.
apartments, uoou iid,,Ei SCHOOL
goodjcondltloji. 710 West Lead.
Office removed to 114 N. Bec-ofurnished or not,
Phona 1628-OAI.B,
IF YOU have an orchestra or band Inl.lthh Ttnllr len.t
l'OIt RENT Two-rooJ.
FOR SAIE Used tractnriC 5lUrht housework. ,023 s7,h . nil
and
furnished apart" A. Hnmmnnd, 824
at. Ground floor. Phone 843,
Sliver
Studcbaker,
strument
E,,t
wish
and
2D0;
with
five'
to
learn
to
gang
Hardware
"'"P'n
Porch and bath. TO RENT Five-rooplows
l
play
ml" .r",',1'
o work'TnHulSrTotnT;
no west tiold.
correctly and receive class Instruction MATTRESS RENOVATING
Department, J. Korber & Company.
modern home, W?:Da"-- tcwn:
WaUerhone 1406-In sight
with ga, and garaga.
tMny "oilers .and FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and
l'hone 14C2-FOR
rending, musical arithmatlo,
',"V worlt- - Address
i..,i..vr juur aiuomonne, bit.cKsmlth, and
e
RENT ApartmenTs aTnd
701 West New York.
Frost's Cafe.
time, tone, tempo, scales, chords, transfurnished or not. Phone 1522-- houses,J
-repair worn to 1004 East street
cheese; also fresh milk in gallon
mexreo.
can in anyimng, tiordon Holloway.
....,vlc.,
and
ensemble playing. Join our
FOR RENT Furnished
posing
lota.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furA. Hammond, 824 East Sliver
.
l'JlB-MSwsyne's Dairy, phone
cottage, two VVA N TED Experienced shoe salesladies!
r h'. now.
Fred K. Ellis, phone 302-niture packing. Phone 613-rooms and sleeping porch,
or H035-- J.
S18, ,outh
B'li.ii ford speedster, reborod
FOR SALE Pianos and player
Y
RENT Furnished modern outside
n
Ervln
;OR
Apply at once: good
pianos;
2058-Bedding Oomo.iny.
new
Phone
highlands.
block,
pre-wradiator, completely overvalues. Phone 100. Geo. P. hauled,
apartment;
bath.
Snanlsh.sn.nktn.private
FOR
Averlll FOR
r,
parties;
SALE
Houses
Five-roogood
Loarnard
RENT
rubber,
terms.
Piano
Write
cheap;
Co., U4 South Walter.
brick house, large Manufacturers' Sale Shoe Store, 301 Korth
.uaft ivortn second.
CHIROPRACTORS
FOH SALE House and lot.
nasement, garaga and gas. Apply at r n si.
FOR SALE Standard mnke used player l'ostoffice box 374.
FOR RENT Furnished front
Call after
apartment, 701 New York, or phone 1460-fit '10 P m.
GET CAR HAPP5T
tfil East firand.
In Athrea room, and private bath.
pianos,
toll
will
at
condition;
216 li
Mule and Kenia le.
1018 GRANT,
good condition, seven tires.
iOR RENT Cottage, two rooms and
bargain on
l'Oit SALE Two-roonnriii pecond, Albuquerque Hotel.
Chiropractor.
payment plan, l'hone
wo
new nailery;
ct'ilgo,
IB nnd S!u AroiU
two sleeping porches, furnished or
viiMr.u look, man or woman, for the
bargain
price. 1224 FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
porches, llatton's Store, phonu 24H-JBuilding.
.l'OIt REM Three rooms and bath,
1727-iorui
eeconq,
Pecos.
413 South
upper
pnone
no
office.
423 'Vest Full SALE Three-roosick.
Apply this
n
light housekeeping;
SALE
On
Broadway.
foil
32.r,0.
stroke FOR
furnished,
608 South First
modernuTnTsi"""
Iron.
SALE
Ilrolhers
tourlnir
Dodge
cor
a
WANTED
for
108
RENT
run
a
wayne
i street.
at
gas
ed
i.v
also
pump,
South Arno, July 1,
superior noxitun
Inquire Savoy Hotel Ofrtco
house; garage,
bargain;
iu0
lot,
Agent
seven rooms and bath, large
e. -renewed; Ford light truck and Bulck FO '.
attending our Summer R0.inn. , .a,. one chain hoist, one and one-haton.
Nice,
clean apartments,
down, J30 per month. 130(1 South Arno. U.NIG of tho KlollU'St llotiaehold
OK REN I Mu
basement,
nunc n muring car; good buys. J. Kor
housekeepn:asl- hot water heat. Phone 1628-Hotel, 21114 West FOR SALE Three fine
instruction; rapid progress. 8.eo- 70 South Second.
"""i ........
Imperial
on
nitr'--'- .
ties
ing apartment, close in; no slck;.no
the
ChII
Cenfor
homes,
East
b(R.
4
school for FC1 SALE iliac, currents for making imiine Co., Dodge Brothers' Dealers, rvntral.
children. E23 West Lead, phona 2Q1. M. FOR KENT Sever
son, Crystal Rooms, room No. in. from
East
modern furnished Private Secretarle,. nesiern
Silver and
tral,
University
sni-- .t
its.
Phone
Jellies, pies, preserves and Jams. Rent-- a
cottages; rent 25, 30 and $36; on car
toil RENT Front room, suitable for Heights. J, A. Hammond. X24 Enst Silver. 3 o'clock to 12, Monday.
FOR RENT Two rooms and batbfuP
n Ranch, phone 2417-Rroom or light housekeeping. Fu'l SALE Four-roofrom t to 8 tun hAI.li Auto parts to one hundred
Apply at 1Z1B souyi Edith.
nirhod for light housekeeping,
fror Kent-Rooand bath, frame. LAROJ BH1RT M A.NL't ACTUltElt wanta
different makes and model cars; largest 414sleeping
12 to 1 and 8 to 9 nights.
with
West Oold.
Board
morning,
iOR
RENT
and trees, first floor, reasonable. porch
close In highlands, 2.600; easy terms,
708
Completely furnished, three
stock
of used parts in southwest.
Agents to sell complete line of shirts
Auto
room
Heel and arch cushions
rooms with sleeping
FOR
RENT
loom
oiorrn jnira
cottage, sleeping porch, near
15,
Three
First
603 Went Copper. SOFT SPOTS
National
Bank building. direct to woarer. Exclusive patterns. Hlg
216
?0j?NP.BOAR.D.
West
Co.,
San Antonio street.
car line, Phone 1478-prevent falltn Insteps; cures all foot salvage
for housekeeping. FOR SALE OR RENT Modern five-rooporch; furnished
FOR RENT Two-roovalues.
r.i
exas.
Free ea mljlos.
'i
M;idinn Miiio.
rurnlshed apart'
BPARD'
TJ!;?.L?
"ingle
wealaaerved;
100 North Edith.
troubles. II. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
North Tenth
raent; hot and cold water, light, and FOR RENT Two-roofurnlkhed house.
and bath, good location, close In; priced 503 Broadway. New Yorlt.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. FOR SALE OR TRADE For a good FOR
e
with sleeping porches; modern; $30
RENT Nice
to sell; owner leaving city. 1932-R.
rent reasonaoie.
jjuuua paiu;
sleeping
421V,
0x1
KiSiMT
or
oiassed-i- n
roadster
'
a
five
LuSi. "ei AitCio-Eii- i;
speedster,
psssenger
with
ASBESTOS
per month. Call at 70 East Santa Fe.
ROOF PAINT
401 West Lead.
216
looms.
b' ard. 114 North Mar',. porch,
Alhuquerque Uutel,
iisnt six private ramlly touring car; used North
The orange colored cars. Engle, EleSecond.
f IOD for all kinds of roofs, 1 per gal- very
FOR RENT Some desirable houses, fur- ROOM with
FOR RENT Three-rooKOR
in
excellent
little;
condition
bALE
and
By ownei. suburban home, phant Butte Dam and Hot Bprlngs. N.
up
lon.
The Manzano Co., 110 South io
sleeping porch and board;
nished and unfurnished,
hot and cold
four rooms and
apartment; njodern;
uate; over 20 mllea per gal. of gaso FOR RENT A room with all convenient
j. v. n,,m.
porch, city M. Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
Walnut, phone 1834-genUetnnonljtiPhone 1678-Try a built up
ces and connecting bath. 1320 East water, fruit trees, sleeping
water. 611 South Arno. Inquire 116 Real Estate, 11 West Silver, phone 477. CANVAS
e
Hot Springe at 11:30 a. m. and !:30 p. m.
grape arbor.
ae long as the building. lino; can be seen at 301 North Third
will
roof;
last
p'orch
with
2343-steeping
Silver, phone
board.
box 313, eitj.
vept nnver, pnone 78.
street. .Make me an offer.
LIST your vacant houses witn the City
Oldest Unra drivers, best Dam care on
week.
120? Bast Central.
O AUTO
USE
llOper
EFFECT
seat
TCr
and
One
ROOMS
tOIt RENT
Nice, clean rooms; l'OIi SALE Just completed fine large the Dam line. We drive our own care.
Realty Co.. for prompt and efficient ROOM AND BOARD
AUTO WrtJCKING CO. IMPERIAL
larga and one small
ALBUQUERQUE
Vals-pa- r.
Effecto
Auto
dressing.
Enamel,
four-roowith
or
week.
West
rates
service.
Over
Pastime
W
glassed
by
Gold,
sleepapartment, furnished
IIT.
Write for reservations st our expense.
modern
day
New
for
Used
phone
brick
and
completely
house;
pressed
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
ing porch; no sick. 1027 Forrester
beautiful location In highlands.
Theater, 211H West Central.
rouncKeouinK,
REPLACEMENT PARTS
irana ADartmenta. lis FOR RENT Modern brick seven-rooPrice
HEFPERNAN BROS., Props.
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Print.
HOARD
uoou
19J8-R- .
home
ijNortn pevenin, pnone
All
In
very
terms.
for
Stock
LINCOLN
Care:
Phone
rates
reasonable;
furnished
furnish
house,
not yprings. N. M.
suitable for boarders
by Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement SatAPARTMENTS, newly
the meal or week. cooking,
n I., v n
TTftt,
or home. 118 North Maple, phone 2272-Mrs. Knight, cor- isfaction assured. Thoe. F. Keleher Leatb--"- .. ALL parts tested before leaving shoo.
ed
cool and close in. KOR SALE At sacrifice, owner leaving
hot
rooms;
water,
a
ner Broadway and Gold.
buo,ucr.iir-funlTin
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies. 313 South Third, phone 014-408 We. Central.
must sell In five davs: two-rooapartment witn shower bath adloininir. FOR RENT Completely furnished four.
Phone 1067-state;
DAILY STACK
!also disappearing bed. Apply between 6
ngnts, norns, ignition seta, springs, etc FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished frame and four-rooroom house with three screened porches. FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy foTTWi FOR SALE (By Chas.
frame, both new; on
show Parts
To Tuos (Read Down)
Mann),
22
carried
New
of
for
cars.
and p. m 600 South Walter.
makes
run
sited lot Call mornings, 1509 North
m"rooms in modern home.
Phone H33-M- ,
or Inquire 1204 East
Loav
caaes. scales, copying
Reed, phone
Apply Mrs.
7:30 a. m.
press, Oliver axles, drive
122C-40
South Walter.
Third.
pinion and ring geare Fred Hamm, 623 North Second.
LINCOLN
APARTMENTS, newly fur- Arrive
10:80 a m.
typewriter, Dolton adding machine, threo carried for shafts,
all cars. Keep us In mind.
GOOD HOARD, room and
H. P. electrio motor, four H. P. gasoline NEW
KOR
Leave
New
SALE
uisnea, two ana tnree-rooOoe
Tioniea
well
One
apartments, FOR RENT Four-rooRENT
FOR
furnished
house
owner;
furnish-esleeping
j:3o u. m.
by
porch
MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
modern,
hot and col water; cool and close In.
sz west Oold; one six-ro- e
ueas; nignianus; prl-va- engine, sanitary slicing machine, coffee
...13 SO p. m.
house, with two porches, basement.
single
keeping room, close In; reasonable rent; 110
HOUSE.
ji,
312 South Third, phone 914-home.
1420 East Ellver.
four-rootwelve-ligmill
Arrive
two
North
110
one
S06
:oJ p. m.
no
no
1201 East Copper,
children.
system,
Maple;
sick:
gasoline
West
Iron.
210
North
West Central.
Phone 434.
Inquire
To Alhuqnermie (Reud l p)
Foit RENT Nicely furnished front room box springs and two cows.
FOR RENT Three large, cool rooms and lenar.
Maple: terms. Call 821 West 811'
rooms and Norm
6
SAVE
on dismantled ELOIN HOTEL Sieeptn
vcr. phone 1949-cent
per
7.00 p.m.
Albuquerque
...Arrive...
with
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining, FO:-- . RENT Four-rooHOT
TWO
ELECTRIC
board,
suitable
PLATES.
for one or two.
housekeeping apartments, by the day. KOR
bungalow, mod'
Santa Ft
parte, tires, batteries, springs, wheele, week
Wt-W- .
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
m
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat
SALE OR RENT By owner,
618 West Fruit.
BURNERS, FOR ALL KINDS OF bearings,
or month. 60J(4 West Central.
ern and furnished; large Bleeping porch; fj??."
electrical equine
Sab'a
Fe
tenders,
rims,
Arrive.
..12:45
and clean; desirable summer location. Just what
p. m.
COOKING.
Iioubc
AND
furnished
neat
ECONOMICAL
and clean;
you want; near car line and FOR RENT Large
front room and"
axles and drive KOR KENT Furnished rooms with sleep- - water and electrio
616 West Coal.
Arrive. . .1 1 :15 a. m.
Kspant ia
EVER ment, mngnetoa, gear,
lights, chicken house,
rnone 354-T
Krocery.
sleeping porch with board. Everything KNOWN ON LOWEST PRICM
l eave. . . 7:30 a, in.
Ing porch for light housekeeping; water and wood shed. 1300
shafs, rtdlators, etc.) a complete line of
four-rooSATSTOVE.
FOR RENT Modern
ELECTRIC
boulevard.
new
Virginia
and modern. Call 110 North Maple,
apartFARE TO SANTA FK, $4.60
FOR RENT OR BALE July 1. five-rooall models; Willys and llghte furnished. 710 West Lead.
Call at 102S North .Sixth, phone 15fln-ISFACTION GUARANTEED.
PHONE parts for Overland,
ment, newly decorated, oak floors, fine
TO TAOS, JII.AO.
modern house, near shop, garage, or phone 1468-Knight, 4, 6, 8; Bulck, 4; Btudebaker, FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for 8
1639-FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION.
shade, excellent location, near Model-Ia- n shade trees,
CENT INVESTMENT
PER
Two
I,
small
Reo
6;
SPECIAL
Chalmers,
4;
summer
Overland,
4;
Albuquerque
30,
Paige,
rates.
$66
partly furnished, rent
Hlngllnf
per month; GEO. C. ALBRIGHT, DISTRIBUTOR, 6: HuDmubtle.
light housekeeping, with use ot phone
L-house on corner lot, 110x142: $250 good Brothers' cigar Headquarters
park, very reasonable. 411 West Mar-hi- e, Inquire 608 New
Maxwell.
Dleasure and
Store. 210 West Central
excellent board, private room with 118 HARVARD
Tork.
200 North Edith.
also
1462-garage.
bath;
AVENUE.
phone
and trucks; Chevrolet, 490-lights and water; brings In Aver , Phone (ion.
B.; Mitchell, FOR RENT "front room, well furnished' furniture;
FOR RENT Furnished two and three' sleeping porch and tray service, St. FORCED TO
4.15
be
8
must
FOR RENT Fu msTied apartments, cononce.
Santa
one
new
per
A
.
sold
F
loan
cent
month;
at
SELL,
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491.
6; sazon,
per
Bank ConfecHeadquarters
rings,
complete line
room
Pacific; three-rooin United States Loan and Investment gears, pinions and
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In; Price
venient to sanatorium,;
II, COO; terms. Phone owner, tionery, rhone Z'i'S.
four' rooms, moaern houses. Easthouse
transmission gears
MRS. CARL BERGLUND. private' SanaEast Santa F
1713-glassed-i- n
company, for 2,600, which has been run- and axle shafts for any car. Mcintosh one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
sleeping porches, gas; on East Apply 613rurnlshed
East
me
Pacific.
south
Edith
accomlonum,
street;
FOR RENT Furnished three-rooCentral car line. Call 1321 Bast Central,
Also one 8 ner Auto Co.; 811-1- 6
ning sixteen months.
West Copper.
TIME CARDS
apart
FOR KALE Well-buiby
practical
FOR RfcNT Three-roonr see MCMHiton St wnoo. Dbae S48,
furnished cot' modation for two bed patients needing cent loan in United Home Builders of
ment, good location, ground finer, close
builder, JfiVa cash, or best offer, buys
WHEN IN NEED OP
bath and eleeplng porch. Phone special nurse care, $30 per week or 100 America for 12,000 which has been runtage,
no slclt.
300
reasonable
West
In;
n
rent;
nnd
FOR RENT July and
glassed-inicely
TIRES,
August,
S81-rims, carburetors, springs, mag
sleeping porch.
call for koya at 1624 East Cen- - Per month; also accommodation for two ning twenty-tw- o
Both should
Electrio and city water. The best m
furnished four-roomodern apartment,
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles, Iron.
gentlemen patients In annex, needing mature soon. Box month.
twelve.
83, Clovls, N. M.
FOR RENT Clean bed room, excellent town for healthseekers.
)nk floors, newly decorated, large porches, trai, petween nine and
oearmga. horns, accessories
nurse care; tray service; excelPalmer, 1322
general
five-rooRENT
FOR
Two
1758-furnished lent meals; also
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
fine shade, excellent location near
ventilation, private entrance, telephone, South High, phone
special diet. Phone
CARPEfMTPRINr.
WE
214
1366-DATE
HAVE
bungalows, 214 and 218 North Maple
TO
hot
THE
North
SALVAGED
park. 411 West Marble, phone
water;
FOR
employed party.
PALE Direct from owner, beautiu
w.
j;"
will rent until September
14C2-at 135 per
FOLLOWINO MAKES OF CARS:
Walter.
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
ful five-roopressed brick bungalow.
Bulck cm. C26, till, D66; Cadlllae, FOR RENT Two rooms and bath, fur Just completed; hardwood
montn.Fieose . II at 724 East Central.
All Rinds of work. Phone 1673-J- .
1002
WASHINGTON
VK
APARTMENTS
floors throughSALE
Livestock
490, FB,
Chevrolet
Chalmers,
Chandler,
fire
West Central; location one of the FOR RENT Three-roobreakfast nook and all
house, partly FOR SALE
out;
nished
for
place;
P.
housekeeping,
porch
light
". McCaffrey plumbing and beat- iiany Grand;
t,
Work horse.
Phone 851
WESTBC0N.") Dally.
Dodge, Dort. and trees, first
702 hullt-l- ti
721
location.
features; good
reasonable.
"beauty spots" of Albuquerque: every hotlurmsuea giassea-i- n
sleeping porch;
wnrlr
floor,
reneii
Ing
Phone
specialty.
20.
MitchH.
K.
Ford,
'r'ln.1
Hup
Arrive.
N.; Maxwell,
and cold water, garage, nice nlace LIVESTOCK PASTURED by the month. 1870-- J.
West Lend.
Pepart.
North Third.
apartment has private bath, electric range
Inquire Mrs. Fred Llnde-mnell
Olds
No.
Saxon
The
I,
Overland,
Soout.... 1:31) pm
2421-Revery
for
model;
n.
pro
83.
J.
70(1
122,
water
Soutb Third.
chickens,
and all modern conveniences. Phone
Nipp, phone
paid. Inquire
No. J Calif. Limited. lu:Sii am 11:00 am
WILL ESTIMATE all or any part of 4 and
Btudebaker 4 and ; Willys-Knigh- t, FOR RENT Two newly furnished light
QO HOIItll
High.
J. D. EATON, proprietor.
FOR SALE My entire stock of rabbits, I your
lath-In- g
rooms, modern, ground
No.
housekeeping
I
of
a
make
model.
every
t
10:BO
work;
Kaet..
am
specialty
am
Fargo
LOST AND FOUND
RENT Furnished
new
708 East Cen- FOH
modern
cheap If sold at once. 1328 North Sixth.
JENKINS APARTMENTS
If you don't see your car la the above floor, close In; no sick: no children. 30G
and shingling. W. M. Conver, phone
No.
The Nt.o. .12:ss am I I) mn
stucco bungalow, with glassed In sleeD. FOR SALE Durham-Jerse- y
unfurnished, t completely
West Iron.
tral; new.
FOU.NU
list, remember.
Uold coupon bond.
Charles A.
cow, fresh; 2416-J- J,
SOUTHBOUND.
WB
sleeping porch, pri ing porch and all conveniences; gas, hot
modern; glassed-i- n
ARE
MODEL
801
LATH
SALVAOtNO
care
xour
Nr.. 19
South
610
FOH
well
j
Pushing,
furnished
RENT Exclusive,
El Paso Eip
a giving
milk.
Broadway.
FLOOR
10:10 pre,
gallons
SANDING
can
We
resurface
vate gront porches, gas, garages, laundry. water; will give lease If wanted; reason- i.unaiu.
14B8-CARS EVERY DAY.
T
hot
room,
No.
with
nouievara,
LOST
phone
El
Inporch,
Paso
sleeping
link
larga
11. It am
like
old
and
cuff
your
floors
mnke
them
gold
Square
button.
Esp
In addition to the largest stock of used water hat and bath; centrally located.
Heat, hot and cold water, furnished; able; adults; July 1. Inqulra (01 South FOR SAIE Flemish
It. K. ; reward; return to 4:12
itials
Giants. Rufus Reds new and make your new floors perfect. parts
EASTPoran.
Edith.
close In: excellent location.
In the state, we carry a COM- Phone 1744-821 Went Coal.
2070-West Marquette.
,,
No. I The Navaio.. 2:19 nm 1:40 pm
Phone
Whites.
bucks.
Black,
Belaiune.
PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
FOR RENT 813 West McKinley avenue, anu
710 west Lead, phone 1926-LOCATED in a
LET me figure your new house or re- axle ahafta and general
FOUND Lady's vanity case; owner may No. 4 Calif. Limited, o.ou pm s:40 pm
WANTED Houses
new three-roohouse: large aervlce F.OR iryers.
accessories, for GET
a s ej. ir. Bight.. 7:28 pro 1:10 pm
room, adjolnlnr bath in new modern
SALE Flrst-clas- a
have the snme by paying for add and
milk
reasonable
Holsteln
work
guarancar.
pairs;
ev.ry
prices;
Dack
porcu,
pantry,
sleeping porch, large
No. 10 Th Scout.... J:20 am
IF YOU want to sell that uoutte or lot,
house
one-ha- lf
17DS-:t0 a
cow,
porch,
located;
three
centrally
private
and
estimates
Call
OUJt
teed;
eaiinni
giving
J.
free.
Identifying. Fee's Candy "s tore.
ARB
PRICES
THE) LOWEST,
close to Fourth street; or
list It with J. E. Ounce,, real estate, large shed, located.
rzcu ssnra
E. Johnson, 618 John.
entrance; employed
preforrod LOST In or very nour the First National
people
miiK a gay, sin North Broadway.
VIADUCT OARAGE,
Apply 1011 North
118 West Silver, phone 477; we get the pleasantly
1949-2
Plrone
summer
No,
:25
El
rates.
from
Paso
special
pns
SECOND.
80UTH
(00
First.
FOR SALE Six head work horses and WIS DO ODD
bank a Bnptlst Loyalty bond; finder no. so
OB carpentering
and
rash
FTom ei paan 7:ec am
Largest parte house in the elate.
tnree mules, two sets of harness and
house building, reasonable;; Investigate
write P. O. W care Journal.
All
OCCIDENTAL
outside den
HOTEu
FOH
RENT Five-roounfurnished
No. 80 connects at Telen "ti No. JI
To rent
WANTED
four or five-roorooms and new furniture, furnished r LOST Small black
wagon, Ford touring, Htudebakcr road- - our low prices; estimates free. Phone
frame
418
West
at
Atlantic,
dwelling,
pocketbook, contain-I- n for CI"Tt. Peoe Valt.- -.
with 130. Five-roofurnished house or apartment,
WANTED
2H0B-1209
Position
City ta4
212
ter,
North
F.
Second.
J.
unfurnished
Yale,
also
Kluken.
apartments:
sleeping
bun
modern furnished
wrist wutch, name engraved, around C
Coast.
glassed-i- n
alecnlng porch, for six months
rooms at $4 to $7 per week; hot and Central
and tjecoud; return to Altss Clemalso WANTED Washing.
Phone 1304.
elegantly furnished, at 120 West OR BALE July 6, two carloads of PAINTINO AND KALSOMINING,
No. 23 ornneot- t Z'mUJ. with No. tl
nr longer. Address Box X., care Journal. galow, 160.
new
In
cold
water
each
manage
room;
Y.
207
O.
ent.
roof painting: very reasonable prices. HIINDLHi WASHING. 411 North Arno.
W.
West
A.
good young horses,
coal,
city Realty Co..
weighing from
from Olovle and points es.- and sotirh
,
ment. 122tt East Central. W. jr. Barnett.
200 to 1,600 sounds.
rr
or...
f..b
Gold, phone 167.
Albuaueroue Horse Pall
DRESSMAKING
Market, First atreet and Mountain road. phone 79.1-jat noon or after 6 o'clock. WANTED HouseworkTiy the day. Phone phone 1633 J.
FOR RENT Miscellaneous
FOR SALE Horses and mares; J have 1 WANT you to investigate my low prices
FOR SALE Furniture
(VI! UJJNT Piano, excellent condition.
MONEY TO LOAN
Work by the hour. Phone
on any kind of a building proposition WANTED
lust arrived with fifty head of good
I'hollo 1SU1-URN1TUHB REPAIRING and upholsterims-M- .
I
arter 6:80 p. m.
have In view. A. E. Palmer, BungaColorado horsee and mares, weight J
IdONKY TO LOAN
WANTED
On watches, dia- sewing, by the day or at
Phone 61
ing.
or 2036-J- .
Ervln young
WANTED Position aa truck
from 1,000 to 1,600 pounds; some broke low Builder, bo 41. city. Phone I76I-home.
Fe. phone Bedding Company.
iiinde, guns and ererrthina valuable
61) East Santa
1618-1
to
work
some
l'hone
and
can
ask
unbroke:
sell
Jl'lO-for Gilbert.
Mr, B. Marcus, II 3 South First.
FOH SALE
A complete
line of high- - very cheap; also have good supply of
FOR RENT Storeroom
GENERAL REPAIR WORKS
1 1. EATING,
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
accordion, aide and box;
granc used furniture: also new mat second-han- d
and
government FOR RENT Huildma
613-vasK for w. r.
N. Crane, 216
North tresses and Simmons beds. 126 South harness. Thiswagons
412 West Cull- mall orders.
and good Juwelry; liberal, reliable,
anytning.
atuff will be at Grande
Seventh.
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st
Crane Apartment,, phone 314. First.
par; suitable for garage. Inquire n. B. house cleaning, floor waxing, lawn
CASH
Wagon Tard, 810 North Broadway, until Sherman,
BUILD YOUR NEW
.
work.
1430-RW.
Bank
and
First
Call
at
J.
Lowe, phone
MONEY TO LOAN on close-i- n
Savings
sold.
See Scott Rldenour. phone 1658-FOR SALE
Din
city prop.
Used
furniture:
8.
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
irust
rhone
company,
McMIIIIon
first
ft
erty,
or
at
Housework
nortgnges.
111.76:
bed.
wanted
chairs. 81.76:
ing table.
washing
HOME
Tor
$50.00
will
200
month,
FOR RENT Store room and cellar, 26
West Gold. Insurance, real
buy
FOR SALE Real
employer's house. I, D. Hunter, 214 'A Wood,
Twelve Hrown Leghorn hens Ifl.00; single bed, spring mattress, $18.76;
FOR SALE
011th Second.
estate.
by 60 feet, the rear of 109 South First,
this four-roor- r,
902 North chiffonier, 116 00; ivory dressing table, FOH SALE Vacant lot Just
and roosters, thoroughbred.
bungasfjeco
of
uni
west
On University
accessible by alley from Second street,
Helfthts; 200
818.60; mahogany rocker. 85.60: wicker
Pccond street.
Position by shoe salesman:
low, with oak floors and gar-rns- e.
versity, 110 cash and 110 a month. Gold and Central avenues. Fred Luthy, WANTED
itath-e- r
feet above tlin city;
WANTED
have had twenty-fiv- e
AFTER July 1, In order to make room chair, $14.00; wicker rocmr, 16.76;
Apartments
Phone 1682-years' expert- at Cltlsens National bank.
17.60.
Is
This
Call
nee
Fur
houso
rocker,
at
almost
American
at
to $fidO per
level
lots
and
$225
know
the
can
furnish
will
sell at bargain
for I y "ling atock,
trade;
FOR BALE One good fifty-fotly cuuplu, unilirliiwlied utuirt- lot on WILL
niture Company, 128 South Second.
new and well built. Price
to suit tenant a 25x100 -l references. Addresa D. A care Jouf- - WANTED
,
lot. $10 I own and $10 per
prist-,meni with private bath; bust be in
fifty 6. C. R. L rted hens: also a
East silver, near Highland park, on 'foot arrange
brick
n;l.
onndltlon;
good
building;
$4,000.
finest
slock; great lay
rw male birds;
month.
walking distance and price right; will
easy terms. J. A. Hammond. 624 East opposite Santa Fe shops:
reasonable
WANTED Rooms
C. P. Hay. 236 Norm High.
lease for one year. Address J. Y. J care
Sliver.
rr
terms.
See or write L. Heyman, 109
FOR RENT
Journal.
WANTED Jiving room, bed room and
V rth First. Albuouerque V. M.
WM. J, LEVERETT,
I' OR LEASE
3;ili acres' of good" mountain WANTED By employed couple, by July
TWELL CONTRACTOR
Office Rooms
private bath un ground floor, cloie in, FOR RENT
15, small modern furnished apartment
convenient U board; near Hobinson park FOR RENT Two
land: good
grazing and agricultural
WANTED
Estate
Real
WEI. I.N DRILLED, driven and repaired; urr t r
Kielover
rooms
office
A iH tpbh A,
n
crsss
four-omand
water protection: good
with bath: must be close In; permanent.
1 teal lor.
Phono 110.
(M, rwrp .ImirntK
Third and Gold.
130
pumps, tames, towers,
wuiking.
per month: light. IF YOU have business property for sale,
house; liSo an acre per year. Coll Answer fully. Address J. Y, J., cars
Journal Vfjnt Ad; Bring Kesulta, beat and
433 West Marblo, phone 1402-list tt with McllUyoa 4c Wood,
at i:07 .Virginia, boulevard.
Journal.
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STEAMER TOWS DISABLED OCEAN SHD? 2,000 MILES

SHOP EMPLOYES;!

Preserve Them

FORCE

That's our advice.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

GROWING!

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

We refer to home grown blackberries.

The warm days and nights have made them ripen very
fast, all coining on at once almost.
Will have extra supply today. The price is loner than
last week and is now at bottom. The only available homegrown berries in quantity.

WARD'S

CASH

STORE,

Railway Officials Announce!
That Nearly 350 Men Are'
at Work, Late Arrivals
Considered New Men.

Phone 28

Nearly

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

330

are

men

PASTIME
.
WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

John Gilbert in "Gleam o' Dawn"
Tlio story of n love that triumphed over appalling obstacles.

a. numchanical superintendent,
ber of strikers returned to work
wRtpnlnv. and new men were
taken on, it was stated by Mr.
Sexton, and about a half forco
is employed.
Eating and sleeping quarters
have been provided for the men
at the shops, so that they do not
have to leave tho scene of their
work during the hours when they
are not employed.
Peaceful picketing has been
continued by the union men, and
no disturoances nave ueen imported.
Trains on Time.
Mr. texton said that all trains
are moving as usual, for the most
part on time. Washouts on tho
coast lines have delayed trains
from the west to some extent, he
declared.
Railroad officials said last night
that the proportion of men working, former employes returning
and new men being hired is
about the same all along the system as it is here, with the force
employed constantly
growing
larger.
No Advertisement.
It was stated officially last
night that the Santa Se will not
publish notice of a date on which
former workers may return to
their tasks and not lose their
rights. "All men being taken on
are employed as new men." Mr.
Sexton said, "and that will continue to be the policy. Practically
all the men who quit work learned their trade with the Santa Fe,
and we do not fear but that we
can train men to till their places
equally as well as they. With the
nucleus of old tinployes remaining, this will not be a difficult
task."
Statements that lodging and
food were being provided shop
employes gave rise to a, rumor
'

Also Usual Added Attractions

.

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

LOCAL ITEMS

j

Coal Supply Co Piiooe 4 and 6.
Cottonwood Grove No. 2, Woodman Circle, will hold a regular
meeting tonight at' 7:30 o'clock In
1. O. O. F. hall.
The Moose lodge will meet tonight at 8.00 o'clock in Moose
hall.
Ph. 741.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath.
M. L. Fox,
manager of the
Chamber of Commerce, spent July
4 In Mountainalr attending the celebration. Mr. Fox said the largest
crowd Mountainair has ever seen
was in attendance, and the entertainment given the visitors could
not be excelled.
Factory wood, tui truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone 91.
' Congressman Nestor Montoya of
this city will go Thursday to Santa
Fe.
The anniversary of the late
Napoleon K. Salazar will be held
Wednesday at 8 a. m. Pt the Sacred Heart church. High mass
will be officiated by Lev. Father
Cordova. All relatives and friends
nre Invited to attend. Mr. and
Mrs. J. It. Salazar.

UMPIRE PRESENTS A
HORSESHOE
FLORAL
WED PLAYER
NEWLY
TO
Umpire .lack Cameron yesterday
presented Eloy Ortii. shortstop for
the Grays, with a handsome floral
horseshoe, In honor of the player'"
wedding, which occurred the night
The horseshoe was tarbefore.
ried to the homo plate by Mrs.
Cameron, when Ortiz came first
to bat. The shortstop got a round
He showed his apof applause.
preciation by lining out a two-base

hit.

OEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

funeral of
B ELLA MA H The
Mahlva Bellumah, who died Sunday morning, will be held this
morning at 9 o'clock. The funeral
cortege will leave Crollott chapel
at 9 o'clock to the Immaculate
The active
church.
Conception
A.
pallbearers will be Mr. Nathan,
A. Shamlry, Toufik Koury, Narcis-c- o
Francis, Fidel Merhege, Kaiser
Michael. The honorary pallbearers
will be John Nuser, Fidel Namaan,
M. Francis, Joseph Hanosh, Abdo
Habib Fidel, Joseph Fidel, Assad
Fidel. Burial will .be in Calvary
have
will
Crollott
cemetery.
charge of the arrangements.
PADII.LA The funeral of
Padilla, who died Monday
will be held this morning at 8
o clock from L'rouou runerai cnap- el,
Burial win be in Ban jose cem- ctery Croliott is in charge.
GONZALES The funeral of
Gonzales, who died last
Monday, will be held this morning
at 8 o'clock from the family
tidece. Burial will be In Santa
Barbara cemetery. Crollott is In
charge.
Cal-leta-

GL'RULE The funeral of Roberto Gurule, who died Monday
evening at his residence, will be
held this afternoon at 2 o'clock
from the family residence. Burial
will be In San Carlos cemetery.
Crollott is in charge
,

ATHLETICS
YOUNGSTERS
ft

IS

POPULAR MOVE

Third Ward Grounds Draw
From 30 to 40 Boys and
Girls Every Morning;
Coach Moore in Charge.
Athletic Coach Addison Moore, of
the High school, is giving much attention during the summer to the
Each morning for
younger boys.
the past week, Mr. Moore has been
at the Third ward grounds from 1C
o'clock until noon. The grounds,
which have always been a gathering place for the boys of the neighbeen growing in
borhood, have
Any time a boy does
popularity.
not feel like going swimming, he
Just naturally drops around sure of
finding something to do that will
be interesting.
Baseball, of course, is always In
order. Then there is the basketball, and the goals to shont at. The
high jump standards and the pota
vault always have a group around
them. Then there are the swings
Horseshoe
and the horseshoes.
pitching is great sport, and at pres
ent there are three places in town
where one can go and enjoy the
game, the x. M. C. A., C. 8. KOB.3'
horseshoeing establishment, and the
Third ward grounds.
While there are between thirty
and forty on the grounds every
morning, the sizes differ greatly.
Next week, special attention will be
given the little folks, and a great
many games will bw taught. The
object of the grounds Is to furnish
a place where boys and girls who
have nothing to do may go and find
the needed apparatus and the necessary numbers to start games of
all kinds.
The baseball leagues are getting
started nicely, and from two to
three games are played at Washington park every afternoon. The
unselfish work of Mr. Dodson, In
the Junior league, and of Mr. Cave- naugh in Senior league, as umpires
is much appreciated. They have
handled the games exceedingly wed,
and much of the interest the pas:
few days Is due to their efforts.
The management hopes that others
will volunteer to help in this work.
There are four teams In the Jun
ior and Senior leagues that are very
much In need of managers. Some
older person who would be willin
to give a little time in the evening
once or twice a week, when the
games are played, could earn the
eternal gratitude of about a dozen
of future citizens, and could do a
tremendous amount of good, says
Mr. Moore.
Other teams who want to get In
to tho leagues are asked to see Mr.
Moore any afternoon at Washing
ton park.
"If you really have a
team, and can get them down there
a place on the schedule can and will
be arranged, . says
Moore.
Mr,
But Just sending word that you
have a team is not enough. Come
yourself, and bring the list of players, and the players themselves, and
a place will be made for you.
Otherwise, we can hardly upset the
whole schedule.

The
funeral of
SANCHES
Gentry's Eggs, 45c; for gale at
Frank Sanches, who died Monday lending groceries.
at
residenco
his
Sandoval,
at
night
8, Mahlo Skcels, D. O., Citizens'
N, M., will be held this morning
at 9 o'clock from his residence. Bank building. 881 W and i!U22-cemebe
Sandoval
in
Burial will
Gynecology and Obstetrics
tery. Crollott will have charge.
--

that a number

of

"MAN

strike-breake-

had come in. Railway officials
stated, however, that the road
is giving preference to Alhuquer-quean- s
who want work. The rumored arrivaj' of
not
could
be confirmed.
strike-breake-

1.

'Mi

Theaters Today

I

'!$" Theater Repeating today
the Paramount picture, 'Moran of
the Lady l.etty," with stars, Dorothy Dalton and Rudolph Valentino,
as leading characters; also repeatg
ing the great and thrilling
feats of Annette Kelicrman,
and the "Current Events" pictures.
high-divin-

""

Lyrie 'J hcutcr One of the great-- 1
est and most interesting pictures of
the season, "Turn to the Right, a
Metro classic, is being repeated at
the Lyric today; also repeating the
Goldwyn - Sport - Review comedy.
cast.
"Fore," with an
all-st-

v

.

with alarming realism.
After th
scenes, Miss Dalton was conducted
the
mysterious and dark
through
of the yellow men who
had played in the picture.
I'AMR AND FORTH NK
SPUING J KOM UOMANCE OF
Tli SHOP; PLAY AT IVKIC

It reads as if it were a motion
picture romance primarily because it 1b; tho romance of a pretty
school girl from the middle west
who met a handsome young Irishman, already eistinguished as a
motion picture director, after an
adventurous career as a member

of tho Itoyal air force, nctor, sculptor, athlete, sailor, railwayman,
scenario writer and university athlete. The school girl proved to be
an innpiralion to tho director antj.
together they mounted to famj,
such an nelliier had dared dream
of a year ago. Now they are married.
Jt is the romance of Rex Ingram,
producer for Metro of "Turn to the
Right," now showing at the Lyric
theater. "Tho Four Horsemen of
tho Apocalypse" and "The Conquering Power." and Alice Terry,
whoso success as Marguerite Lau-riin "The Four Horsemen" and
as Eugenie Grandet In "The Conquering Power," led to her engagement as tho leading woman inJ
"Turn to the Right."
Tho romance began In a tea shop
at I'asadena, Calif. Mr. Ingram
was looking about for a girl fo
play the role of Dora Woodberry
in Metro's production of Cecil Raleigh's melodrama, "Hearts Are
Trumphs." Dora In the picture. Is
an English girl of duzzling loveli- nosM who ,H),.0S for a cciol,rated
portrait painter; a, type of beauty
that proves an inspiration to the
artist. When Mr. Ingram saw Miss
Terry, he said:
"There! There's Just the type.
A beauty like that would be an
inspiration to any artist. I wonder if she can act."

Phone 60.

205 South First Street.

...

nil

37 AUTO COLLISIONS
REPORTED

FOR

JUNE

TIGER JOHNNY CLINE
AWARDED DECISION
(By

Associated 1'rest.)

man!
See the burning
See the murderous mutiny!
schooner race with death and blow into bits!
a
See the battle for love and treasure in
Bayl
Then shimmering over this savage background,
see the fashion, lure and beauty of a world that
?
lives on pleasure, until
A picture that sails through a thousand thrills!

-

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

Annette Kellerman in "K.gEi Diving"
The "diving Venus" portrays all her famous
high dives, beautifully visualized on the screen
by slow speed camera molipis.

Current Events

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank our many
friends for the kindness extended
during the illness and death of
our dear husband and father,
also for the beautiful flowers sent.
Mrs. Myrtal Amies,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Reynolds.

collisions in which

Thirty-seve- n

CONTINUOUS

M. P.

being knocked from his bicycle Room 8, Mcllnl BUIg. Ph. 701-and suffering a broken arm. Five
cases of bicycle thefts were reRHEUMATISM-NEURITI- S
Two automobiles
were Ostcoputlile-Violet-Ra- y
ported.
Treatment.
stolen.
reported
DR. D. R. MURRAY,
Need for more policemen on 5 N. T.
Phone 741.
Armljo Uldg.
tho traffle squad has been recognized by the police department
Ads Bring Results.
Journal
Want
for several months. The strictest
regulations are maintained, and
persons involved in accidents aro
required to report to the police.
Arrests for driving while intoxiGround Floor Office In Journal
cated aro becoming fewer, and
Building, inquire
traffic officers state that their
duties are made much lighter and
there are fewer accidents because
of the fact that liquor is not as
prevalent as it once was.

for All Who
Believe in Mother s

A Big

Super-Speci- al

John Golden and Marcus Loew present thepicture from the play which ran:

Journal Office.

Thomas' Ice Cream
2
Gallon, Packed,
and delivered, $1.00

1--

- - - 313

Phono

FOR SALE

Rooming house, Fourth and
Central. Sec Landlady for

o
YALE

Bulgarian Milk
prepared

by
Scientifically
branch of San Diego Sanatoria
Association.
BODDY'S JERSEY FARMS
Phone 2413-R- 4
Distributors.

EMPIRE Cleaners

THE IMPERIAL

DYERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. th" and Gold

EXPERT WATCH MAKING
Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing
opposite Postoffiee.
118 Sooth Fourth.

V

LAUNDRY CO.

pay good prices for fire. S
such as Rifles, Shot
Guns. Pistols.
Must b
in
A- -l
condition.
218 South first Street
We

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE
Wo

mnko

'a

on lumber

specialty

hauling and building material.
Now don't forget the long trips.
321 S. Second
Phone 371.

NOTICE

Pat McCaffrey has opened o
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
Third. Repair work a specialty
PHONE

Mitt,

!t2&m$8te4

'
Miss Margaret Young. .,
Miss Margaret Young, vaudeville songstress, claims her voice will
cover more ground than any other. That is. of course, if the phonograph records she has made were placed side by side. They'd cover' 150
square miles. The sale of her records has passed the million mark. Her
-voice line on the records totals more than 00,000,000 feet,
,

LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

A

rMETROi

1870--

J.

CEDRILLOS
UNIFORM SIZE.

(WCTURE

Dry Clennlng,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Bloeked. Rues
cleaned
latest
process.
by

Phones

148

From the great stage hit
by Winchelt Smith
and John E, Hazzordl
Adapted by June Mathli

nd

and 449.

EL ESPERANZA

"

A Gold-

wyn Sport Review

HOTEL
Jemez Hot Springs

'

O H a r
by John F. Selta

Mary

Photographed

Added Attraction: "FORE"

W A N T E D
arms

'

TO 11 P. M.

FOR RENT

FOGG, The Jeweler

.

1

ALL THIS WEEK

"THE

14

(HeguSar Prices)

Theater

J.

Let Us Send a Man

v.

rl

over Young Sylvester, of Los Angeles, when the latter quit in the
sixth round of what was to have
d
been a
bout, Sylvester
injured one of his hands.

Nu Bone Corsetiere, Mrs,
automobiles came in contact with Williams,
406 North Third, phone
other autos, bicycles or wagons, 2089-occurred during the month of
June, according to the record in
Electric Co.,
the police department office. In 211The Gllderslecve
East Central. Phono 797-only one of these collisions was
anybody hurt, a messenger boy
Public Stenographer,

plc-tu- ro

SINGER'S VOICE COVERS 150 SQUARE
MILES; RADIO? WHY NO, ON RECORDS

Ills

Phoenix, Ariz., July 4. Tiger
Johnny Cllne, of Fresno, Calif., won
a decision over
Jack Lynch, oi
Prescott, Ariz., here tonight after
ten fast rounds.
They fought at
150 pounds. Young Mike Doyle, of
Phoenix, won a technical knockout

in.

1 7-l- .
JLl 2v

WILLY-NILL- Y

stole her love and then deserted
her.
By the time Gleam o' Dawn, as
Gilbert is known, has learned the
Identity of his father, he has fallen
in love with an adopted daughter
of the latter. This big situation is
has in it a genuine
gripping
heart throb. Gleam o' Dawn swears
he will kill his falher. but he revises his determination because of
the girl.
Tho story Is based on the novel
by Arthur Goodrich.
The story was skillfully directed
by Jack Dillon, presenting some
very beautiful north wood scenes.
Barbara Bedford, a very
and pretty actress, figures pleajjg
ns leading woman. She also has since became a Fox star.

MY SHIXI.H.0
1'aMimo Theater John Gilbert 's
PINO.N
NUTS
win ne delivered from Hie Fred
still at the Pastime an the leading
News
star in "(ileam O' Dawn," a great GILHF.IIT. NEW
Stand.
Hurvey
Alliuiiiierone.
KT.MI, IN A
N. 51., UNTIL I'UKTHKU
William Fox picture; also repeatSTRONG PLAY:
NOW
Fuuiiie S. Spitz, 223 North
ing the usual side attractions.
SHOWING AT PASTIME Tenth,
MANY rXCOl TK Cir RCTKIlS
In John Gilbert William Fox has
CITF EI.ECTHIO SHOE SHOP
IX "MOHAN OF LADY l.KTTV,"
I'hone S87-813 South Second.
picked a fine actor, n man with
NOW MIOWir.ci AT THE B" screen
I'ree Call and Delivery.
personality and "ii pleasing
Gilbert hade his first apChinatown in San Francisco was figure.
IM1. FRANK R.
combed for oriental types to be used pearances as a Fox star at tho DR. DAISY B. Mact'RACKKN
Muei'RACKEU.
Pastlnio
theater yesterday, which
in George Melford's Paramount picwsicopainic rnysieluns.
repeated today, in a
ture, "Moran of tho Lady Letty," is being
K.
P.
Building. Phone Office 89-the feature attraction which is be- thoso culled "Gleam o' Dawn," and
Residence 89-- J.
who visited the theater were
"B"
the
at
ing repeated today
plainly delighted with tho perfortheater.
MILK THAT WILL KEEP
The orientals were employed ar mance.
is one that requires
Vivian's Dairy, Phone 2404-J-- 4
extras, forming the motley followers thoThebeststory
sort of acting to "put it
of Captain Kitchell, an Eurasian
and
Gilbert's verv naturalvillain and captain of a smuggling over,"
ism
it its big appeal. Living
ship, played by Walter Long. One alonegives
in
the
Canadian north woods,
of the most dramatic sequences of
his unrecognized
the picture is a terrific fight be- ho runs a across
To replace that broken window
man who had deserted
father,
tween Dorothy
featured his
Dalton,
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
actress, playing "Moran," Rudolph He mother before he was born.
Phone 421. 423 North First.
meets also a man named Pierre
Valentino, leading man and their
who
him
was
he
tells
love
in
with
faithful followers, against Kitchell his
mother and has come up into
In
and his
renegades.
this the Chinese types took pari the woods to kill the man who

0JLr

SKINNER'S

Mlfm&M--

American S. S. Ala, towing the disabled Eastern Dawn in North Atlantic, photographed from a passing ship.
The towing feat of Capt, H. H.
miles off the Irish coast, Boye
ships were buffeted by storms
towed the shin for twelve days
Boj'e and the crew of the Amerrepeatedly, but the line held and
ican S. S. Ala is the talk of
and delivered it safely in Balti
port was reached at last. The
crew of the Ala are hoping for a
more harbor. It was a 2,000- shipping circles. Finding the
S. S. .Eastern Star disabled, 700
mile tow. During the trip the
salvage reward.

I

We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
ORDERS OVER $5.00 DELIVERED FREE

Rudolph Valentino

''

Mag-dalen-

r
Xt)L
0(n
UL

1

jU

'

OJL,
1m
2C

LjL 2 v

Dorothy Bolton
il

J

--

:rki

I

A tale of slant-eye- d
smugglers, roving Pacific
who beat them!
seas! A dare-devman-giA soft society dandy, shanghaied and made a

J.

--

,

AND

Currants, Large Basket . . $1.10
Native Peaches,
per pound
California Apricots,
per pound
California Plums,
per pound
Cantaloupes, large
size, each
Bananas,
per (pound .
Fresh Tomatoes,
per pound

:,

4

er

I

OF THE LADY LETTY"
WITH

working

Santa Fe railway shops in
'Albuquerque now, according to
J. n. Sexton of La Junta, me
in the

whwiwwmw

THEATRE

JAM THEM

CAN THEM

And do it now.

l)i"jmaiiii

NOTE PRICES OF ADMISSION
MATINEE
K
NIGHT (6 TO 11)
Adults
25c
Adults
3Se 'V
Children
10c
Children
15c '
'
IAa INCLUDED)

.....

Regular Auto Trips
From City to Springs

Mondays, Thursdays

I

and Saturdays

2

Special Trips on Application.
Fare $7 One Way.
.

For Further Information Applj
St urges Hotel.

CHAS.

H. CLAY,

Prop. El Esperanza Hotel.
Jemez Springs
New Mexico.

EGG

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE
More nent Units per Ponnd.
More Pounds per Dollar.

IlAIin COAL CO.

street you can get your
watch repaired so it will run and
keep time All work guaranteed

W I

SE

M

AN

21S South Second.

JSyw0'"7'
a'

COAL

The Most Satisfactory. Economical and Convenient
Stove nd Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

SECOND BLOCK
On Second

Fuel

Phone 91

for

S. MAIL

FOR JEMEZ
SPRINGS.
Runs six days a week. Passengers takon. One way, $5. Leave
at 6:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs, 2 p. n.
A. B. UACA,
Phone - 2178-IT.

KIberry. Pineapple andtl Grape.
Stwbe
Sulad'f ChM-'a",UFruk
Any of tho above will add to your dinner.
TutU-Frul-

ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
V
Thank Yout
Phone 351

'
Call Again.
321 North Second St.

